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Abstract

This thesis deals with the movement of Taylor-droplets in microscopic multiphase flows.
Taylor-droplets are small compartments of a disperse phase in a confined geometry (e.g.,
capillary or microchannel) that are separated from the wall by a thin wall film. Due to
the strict confinement on the small length scales, they allow a fluid mechanic to examine
highly complex conditions in a very controlled environment. The success of microfluidic
approaches is based on their ability to open new process windows and the miniaturization is
accompanied by higher selection rates as well as improved inherent security. This is possible
since microfluidic approaches offer high transport gradients based on the short diffusion
lengths and achieve enhanced heat- and mass-transfer, narrow residence time distribution
and high surface to volume ratio. However, microfluidic approaches use a numbering-up
approach. Thus, exact knowledge of the residence time and pressure drop is crucial for
stable reactor operations. Unfortunately, no comprehensive description of the instantaneous
droplet velocity is available.

This thesis reports a phenomenological model to improve the description of the instanta-
neous droplet velocity. The chosen approach should be seen as a holistic-hybrid between
measurement methodology, high-speed image averaging and semi-analytic greybox mod-
eling. It can be used to better determine the residence time or improve models for the
pressure drop or mass-transfer. Furthermore, for the first time the influential parameters on
the excess velocity (the deviation of the droplet velocity from the calculation of superficial
velocity) are described for squared microchannels. To fulfill this task, four research aims are
defined and successfully accomplished.

Different valuable benefits arose on this journey besides the final model: A novel non-
invasive and cost-efficient measurement device based on near-infrared (NIR) photometry
is developed and successfully tested, the flow-induced Taylor-droplet cap deformation is
effectively correlated to the Ca-number and genetic algorithms are successfully adapted
for model adjustment. Model validation drives the development of a novel refractive index
matching (RIM) approach, providing two degrees of freedom. After determination of all
necessary material parameters, a proof of principle is given. The phenomenology of the
model is subsequently validated using carefully performed 3D2C µPIV measurements. For
this purpose, ensemble-image-averaging and ensemble-correlation methods were used. The
benefits arising from this work can be utilized by other researchers, e.g. to improve existing
models or gain better process knowledge.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertationsschrift befasst sich mit der Bewegung von Taylor-Tropfen in Mikromehr-
phasenströmungen. Taylor-Tropfen sind eng abgegrenzte Anteile einer dispersen Phase,
die sich in einer definierten Geometrie (Mikrokapillare oder Mikrokanäle) bewegen und
durch einen Film der kontinuierlichen Phase von den Kanalwänden getrennt sind. Auf-
grund der genauen geometrischen Definiertheit und der kleinen Längenskalen ist es Fluid-
mechanikern/innen möglich auch hochkomplexe Bedingungen in einer genau definierten
Umgebung zu untersuchen. Der Erfolg mikrofluidischer Anwendungen basiert auf der
Möglichkeit neue Prozessfenster zu schaffen, da mit den Miniaturisierungsprozessen verbes-
serte chemische Selektivitäten und eine verbesserte inhärente Sicherheit einhergehen.
Mikrofluidische Ansätze bieten hohe Transportkoeffizienten, die auf den vorherrschenden
kurzen Diffusionslängen basieren, und erreichen dadurch guten Stoff- und Wärmetransport,
enge Verweilzeitverteilung und eine hohe spezifische Oberfläche. Da mikrofluidische Ansätze
einen Numbering-Up-Ansatz verwenden, ist genaue Kenntnis über die Verweilzeit und den
Druckverlust von Einzelreaktoren von Bedeutung.

Die vorliegende Arbeit entwickelt ein phänomenologisches Modell zur Abschätzung der
unmittelbaren Tropfengeschwindigkeit. Der gewählte Modellierungsansatz kann dabei als
ganzheitliches Hybrid zwischen Messmethodenentwicklung und semi-analytischem Greybox-
Modeling gesehen werden. Er kann durch die Abschätzung der Tropfengeschwindigkeit eine
genauere Bestimmung der Verweilzeit ermöglichen oder zur Verbesserung verfügbarer Model-
lansätze zur Beschreibung des Druckverlustes oder des Stofftransports beitragen. Im Rahmen
der Modellierung wurden erstmals die Einflussgrößen auf die Tropfen-Exzessgeschwindigkeit
(Differenz der Tropfen- und Leerrohrgeschwindigkeit) identifiziert. Zur Erfüllung dieser
Aufgabe wurden vier Forschungsziele definiert und erfolgreich bearbeitet.

Neben dem endgültigen Modell ergeben sich auf diesem Weg verschiedene wertvolle Vorteile:
Ein neuartiger, nichtinvasiver und kosteneffizienter, auf Nahinfrarot(NIR)-Photometrie basie-
render, Sensor wird entwickelt, ein erster Prototyp gefertigt und erfolgreich getestet. Die strö-
mungsinduzierte Kappendeformation von Taylor-Tropfen wird erfolgreich mit der Ca-Zahl
korreliert und Genetische Algorithmen werden zur Anpassung des Modells verwendet. Zur
Validierung der Modellphänomenologie wird ein neuartiger Brechungsindexanpassungsal-
gorithmus entwickelt, der zwei Freiheitsgrade zulässt. Dieser wird nach umfangreicher
messtechnischer Charakterisierung der zugrundliegenden Stoffsysteme erfolgreich einem
Proof of Principle unterzogen. Die Phänomenologie des Modells wird anschließend anhand
sorgfältig durchgeführter 3D2C µPIV-Messungen validiert. Zu diesem Zweck werden auch
ensemble-averaging Methoden eingesetzt.
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Die Ergebnisse, die sich aus dieser Arbeit ergeben, können von anderen Forschern genutzt
werden, um beispielsweise bestehende Modelle zu verbessern oder eine vertiefte Prozess-
kenntnis zu erlangen.
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1Prologue

„Science is not abstract but, as a product of human
work, also closely linked in its development to the
peculiarity and fate of the people who devote
themselves to it.

— Emil Fischer
(German chemist)

This thesis deals with the movement of Taylor droplets in microscopic multiphase flows.
Taylor droplets are small compartments of a disperse phase in a confined geometry (e.g.,
capillary or microchannel), that are separated from the wall by a thin wall film. In various
fields of classical process engineering, the use of Taylor flows and their special microscopic
features to facilitate new process capabilities became important in the recent century. How-
ever, the beginning of the microscopic era took place earlier. Inspired by the famous talk
"There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom" held by Richard Feynman on 29th December 1959,
new ideas awoke to use the specific opportunities of micro- and nanoscale structures to
solve macroscale problems. This did not only apply for engineered particles or concepts
of micromachines, but also for fluidic flows (Bretherton, 1961). Driven by the general
euphoria for nuclear technology after World War II, it is not surprising, that one of the first
applications of microscale flows was uranium enrichment (Becker et al., 1979). The new
ways of thought pattern paved the way for new manufacturing principles like LIGA (German
abbr.: lithography, electroplating and molding) or DRIE (deep reactive-ion etching) which
made today’s microscopic and lab-on-a-chip approaches possible in the first place.

It is a charm of microfluidic devices that they work without moving parts. All arising flow
arrangements are based on self-organization due to the inherent counterplay of forces,
transferred mass and energy. In this way, microfluidic approaches stood in contrast to at that
time prestigious mass-transfer machines (Mersmann et al., 1986) that represent the opposite
extreme of artificially imposed forces. In mass-transfer machines all forces are explicitly
exerted to reach the desired hydrodynamics. Albeit having the benefit of high intensity mass-
and heat-transfer caused by the active agitation, these advantages are paid by the price of
high operational costs and susceptibility to mechanical failures. This might be a reason, why
mass-transfer machines, unlike microfluidics, did not find widespread usage today.

In microscopic multiphase flows, liquid-liquid as well as liquid-gas, the strict confinement on
the small length scales reduces the problems to its essentials. This allows a fluid mechanist,
to examine highly complex conditions in a very controlled environment. Nevertheless, the
fundamental interrelation of small droplets exhibits rich and interesting phenomenology. In
part of the actual long way from uranium-enrichment to analytic tasks and the productions
of fine chemicals, this thesis should serve as a courageous step towards better understanding
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of the movement of Taylor droplets in multiphase flows. As the following will show, this
enhanced understanding may improve the design and operation of reactors, as well as
it makes a valuable contribution to the general understanding of microscopic multiphase
flows.

1.1 Introduction

In a modern world with limited resources and a not deniable climate change, modern
engineers have to face concerns of sustainability besides the art of engineering. Since it
is an aim of mankind to further increase the wealth, this can be done only by process
intensification rather than exploiting more and more natural resources. From a process
engineer’s point of view, especially platform chemicals and daily use goods with a high
consumption move into focus due to their large CO2-footprint. Numerous of these substances
are produced in chemical processes utilizing heterogeneous catalysis, where the educts and
the catalyst reside in different flow phases, whereby the catalyst often is immobilized at
the guiding reactor wall structures. May this range from Fischer-Tropsch-processes for coal
liquification and gas-to-liquid application, Haber-Bosch-processes for nitrogen fixation and
fertilizer production or various processes of organic synthesis (Kobayashi et al., 2006).

Besides mass-balances of the reactors, the efficiency of the performed processes is signifi-
cantly influenced by the hydrodynamic and mass-transfer capability of the reactors. This
holds especially true for heterogeneous catalysis, since educts and catalysts are in different
thermodynamic phases and therefore the behavior of the interfacial surfaces between the
flow phases and the mass-transfer through the interfacial surface is important. An optimized
counterplay based on precise process knowledge allows to increase the chemical selectivity,
save educts and process-energy and finally increase the profit.

Heterogeneous catalysis is often performed in devices that supply a large contact area
between the distinct flows phases and the catalysts. The design of reactors ranges from
classical bubble-columns, over falling film reactors to high complex structures like monolithic
reactors. The decision of which reactor to utilize for operation is mostly based on the
boundary conditions of the chemical processes (reaction kinetics, flow properties and
reaction heat). Therefore especially monolith based reactors (e.g., exhaust gas cleaning
Fig. 1.1) are state of the art, since they provide a high surface to volume ratio, a good process
heat conduction and an eminent mechanical stability, which allows to operate them with
gas-liquid and liquid-liquid multiphase flows (Schäfer et al., 2016).

For the time after World War II, especially in the 70s an 80s, numerous studies and large
research efforts have been dedicated to understand the formation and movement of disperse
phase in two-phase flow systems. Beginning on the topics of single droplet formation and
single droplet movement, the research moved further on to the field of swarm turbulence.
Additionally, considering at first only hydrodynamic and mass-transfer issues, today superim-
posed chemical reactions are actual research topics as special research programs (SPP) by the
German Research Foundation (DFG) show. It is interesting to notice, that today’s research
efforts again utilize the defined compartment of single bubbles to gain knowledge of the
underlying coupling between local hydrodynamic, mass-transfer and chemical reaction.
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Fig. 1.1.: Low temperature oxidation catalyst developed by NASA. Image under public domain by
Lineberry (2013)

Therefore it is not surprising that from this unique combination of narrow restricted boundary
framework and excellent possibilities, the evolution from microscopic multiphase flows to the
novel field of micro process engineering originated. Today, micro process engineering offers
a well-developed toolbox to precisely define driving forces such as pressure, temperature
and concentration gradients and their resulting transfer rates. The corresponding reaction
rates can result in new process windows and often lead to increased selectivity and yield
which delivers significant process intensification (Ehrfeld et al., 2004; Seeberger and Blume,
2007).

1.2 Micro process engineering

Starting in first measurements of droplets in round capillaries (Bretherton, 1961) arising
from the question, why bubbles move with a different velocity than the calculated superficial
velocity, the attention fastly turned to the specific flow phenomena on the micro scale (films,
concentration boundary layer, bubble wake). Although the consideration of this microscopic
length-scale has been of interest in fluid-dynamics for a long time, e.g. for the examination
of turbulence (Kolmogorov microscales) or modeling purpose (laminar boundary layer), the
orderly conditions in the well defined microscopic region and their counterplay with the
flow are still suspect of hydrodynamic studies (Kastens et al., 2015; Kastens et al., 2017;
Schurr et al., 2017).

In the years of the turn of the millennium, different chemical companies discovered the
powerful capabilities of microscopic flows and developed a product portfolio. The success
of microfluidic approaches is based on their ability to open new process windows and,
because the miniaturization is accompanied by higher selection rates as well, improved
inherent security. This is possible since microfluidic approaches offer high transport gradients
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based on the short diffusion lengths and achieve enhanced heat- and mass-transfer, narrow
residence time distribution and high surface to volume ratio.

Especially the possibility to perform reactions and processes with high selectivity and
improved product purity, is useful for the production of pharmaceutics or fine chemicals
with high retail prices for limited quantities. In contrast to classical processes, microfluidic
solutions usually rely on numbering up instead of a scale up, to keep surface and flow well
defined. To reach the desired yield, a number of microfluidic devices can be used in parallel:
the idea of a modular micro-factory was born. Examples for these commercial approaches
were introduced by Ehrfeld Mikrotechnik BTS or by BASF. These modular micro-plants
provide a versatile toolbox of possibilities, ranging from mixing, separation to extraction.
Applications are typically realized in devices with a well-defined structure and geometry
(so-called microreactors or microchannels). A big advantage lies in the expandability and
modularity of these approaches.

Such a modular approach for the generation of specific engineered microparticles is shown
in Fig. 1.2 a) , a micro-factory for educational purpose in b):

3

1 2

4

5

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.2.: Different microfluidical approaches for microparticles based production of catalysts. a)
modular "MikroJet"-reactor from Ehrfeld Mikrotechnik BTS with gas-supply (4), feed (1+5)
and outlet (3), b) microplant "BMBF µPr@ktikum" for educational purpose, characterization
of mixing efficiency and catalyst production utilizing two parallel micromixers, micro-
gearpumps, clean-in-process and full online process control

After this first generation, a microfluidic renaissance appeared within the last 10 years
and microfluidic multiphase flows found a large number of applications mainly in form of
chemical like biological analytical applications or utilization of the microfluidic mechanisms
for new specific unit operations (Lau, 2015). Furthermore, the public perception has
switched to lab-on-a-chip devices and modular microchannel-platforms mostly by university
spin-offs (Little Things Factory GmbH or micronit microfluidic). After all, a modification
and adaptation of large scale procedures to novel microfluidic processes, that cannot be
optimally applied in meso- or large scale reactors, took place. An overview of this recent
second generation applications is given in Sec. 2.1.
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1.3 Microscopic multiphase flows for
heterogeneous catalysis

In contrast to large scale multiphase flows, the behavior of microscopic flows is more
predictable as there are no complex interactions such as swarm turbulence (Kück et al., 2018;
Mießner et al., 2017) commonly found in large scale multiphase flows. Additionally, the
reproducibility of e.g. droplet-based Taylor flows is a key for the application of microscopic
multiphase flows (Kreutzer et al., 2005c). Nevertheless, a good understanding of the
underlying hydrodynamics is crucial for a reliable reactor-design and stable operations,
making hydrodynamic measurements important.

For this kind of experimental flow analysis, a large selection of possible microreactors, mi-
crochannels and materials are available. These range from photo-etched COTS (commercial
off-the-shelf) reactors (Fig. 1.3 a) ) to tailor-made DRIE-etched reactors made of silicon
(Fig. 1.3 b) ) as they are used in this thesis.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3.: Labscale microreactors for fluidic measurements. a) COTS photo-structured glass microre-
actor from micronit with common fittings and reactor holder, b) tailor-made DRIE-etched
silicon microreactors with high-complex multi-purpose layout

Chemical reactions utilizing heterogeneous catalysis are often performed in monolith reactors
as a support for the solid catalyst. In these reactors, a high number of parallelized channels
with hexagonal or square channel cross-sections offer a high specific reaction area for wall
fixated catalysts of small thickness. This results in a better heat transfer through the walls and
better mechanical stability than circular capillaries (Gascon et al., 2015). For process control
and stabilization, as well as precise reactor design, knowledge of the underlying fluidic terms
is crucial. The high grade of parallelity complicates the prediction of the hydrodynamics and
the resulting pressure drop (Kreutzer et al., 2005d; Huerre et al., 2014).

The educts and products of various reactions reside in different hydrodynamic phases, such
that a multiphase flow establishes in these reactors. Often these reactors are operated in
the Taylor flow regime, which is explained in detail in Sec. 2. Taylor flows typically require
a precise control of flow and droplet characteristics to ensure their specific capabilities
regarding short diffusion lengths and ensuring a high energy- and mass-transfer. Through-
out the entire process, appropriate measurement concepts are necessary to keep the flow
conditions inside the desired operational window. Furthermore, the temporal stability of
a generated Taylor slug flow is an important parameter to ensure constant reaction rates
and sufficient reaction selectivity due to steady gradients and interfacial areas for heat- and
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mass-transfer. Since microfluidic process plants are commonly based on a numbering up
approach, continuous process control is crucial to guarantee an efficient production in all
modular devices (Antweiler et al., 2015). As measurements in pilot-scale monolith-reactors
show, an important first step towards process intensification is to feed all reaction tubes
equally. This requires a good understanding of the underlying hydrodynamics and derived
quantities, e.g. pressure drop, droplet velocity or droplet residence time. This thesis reports
a phenomenological model to improve the description of the instantaneous droplet velocity.
It can be used to better determine the residence time or improve models for the pressure
drop or mass-transfer.

1.4 What to expect from this thesis

This thesis features the holistic development of a semi-analytic fluidic model. The chosen
approach should be seen as a holistic-hybrid between measurement methodology, high-
speed image averaging and semi-analytic greybox modeling. The new and fascinating
topic of metaheuristic approaches and machine learning will be used for this, as well as
state-of-the-art measurement techniques like micro particle image velocimetry (µPIV).

The main aim of this thesis is the development of a phenomenological model to predict
the excess velocity (relative velocity difference between the instantaneous droplet velocity
and the superficial velocity) of low-viscous Taylor droplets in rectangular microchannels
at moderate Ca-numbers. The development of this kind of model is challenging, since
comprehensive analytical and deterministic descriptions of the excess velocity in non-circular
microchannels have not been reported yet and existing models for circular capillary (Brether-
ton, 1961) cannot be transferred to rectangular microchannels. Furthermore, the influences
acting on droplets and therefore changes in the excess velocity up to 30 % (Fuerstman et al.,
2007) are often interpreted as statistic fluctuation and not systematic behavior (Beer et al.,
2009; Korczyk et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2015a). Additionally, non-invasive
and cost-efficient measurement techniques, that allow a more in-depth observation of the
Taylor-flow fluctuation behavior for frequency analysis over a necessarily longer time period,
are not available at the time of publication.

The aim of this work is (I) to introduce a non-invasive measurement technique, that is
capable of performing long-term measurements in microscopic Taylor-flows and define the
influences on the instantaneous droplet velocity; (II) to quantify and correlate this influences,
that could serve as a force indicator, based on dimensionless quantities; (III) to generate
a semi-analytic (greybox) model to phenomenologically describe the excess velocity based
on a priori known extrinsic parameters and (IV) to introduce a refractive index matching
approach that allows to establish Taylor-flows at the identified dimensionless parameters to
resolve the local flow field in and around the droplet at characteristic points to validate the
phenomenology of the model. The urgency for applicable modeling approaches shows in a
most recent publication, that was published shortly before the finalization of this thesis (Rao
and Wong, 2018).

The structure of this thesis orientates on the basic model concept from Hangos and Cameron
(2001). The essential steps of modeling have been sequentially divided into five thesis-
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chapters. The link between the research aims and corresponding chapters is given in
Fig. 1.4:

Identify Measure Quantify Model Validate

Sec. 3
I

Sec. 4
II

Sec. 5
III

Sec. 6+7
IVAim:

Fig. 1.4.: Steps for model development and corresponding sections of this thesis

At first relevant and the excess velocity influencing flow properties are identified. A novel,
non-invasive measurement device based on near infrared photometry is developed and an
emitter detector array is simulated to study the correlation between sensor signal and flow
state. A first prototype was successfully built and validated (Sec. 3). The identified param-
eters (Ca,Re) are then quantified via high-speed images developing an image averaging
approach to overcome optical restrictions (Sec. 4). A model containing these parameters
is introduced and validated with literature data. Measurements were carried out by the
developed NIR-sensor and additional high-speed camera measurements are performed (Sec.
5). The phenomenology of the model is validated at local particle-based measurements using
3D2C µPIV-measurements, applying a novel refractive index matching (RIM) double-binary
mixture system, which is introduced and validated (Sec. 6 and 7 ).

The storyline of this thesis orientates closely on the research articles published by the
author. Thus, the chapters report in a dedicated manner on different aspects of the global
model development. The author favored and explicitly chose this structure, as it allows to
break down the ambitious model-assignment into well-defined work packages. At first, an
overview over the state of science is given and the fundamental methods and materials are
explained, while modifications of the methods or new approaches that originate from the
scientific efforts of this work are addressed in the following chapters. The work closes with a
chapter-crossing conclusion and outlook.
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2Microscopic Taylor flows: theory
and applications

„If I have seen further it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants.

— Isaac Newton
(English physicist and mathematician)

Numerous benefits and applications arise from the confined hydrodynamics of microscopic
Taylor flows. Although this seems to imply the simplicity of the theoretical description of
Taylor flows, this most fundamental representation of an oriented two-phase flow allows to
discover highly complex hydrodynamic interrelations. The well defined boundary conditions
allow to focus on the inherent scope of local flow phenomena, that are difficult to describe
in macroscopic flows because of mashing superimposed phenomena.

In the Taylor flow regime, the disperse phase is separated from the wall by a thin film of
the continuous phase and does not fill the entire cross-section of the microchannel. The
remaining space between the droplet interface and the microchannel corners is occupied by
the continuous phase, which is referred to as gutters (van Steijn et al., 2008). The droplets
are typically longer than the channel diameter, which leads to separated elongated disperse
phase instances. The continuous phase segments between the droplets are called slugs. The
droplets of Taylor flows act as stirred batch microreactors, and the slugs provide good mixing
and mass-transfer to the channel walls.

This combination of well mixed slugs, thin wall films with high concentration gradients,
inner droplet circulation and the confinement of the different droplets, renders microscopic
Taylor flows an excellent possibility to observe a variety of interesting flow phenomena and
utilizes them for various explanatory approaches. A rising number of publications confirms
the scientific interest in microfluidic multi-phase flows (Chou et al., 2015)

In this chapter the fluidic fundamentals, most important terms and dimensionless quantities
are presented. A dedicated scientific examination utilizing these values, is done in the
corresponding chapters.
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2.1 Recent applications in engineering and
biosciences

Already towards the end of the first decade of the 2000s, the versatile possibilities of
microfluidic approaches have been recognized (Ehrfeld et al., 2004; Seeberger and Blume,
2007; Angeli and Gavriilidis, 2008; Dietrich, 2009; Huebner et al., 2008). Microscopic
multiphase flows facilitate a wide field of possible applications since they provide short
diffusion layers in the flow structures. For several applications and improved unit operations,
examples range from general chemical reactions (Song et al., 2006) to chemically catalyzed
processes transferred from macro- to microscale like fluorination (Chambers et al., 2003;
Lang et al., 2012), heterogeneous or multiphase catalysis (Kobayashi et al., 2006; Tanimu
et al., 2017; Rossetti, 2018), photo-catalysis (Yusuf et al., 2018) to syngas production (Chen
et al., 2018), extraction (Kralj et al., 2007), to mixing tasks (Wong et al., 2004) or the usage
of reactions in monolith reactors (Kreutzer et al., 2005a).

Fig. 2.1.: Number of publications on droplet microfluidics in the past 15 years. Reprint from Chou
et al. (2015) under the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY 4.0)

The great interest in liquid-liquid multiphase flows also held on in recent years (Zhao and
Middelberg, 2011; Chou et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2019), showing in an increasing number of
publications (Fig. 2.1). This may be caused by the fact, that the process driving forces such
as pressure, temperature and concentration gradients and their resulting improved heat- and
mass-transfer rates can be precisely adjusted (Haase et al., 2016; Sattari-Najafabadi et al.,
2018). The corresponding reaction rates can result in new process windows and often lead
to an increased selectivity and yield, which delivers significant process intensification. This
could mean fewer hazards or higher selectivity (Sun et al., 2016) or sustainable operation
modes close to the optimal working point (Magnaudet and Eames, 2000; Ern et al., 2012).

Especially droplet based microfluidics is utilized since the 2010s for analytic approaches
since the well defined and allegedly easy-to-control flow structures allow to adjust droplet
formation frequency and other droplet properties (Ward et al., 2005; Cubaud and Mason,
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2008; Prileszky et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2018). Most prominent examples are found in
genetic analysis (Hosokawa et al., 2017) or cell isolation techniques (Chen et al., 2014).
Furthermore, microscopic Taylor flows serve as cell carriers for biological analysis (Clausell-
Tormos et al., 2008; Mazutis et al., 2013; Chou et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2015) and
pharmaceutical applications (Kang et al., 2014; Piao et al., 2015). But also for other
chemical analytical tasks like precise handling of small sample volumes (Garstecki et al.,
2006b; Whitesides, 2006), high-speed processing without cross-contamination (Seemann
et al., 2011) or reaction screening in a droplet chain (Jin et al., 2018), they are utilized.

The large specific surface area in combination with the small boundary layers and droplets
acting as confined reaction chambers, enable more selective chemical reactions (Ahmed
et al., 2018; Scheler et al., 2018) or improved catalytic processes (Abiev and Lavretsov,
2012; Abiev, 2013). Microscopic flows furthermore find use in thermal applications (Leung
et al., 2010; Magnini et al., 2013). CFD-calculations enable relatively easy access to the
parameterization of liquid-liquid Taylor flows (Rocha et al., 2017)

2.2 Hydrodynamic fundamentals of microscopic
Taylor flows

At first glance, microscopic Taylor flows appear to be a defined multi-phase flow form.
Despite being seen as a solely academic object of investigation, new challenges arose in
combination with novel reactor designs: let it be to describe the rise of steam bubbles in
cooling water in confined tubes (Yan et al., 2014) or the usability in heterogeneous catalysis
in monolith reactors (Kreutzer et al., 2005c).

The representation of the two-phase flow was at first mainly based on the volumetric
flow rate ratio of the continuous and disperse phase among other influential parameters
(Fig. 2.2). With increasing ratio of the gaseous phase (Fig. 2.2 a) - d) ), the gaseous disperse
phase becomes more prominent and the two-phase flow transitions from bubble-swarm like
behavior ( a) + b) ) to a more orderly flow ( c) + d) ).

The volume flow rate ratio α compares the different feed volume flows (Qd for the disperse
phase and Qc for the continuous phase) and is therefore related to the void fraction εd,
which is often utilized to describe macro-scale multiphase flows:

α “
Qd

Qc
“

εd

p1 ́ εdq
(2.1)

If elevated void fractions of the disperse phase are reached, the orderly flow structures
change towards co-flowing structures (like a falling film, Fig. 2.2 g) + h)). This work focuses
on the Taylor flow regime, that is shown in Fig. 2.2 c) + d). In contrast to this work, the
depicted flows are driven by buoyancy. Thus, the behavior of rising bubbles or droplets can
be described with the Morton number Mo. Please note that in this work the dimensionless
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 2.2.: Sketch of observed flow patterns in capillary channels. (a,b): bubbly flow, (c,d) segmented
flow (a.k.a. bubble train flow, Taylor flow, capillary slug flow), (e) transitional slug/churn
flow, (f) churn flow, (g) film flow (downflow only), (h) annular flow. Reprinted from
Chemical Engineering Science 60, Michiel T. Kreutzer, Freek Kapteijn, Jacob A. Moulijn, Johan
J. Heiszwolf, Multiphase monolith reactors: Chemical reaction engineering of segmented flow in
microchannels, 5895-5916, (2005) with permission from Elsevier.

quantities are based on the material parameters of the continuous phase, since it provides
the wall contact and drives the disperse phase flow.

Mo “ Bo ̈Oh2 (2.2)

The Mo-number combines two dimensionless quantities. The Bond number Bo describes
the ratio of buoyancy and interfacial tension forces

Bo “
∆ρ g d2

σ
(2.3)

with the density difference between both phases ∆ρ, the gravitational acceleration g, a
characteristic length d and the interfacial tension σ.

The Ohnesorge number Oh connects the viscous forces, inertia forces and surface tension
forces (Ohnesorge, 1936) and originally provides mainly information regarding the material
properties of the disperse phase flow system and droplets being dispersed. It can also be
interpreted as a description of the viscosity influence on the deformation of droplets and
can be used as a material classification when working with surfactants to manipulate flow
properties. In case of this thesis, the Oh-number is utilized to characterize the dominant
bulk phase material properties independent of the flow-related kinetic forces:

Oh “
ηc

?
Hρcσ

“

c

Ca

Re
(2.4)
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This definition reveals the influence of two additional dimensionless quantities, which are
considered later in this section. In microchannels with a microscale cross-section, the Bo-
number reaches only small values, since the channel diameter as the characteristic length
influences Bo quadratically. As one can see in Eq. 2.2, in microfluidic applications Oh is the
main influential parameter on Mo.

In other words: microscopic multiphase flows are mainly influenced by interfacial and
viscous forces rather than by buoyancy and inertia forces due to the small size of the droplets
and channel structures. The capillary number Ca describes the ratio between viscous and
interfacial forces and determines the flow regime of the microscopic two-phase flow. Most
prominently, the capillary number can be used to describe changes in the droplet shape
(Taha and Cui, 2006; Mießner et al., 2019)

Ca “
u0ηc

σ
(2.5)

Herein, ηc denotes the dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase, σ the interfacial tension
between the bulk and the droplet phase and u0 the superficial velocity of the entire flow.
The latter can be expressed as

u0 “
Qtot

Ach
“
Qd ̀Qc

W ̈H
“
Qd ̀Qc

H2 ̈ ar
(2.6)

with Qtot being the total volume flow summing up the disperse (Qd) and continuous (Qc)
phase volume flow. The microchannel’s cross-sectional area Ach calculates from the channel
width W and channel height H, where also the channel aspect ratio ar “ W

H can be used to
replace e.g. the channel width W .

For energetic considerations, knowledge of the Reynolds number Re, quantifying inertia
forces and viscous forces, is of importance, since it is commonly related to range the external
flow conditions of the Taylor droplets:

Re “
ρcu0H

ηc
(2.7)

Herein, ρc is the continuous phase density and H represents the channel height as hydrody-
namic relevant length.

Additionally, the viscosity ratio

λ “
ηd

ηc
(2.8)

between both phases has a significant influence on the pressure drop and instantaneous
velocity of a Taylor-droplet (Direito et al., 2017; Shams et al., 2018; Ładosz and Rudolf von
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Rohr, 2018) since it indicates the momentum coupling into the disperse phase. Please note,
that the definition of λ differs within the mentioned publications.

After the dimensionless quantities have been discussed, the structure of Taylor flows and
wording used in this thesis is described in the following: in common droplet-laden multi-
phase flows, depending on the given dimensionless quantities, the droplets flow irregularly
inside the channel (Fig. 2.3 A). If the correct kinetic energy and void fraction εd is reached,
the droplet starts to occupy almost the entire channel cross-section and the flow parts
into Taylor-droplets and continuous phase sections. The latter is referred to as plugs or
slugs (Fig. 2.3 B). It is a specific feature of microscopic Taylor-flows, that the droplet stays
separated from the wall by a thin continuous phase wall film (see e in Fig. 2.3, in this work δ
is used). Depending on the cross-sectional geometry of the microchannel, the Taylor-droplet
does not fill the whole channel and small continuous phase compartments in the corner of
the channel are formed (Fig. 2.3 D). The gutters allow the continuous phase to bypass the
droplet, which leads to deviations of the instantaneous droplet velocity from the superficial
velocity, that can not be described by the Bretherton film theory (Bretherton, 1961) for
circular cross-sections.

Fig. 2.3.: A) Dispersed flow: small droplets immersed in a carrier fluid. B) Slug flow: a succession of
plugs and droplets. C) Cross-section view of a large moving droplet in a circular capillary of
diameter H, featuring the thin lubrication film of thickness e. D) Cross section view of a
large moving droplet in a rectangular capillary, featuring thin lubrication films and corners
gutters. (sic!) Reprinted from Lab on a Chip 10, Charles N. Baroud, Francois Gallaire, Remi
Dangla, Dynamics of microfluidic droplets, 2037-2039, (2010) with permission from Royal
Society of Chemistry.

Regarding the droplet velocity, different phenomena can appear. In many applications, Taylor
droplets in rectangular horizontal microchannels move with a velocity different from the
superficial velocity, because the droplet does not fill the entire channel cross-section and the
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continuous phase can bypass the droplet through the gutters. An early description is given
by Wong et al. (1995), who derive these phenomena analytically and declare two possible
regimes.

In the first regime, the fluid in the gutters moves slower than the droplet, dissipating kinetic
energy. For the gutters, Abiev (2017) reported an inversed pressure gradient, indicated by
the local surface curvature. For circular microchannels, this results in an inverse flow of the
wall film and the droplet moves faster than the superficial velocity.

In the second flow regime, which holds true for long and highly viscous droplets (Wong
et al., 1995; Shams et al., 2018; Rao and Wong, 2018), more energy is dissipated through
the larger wall film area and through viscous dissipation in the droplet. Consequently, the
flow in the gutters moves from the droplet back to the front. Thus, the droplet moves slower
than the superficial velocity.

For both regimes, the thin wall film resists the motion of the droplet, resulting in a pressure
difference with a higher value at the back and a lower value at the front of the droplet.
The transition between both regimes is described by a critical flow rate and depends on
the droplet length and the channel aspect ratio (Wong et al., 1995). Jakiela et al. (2011)
focus experimentally on the influence of the momentum coupling between both phases
(represented by λ) and also reveal a dependence of the droplet velocity on the droplet
length. For short low viscous droplets (λ ă 1 ), the droplets move faster than the superficial
velocity and the droplet behavior is assigned to the first flow regime. Highly viscous droplets
(λ ą 1 ) move either faster or slower than the superficial velocity, depending strongly on the
droplet length. This shows, that no holistic description of the instantaneous droplet velocity
is available. The presented possible influential parameters already have been mentioned in
literature. However, a distinct description apart from correlations does not exist.

The uniform distribution of bubbles and slugs in Taylor flows lead to a characteristic evolution
of the local hydrodynamics. A Poiseuille flow profile, as it occurs for microscopic single-
phase flow, is characterized by a velocity maximum in the center of the channel and shows
a parabolic flow profile. In Taylor flows, this flow field is altered by the interaction of two
immiscible phases. As a result, a recirculation in the droplets as well as in the slug arises
(Fig. 2.4).

Fig. 2.4.: Topology of the counter-rotating recirculation zones induced by the presence of the interface.
The stagnation points on the interface are classified between the converging points A and
diverging points B. For non-viscous drops, there are 6 recirculation zones inside the droplet
and 2 outside., (sic!) Reprinted from Lab on a Chip 10, Charles N. Baroud, Francois Gallaire,
Remi Dangla, Dynamics of microfluidic droplets, 2037-2039, (2010) with permission from
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Fig. 2.5.: Continuous-flow emulsion-based droplet microfluidics from T-junction and flow-focusing.
Reprint from Chou et al. (2015) under the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY 4.0)

For low-viscous droplets (λ ď 1) at moderate Ca- and Re-numbers, three vortex structures
form within the droplets. A main toroidal vortex in the droplet center is induced by shear
from the channel walls and two secondary compensational vortices at the rear and front
droplet caps are formed. These vortices inside the Taylor droplet lead to the formation of
local stagnation points between droplet and slug. Depending on the local hydrodynamics,
these are converging stagnation points at the center of the front and rear cap (Fig. 2.4 A) and
diverging stagnation points moved towards the entrance of the gutters (Fig. 2.4 B) ). Please
note, that the denotation was chosen regarding mass-transfer from the continuous phase in
the disperse phase: transfer towards the disperse phase and absorption of the transferred
component into the dispersed phase takes place mainly at the converging stagnation points.
The local flow in the disperse phase moves the absorbed substances towards the divergent
stagnation points where the surface is depleted and the substances are transported into the
droplet. The concentration gradients are then equalized by the inner toroidal vortices.

The formation process of Taylor droplets in microchannels is only marginally addressed, since
this work focuses on the movement of fully developed Taylor droplets in sufficient spatial and
temporal distance from the droplet formation point. In microfluidic approaches, droplets are
mainly generated in geometrical defined 2D-structures (so called junctions). These part into
symmetrical (flow-focusing) and non-symmetrical (T-shape, Y-shape) concepts (Fig. 2.5).

The different occurring energetic regimes of droplet formation (squeezing, dripping, thread-
ing) depend mainly on Ca and Re and are well examined (Garstecki et al., 2006a; Gu et al.,
2011; Glawdel et al., 2012a; Fu and Ma, 2015; van Loo et al., 2016). In the last years,
especially the modeling of the droplet formation has been the topic of many publications
(Zhou et al., 2006; Glawdel et al., 2012b; Chen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017) and is in
focus of experimental and simulative studies (van Steijn et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2014; Yao
et al., 2015).

2.3 Microfluidic droplet sensing devices

Taylor flows typically require a precise control of flow and droplet characteristics to ensure
their specific capabilities regarding short diffusion lengths and ensuring high energy- and
mass-transfer. Throughout an entire microprocess, appropriate measurement concepts are
necessary to keep the flow conditions inside the desired operational window. Furthermore,
the temporal stability of a generated Taylor slug flow is an important parameter to ensure
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constant reaction rates and sufficient reaction selectivity due to steady gradients and interfa-
cial areas for heat- and mass-transfer. Since microfluidic process plants are commonly based
on a numbering up approach, continuous process control is crucial to guarantee an efficient
production in all modular devices (Antweiler et al., 2015).

A large number of measurement techniques applicable for microfluidic processes are avail-
able. Besides invasive technologies like anemometry or electric current measurements
(Burlage et al., 2013) several non-invasive measurement principles can be utilized to capture
the actual properties of Taylor slug flows. Voltammetry (Gu and Fisher, 2013), capacitance
(Antweiler et al., 2015; Isgor et al., 2015; Yesiloz et al., 2015) or optics are applied (Weber
et al., 2014; Yue et al., 2013). Additionally tracer-based measurement techniques can be
used to classify the instantaneous flow conditions. Unfortunately, the addition of tracers
always leads to a contamination of the fluidic system and the tracer may interact with
chemical reactions or the local hydrodynamics. This explains, why the use of measurement
techniques like micro particle image velocimetry (µPIV) or light induced fluorescence (LIF)
is mostly restricted to research and development purposes.

Fig. 2.6.: Classification of label-free droplet sensing methods. The main droplet sensing methods
(optical, electrical, mass-spectroscopy and other) are listed in the inner circle, followed by
sub-classes and droplet platform used for those sub-classes. Reprint from Kalantarifard et al.
(2018) under the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY 4.0)
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In contrast, label free optical techniques are convenient due to their good access for most
process control parameters of Taylor-flows (frequencies, droplet- and slug lengths). Unfortu-
nately, they often need complex and cumbersome devices like microscopes with attached
high-speed cameras or image post-processing (Guo et al., 2013; Saint Vincent et al., 2012)
which diminish the flexibility, and advantages and allow only short term measurements.
Furthermore, external devices inhibit the development of embedded lab-on-a-chip systems
due to their macroscopic nature. A recent overview over non-invasive techniques is given
by (Kalantarifard et al., 2018), who divides the principles into electrical, optical, mass-
spectroscopic and other (Fig. 2.6).

However, a cost-efficient and suitable technique useful for model development is not avail-
able. Thus, a simple but effective photometric approach, which can be included directly
in the chip layout, appears appropriate to regain space in the microreactor periphery and
contributes to the aim of realizing a long-term measurement technique for multiphase
flows. Photometric principles can provide simple and cheap measurements and can be easily
integrated into microreactors. But so far, they only deliver temporal information (Kraus
et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2014) and are unable to measure all relevant
parameters for modeling purpose (droplet frequency, droplet velocity and droplet length).

2.4 Micro particle image velocity (µPIV)

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an established measurement technique for the exami-
nation of multi-phase flows. While PIV-measurements in the past were complicated due
to the need for manual postprocessing of the data and especially hard to obtain exper-
imental conditions (precise timing, intensive light sources, complicated analogue image
acquisition and development of the film material), today’s researchers can luckily utilize
the tremendous advantages of computer controlled timing, excellent laser light-sources and
powerful time-efficient software-based post-processing. Since the 2000s new mathematical
concepts drastically increased the quality of the resolved measurement data using correlation
approaches (Meinhart et al., 2000). Since the focus of this work is on measurements on the
micro-scale, a further development of PIV, the so-called µPIV, is used in this work. Thus,
especially the specific features of µPIV are described in this chapter (volume illumination
instead of laser-sheat illumination). For a detailed introduction on PIV itself, the author
would like to refer to the prominent literature (Adrian and Westerweel, 2011).

µPIV is mentioned as a non-invasive measurement technology, although it requires an
addition of tracer particles, which can be optically detected to determine the desired velocity
field. Typically, these particles require to have a low density deviation from the bulk liquid
to prevent sedimentation. Furthermore, particles with bulk density reduce the drag between
tracer particles and the bulk liquid phase, which would lead to a measurement error. This
is especially relevant at flow compartments with high positive or negative accelerations.
Therefore, the tracer particle material attributes are adjusted to the bulk phase. For the
measurements in this work, polystyrene (PS) particles are used since they provide a low
density deviation to water and n-hexane as bulk phases (see App. D.2 for details) and the
measurements are performed at moderate Re (Re<2.5).
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For the measurements of multi-phase flows, the tracer particles need to be seeded into
both phases to measure the flow field of both phases simultaneously. To overcome optical
distortions caused by refraction and reflection at the interfacial areas, a refractive index
matching (RIM) is crucial (this is described in detail in Sec. 2.5). In those cases, the flow
phases cannot be discriminated optically anymore, since the interface is invisible due to
RIM. Thus, the seeding of the individual phases can be varied, such that a seeding gradient
between the phases allows a threshold detection (Mießner et al., 2019).

In modern µPIV applications the illumination of the seeded flow is mostly performed by
pulsed laser-light. The usage of a laser-device allows to reach a high illumination intensity at
defined excitation wavelengths and a high temporal precision of the laser pulses. Typically,
the laser illuminates the particles at short and energy-rich wavelengths and the fluorescence
answer of the particles, which is shifted to higher wavelengths and therefore lower energy,
is used for particle imaging to overcome the restrictions caused by the volume illumination.
For the separation of excitation and fluorescence wavelength equipment like of fluorescence
microscopy is utilized: a dichroic mirror transmits the excitation light to the substrate
(microchannel), while only the fluorescence information can pass to the acquisition system
(lowpass filter).

The quality of the gathered data is limited by the microscope’s objective: the size of the
captured image is determined by the field of view and magnification, while the depth of
field calculates the contributing depth information (Raffel et al., 2018).

DOF “
RI λ

NA2 ̀
ndϵ

NA M
(2.9)

RI is the refractive index of the immersion medium between objective and substrate, λ
the light wavelength of the fluorescence signal, ϵ the minimal detectable area and NA the
numerical aperture:

NA “ nD sinpθq (2.10)

Here, θ represents the opening angle of the objective. Often the numerical aperture NA
is given for air. For the case of immersion objectives, NA can be corrected if the RI of the
immersion medium is known.

Since fluorescent particles are used, intensity information from outside the DOF can be
detected. The range contributing to the correlation is called depth of correlation and
indicates, in which distance from the focal plane the fluorescence signal is still detected by
the evaluation algorithm. This distance can exceed the DOF, since also particles outside
the focal plane are registered due to emitted out of plane fluorescence light. By increasing
the distance to the focal plane in positive or negative z-direction, the fluorescence signal
looses intensity until the particles are undetectable. A mathematical description is given by
(Bourdon et al., 2006).
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The recording of the image information is mostly achieved using high quantum efficient
digital cameras, that allow to capture double-image in a defined temporal difference ∆t.
The temporal difference between these two frames of a double-images is defined precisely.
The acquisition frequency of double-images amounts to about 4 Hz. A special PIV camera
equipped with two CCD-chips is used. The timing between laser-pulse and camera-triggering
is controlled with a micro-controlled timing-unit.

Prior to the PIV-evaluation, different image-enhancement steps are performed to diminish
illumination gradients over the image and remove out-of-focus fluorescence light. This
improves the image quality of the raw data and supports the correlation. In the following
PIV-analysis, the two frames of a double image are divided into rectangular areas, the
interrogation windows, which serve as a search grid (Fig. 2.7).

Frame A
Frame B

interrogation
windows

correlation plane
particle displacement

in observed 
interrogation window

Fourier-
transformation

inverse Fourier-
transformation

Fig. 2.7.: Analysis of double frame/single exposure recordings: the digital cross-correlation method
Adapted by permission from Springer: Image Evaluation Methods for PIV by Markus Raffel,
Christian E. Willert, Fulvio Scarano 2018

If enough particle information is available in the corresponding particle images, the algorithm
is able to determine the displacement of the interrogation windows in the two image frames.
The displacement is determined using a correlation function of the intensities in both
images. After carrying out a Fourier transformation, the correlation plane is determined by
multiplication of the transformed intensities and subsequent back transformed into the time
domain.

Fig. 2.8 represents the particle offset of a pair of particle images of an interrogation window
of 64 px x 64 px. The resulting correlation plane indicates the displacement of the particles
in the interrogation window.

In many applications the seeding density can not be chosen such, that within every double-
frame sufficient information is provided for a reconstruction of the entire vector field. Thus,
a sequence of double images can be acquired and the inherent information of the sequential
measurements combined. At a single image pair, the direction of movement of the tracer
particles is directly evident. If an image is directly averaged from several shots, the vector
information can only be averaged at fixed positions. A reliable averaging of the individual
images is only given at low Re numbers, when the flow can be considered stationary and
measurements over a longer timespan can be combined. By using an ensemble PIV algorithm,
an average calculation of the correlation planes is performed. As a results, the average
particle offset per interrogation window and not per particle position is determined. Negative
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Frame A
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Frame B
I (x,y)2 II

Correlation plane
R (x,y)

Fig. 2.8.: The cross-correlation function RII (right) as computed from real data by correlating a
smaller template I (32x32 pixel) with a larger sample I

1

(64x64 pixel). The mean shift of
the particle images is approximately 12 pixel to the right. The approximate location of best
match of I within I

1

is indicated as a white rectangle Adapted by permission from Springer:
Image Evaluation Methods for PIV by Markus Raffel, Christian E. Willert, Fulvio Scarano 2018

influences like Brownian motion can be reduced or removed from the calculated velocity
distribution.

A number of different µPIV-studies have been performed in the last years. Beginning with
highspeed confocal scanning microscopy, Kinoshita et al. (2007) and Oishi et al. (2011)
acquired multiple measurement planes with 2D velocity information. Recent measurements
have been carried out at different DOC by Ma et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2017).

2.5 Refractive index matching

Experimental characterization of the local flow field around droplets is preferably carried
out by non-invasive measurements. Besides techniques using electrical or magnetical
properties of the liquids to examine the local flow field, they so far do not reach the spatial
and temporal resolution of optical approaches. The most prominent approaches, particle
tracing velocimetry (PTV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) are well established optical
measurement techniques. PIV allows a higher particle seeding of the flow and therefore
better spatial resolution. For the application with the specific requirements of microscopic
multiphase flows, it was successfully adapted as µPIV as the previous chapter showed.

In addition to the advantage of being a non-invasive measurement technique, the nature
of the optical measurement principle requires undisturbed optical accessibility of the inter-
rogated region. Besides intensity variation by the illumination, distortion at the interfacial
areas by refraction or reflection may lead to unwanted optical displacement and increased
measurement errors (Fig. 2.9). While the effects outside the interrogation area can be
compensated by adjustment of the experimental design (e.g., avoiding spheroid surface and
use of corrective optics), for the use in multiphase flows this measurement technique needs
a refractive index matching (RIM) of the flow phases. This creates new challenges since
often the material and flow properties (density, viscosity, interfacial tension) change in the
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process of refractive index matching. A broad overview of possible liquid-liquid as well as
solid-liquid refractive index matching approaches is given in the works of Budwig (1994)
and Wright et al. (2017)

Water Octanol

(a)

Water/Glycerol
- Mix

Octanol

(b)

Fig. 2.9.: Example of refractive index matching for a Taylor-flow using an octanol-water/glycerol flow
based on the measurements of Mießner et al. (2019). The interfacial area is marked (red
dashed line). a) unmatched flow of octanol and water b) RI-matched flow of octanol and
water/glycerol mixture

Several approaches have been made using refractive index matched systems to mimic special
application cases like specific rheology for blood (Najjari et al., 2016; Brindise et al., 2018)
or high-density differences for a buoyant jet (Clément et al., 2018; Krohn et al., 2018).
In terms of bubbly/droplet-based multiphase flows in general, besides the sole material
parameters, it is desirable to also tune the flow to distinct Ca- or Re- numbers or specific
viscous coupling coefficient λ. For parameter studies, mostly simulations exist (Rao and
Wong, 2018) or the measurements are experimentally limited to a narrow parameter range
at missing or weak refractive index matching (Kovalev et al., 2018).

This is caused by the problem that the influence of the different experimental parameters
cannot be shown independently because Ca and Re cannot be altered independently at
simultaneous refractive index matching. Nonetheless, independently tuneable Re and Ca, at
different viscous coupling λ would be preferable. No approach to deliver this for microscopic
Taylor flows with RI matching is yet reported, although the viscosity ratio is a point especially
addressed in recent publications.

In microscopic liquid-liquid flows RIM with one degree of freedom solely allows matching
the RI of one phase to the other. The material properties of the phases like density, viscosity
and interfacial tension are fixed for the desired RI. The governing dimensionless numbers
such as Re, Ca may only be parameterized hydrodynamically (superficial flow velocity)
or geometrically (microchannel diameter). The monetary effort to experimentally param-
eterize the diameter of the microchannel is high, while the velocity alters both quantities
simultaneously.

Alternatively, surfactants could be added to solely change the interfacial tension of the
material system. Surfactant concentration well below the critical micelle concentration does
not significantly change the viscosity of the host phase. Albeit this approach indeed addresses
Ca only, the use of surfactants introduces severe effects such as altering the hydrodynamics
of the flow as well as its mass-transfer properties.
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3Retrieving accurate temporal and
spatial information about Taylor
slug flows from non-invasive NIR
photometry measurements

„What we observe is not nature itself, but nature
exposed to our method of questioning.

— Werner Heisenberg
(German physicist)

A substantial first approach for a successful model development is the identification and
measurement of the underlying influential effects of the model. In case of the Taylor droplet
excess velocity, especially for the instantaneous droplet velocity, the droplet length and
the frequency of droplet formation is important. Unfortunately, a suitable, cost-efficient
and non-invasive measurement technique for microscopic multiphase flows was so far not
available. This might explain, why oscillations of the droplet formation frequency and
length, that occur in combination with the excess velocity, are often mistaken as stochastic
fluctuation. Additionally, the expectable periodic pattern repetition is correlated to the
residence time and extents beyond the possible recording times of highspeed camera devices.
The aim to retrieve all parameters from a non-invasive and long-term measurement capable
single-sensor, is the main subject of the next chapter. Outcome of the work documented
in this chapter is a well functioning and successfully validated sensor-prototype (Fig. 3.1).
Furthermore, the droplet cap curvature is identified as a geometric factor, that is correlated
to the excess velocity.

The presented approach uses geometric disperse phase surface properties to retrieve the
instantaneous velocity information from a single sensor’s time-scaled signal. For this purpose,
a photometric sensor system is simulated using a ray-tracing algorithm to calculate spatially
resolved near-infrared (NIR) transmission signals. At the signal position corresponding to
the rear droplet cap, a correlation factor of the droplet’s geometric properties is retrieved
and used to extract the instantaneous droplet velocity from the real sensor’s temporal
transmission signal. Furthermore, a correlation for the rear cap geometry based on the a
priori known total superficial flow velocity is developed, because the cap curvature is velocity
sensitive itself.

The model for velocity derivation is validated, and measurements of a first prototype show-
case the capability of the device. Long-term measurements visualize systematic fluctuations
in droplet lengths, velocities, and frequencies, that could otherwise, without the observa-
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Fig. 3.1.: NIR-photometry sensor-prototype mounted on Olympus BX-51 W fluorescence microscope
in measurement configuration

tion on a larger timescale, have been identified as measurement errors and not systematic
phenomena.

What follows is based on (Helmers et al., 2017). Adapted by permission from Springer:
Retrieving accurate temporal and spatial information about Taylor slug flows from non-invasive
NIR photometry measurements by Helmers, Thorben, Thöming, Jorg and Mießner, Ulrich.
Experiments in Fluids 2017

3.1 Overview

Optical techniques are convenient due to their good access for most process control param-
eters of Taylor-flows (frequencies, drop- and slug lengths). On the other hand, the need
for necessary complex and cumbersome devices like microscopes with attached high-speed
cameras and image post-processing (Guo et al., 2013; Saint Vincent et al., 2012) diminish the
flexibility and advantages and allow only short term measurements. Furthermore, external
devices inhibit the development of embedded lab-on-a-chip systems due to their macroscopic
nature.

Thus, a simple but effective photometric approach, which can be included directly in the chip
layout, appears appropriate to regain space in the microreactor periphery and contributes to
the aim of realizing a long-term measurement technique for multiphase flows. Up to now,
such photometric principles only deliver temporal information (Kraus et al., 2004; Nguyen
et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2014) and are unable to measure all relevant parameters.
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To obtain exact spatial information like the interfacial area and droplet length, the instanta-
neous disperse phase velocity ud of each droplet is crucial. The most prominent approach of
using the superficial droplet velocity as a reference can only achieve a diminished accuracy
due to reported droplet velocity fluctuations of up to 30% (Fuerstman et al., 2007). The
velocity of each individual droplet needs to be measured simultaneously with the time
signal.

One possible option to measure the precise droplet velocity is a second pair of emitter and
sensor with defined distance on the chip (Revellin et al., 2006; Long et al., 2012). For highly
integrated embedded sensor systems or a large number of flow systems in a numbering-up
approach, this appears non-practical due to monetary and practical reasons. Instead, a
measurement system using only a single sensor location offers the possibility to integrate
the system directly into the microreactor layout without significantly increasing the overall
size or metrological complexity. Furthermore, it can enhance the experimental flexibility in
scientifically applications due to spatial reasons.

In this chapter, a versatile method to extract the instantaneous droplet velocity from a
single photometric sensor signal without further material required is suggested to enable
measurements in highly integrated devices for enhanced Taylor flow applications.

3.2 Model development

3.2.1 Conceptual approach

The largest disadvantage of single light path photometric sensors is their capability to
resolve only temporal information and frequency properties so far. This kind of sensors is
unable to directly identify the spatial dimensions of Taylor slug flows without knowledge
of the corresponding instantaneous disperse phase velocity. To address this challenge, a
new method is proposed to retrieve this information from a single sensor time signal. This
method uses the representation of characteristic geometric properties of the disperse phase
within the time signal.

The geometric properties and shape of the Taylor-flow’s disperse phase responds to the
mean flow conditions. Thereby the bubble cap curvature depends directly on the channel
geometry and the actual mean flow conditions (Mießner et al., 2019). The missing link
between the temporal measurement signal Iptq and the corresponding spatial information
Ipxq is a correlation between the spatial position of the disperse phase with respect to the
sensor center position and its corresponding photometric transmission intensity Ipxq.

When passing the photometric sensor, the disperse phase caps cause a spatial distinct
intensity change dI

dx in the sensor signal depending on their shape. This particular spatial and
cap-sensitive intensity change is also present in time scaled measurement signal Iptq, where
it is scaled by the instantaneous droplet velocity ud. An apriori modeling and simulation
of the intensity change caused by a droplet passing the sensor system delivers this spatial
factor.
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This factor can be expressed mathematically by extending the definition of the disperse
phase velocity with the modeled spatial intensity change dI

dx and the measured temporal
intensity change dI

dt (Eq. 3.1).

ud “
dx
dt ñ uNIR

d “
dx
dI

dI
dt (3.1)

Using the equality of dx
dI = 1

dI
dx

allows to retrieve the instantaneous droplet velocity uNIR
d

directly from the measured intensity information dI
dt using the disperse phase cap intensity

change dI
dx (Eq. 3.2).

uNIR
d “

1
dI
dx

dI
dt (3.2)

The curvature fluctuation of the caps is found to be small in relation to fluctuation in the
droplet velocity on a broad range of capillary numbers. Thus, velocity fluctuations do not
cause significant changes in the aspect ratio of the cap geometry. This holds especially true
for the rear cap shape (Taha and Cui, 2006) since the cap geometry only changes linear,
when the Ca0-number is changed logarithmic.

If the total superficial velocity u0 of a Taylor flow is known, the geometric features of the
droplet caps within the flow can be considered temporally and spatially quasi invariant. In
this case, the cap geometry serves as a spatial reference to the temporal intensity signal of
the photometric sensor. Nevertheless, to identify other possible influences of the superficial
velocity u0 on the curvature, a sensitivity analysis of the velocity fluctuation impact is
provided in section 3.5.1.

To quantify the rear cap related intensity information dI
dx , a simplified ray tracing method is

used to calculate time-invariant spatially resolved photometric signals, which allow to convert
the temporal intensity signal into the corresponding actual disperse phase dimensions and
position. Because the disperse phase velocity uNIR

d is retrieved from geometric properties
of the rear cap, the influence of the cap shape itself on the NIR intensity signal dI

dx has to
be identified in the respective spatial and temporal signal (Sec. 3.4). Detailed information
about the simulation is provided in the following sections.

The complete sequence of the model for droplet velocity determination is depicted in
Fig. 3.2.

3.2.2 Geometric properties

The general design of the simulation consists of a rectangular channel with a simplified
disperse phase geometry of the Taylor flow. Above and below the reactor a NIR-LED serves
as an emitter and a photodiode as a receiver for the light rays (Fig. 3.3). The disperse phase
position related intensity change of transmitted light is used to determine the velocity. The
sensor/emitter combination operates in the near infrared domain (NIR) so absorption effects
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Fig. 3.2.: Complete sequence for droplet velocity uNIR
d determination. At first, the droplet shape factor

acap,b is estimated using the presented correlation. A raytracing simulation is performed
and the scaling factor dI

dx
is retrieved from the simulation results. The droplet velocity can

be obtained from time-scaled measurement results.

enhance the signal contrast between the two immiscible phases of a Taylor-flow. Refraction
of light emphasizes the interface position in the received detection signal.

Fig. 3.3.: Cross and longitudinal section of the NIR photometry setup. A top-mounted NIR-sensor
aligns with a bottom mounted LED-emitter. An aperture restricts stray light such that the
signal to noise ratio of the Taylor slug flow is enhanced

Within the microchannel, a simplified defined disperse phase geometry moves through the
sensor system in a square microchannel with an aspect ratio of 1. To keep the simulation
on a moderate level, the disperse phase shape is modeled as simple geometric bodies and
hydrodynamic influences are ignored.The droplet’s x-z cross-section shape is set to be circular
and the elongated center part is modeled as a cylindrical surface (geometric cylinder). The
disperse phase caps are chosen to have ellipsoidal shapes (half geometric ellipsoid) with
a parameterized x-y aspect ratio acap,f and acap,b (Fig. 3.4). These rear cap aspect ratio
are retrieved from the superficial velocity u0 using the correlation provided in the next
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Fig. 3.4.: Sketch of the simplified simulated disperse phase shape as used for the simulations. The
surface consists two ellipsoidal caps (front and back), described by respective aspect ratio
acap,i, and a cylindrical center

chapter (Chapter 3.2.4). The minimum disperse phase length remains to be the sum of both
ellipsoidal x-axis intercepts.

Certainly, the simplifications induce a shape deviation in comparison to a disperse phase
shape under the influence of a real flow. Within a real Taylor flow, the resulting thickness of
the thin wall film and the cap shape due to the flow induced interfacial forces differ from
the model. However, keeping in mind the purpose of this simulation, the author considers
this discrepancy acceptable compared to the computational effort needed to implement a
full fluid-mechanic simulation.

3.2.3 Transmission signal shape and dI/dx slope derivation

The expected shape of the droplet’s transmission signal has been described by Nguyen et al.
(2006) and Revellin et al. (2006). By considering the absorption behavior, the movement
of the rear disperse phase cap past the sensor causes a transition between the transmission
levels of both pure substances. Thus the caps of the droplet must locate in the slopes of
the signal. This is also proven by the simulation in Chapter 3.3.3 and a typical droplet-
to-continuous phase change in the transmission signal from high (disperse phase) to low
(continuous phase) is shown in Fig. 3.5. In order to retrieve the signal slope characteristic
dI
dx , all data points between the normalized reference value of 0.4 and 0.6 are chosen. In this
range the influence of the focal points of the bubble shape is the lowest as the sensitivity
analyses (Chapter 3.4) will show. Due to the fact that the simulation uses a simplified droplet
shape model, the highest agreement between simulation and reality is found in this signal
range of the rear drop signal.
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The chosen datapoints are approximated by a linear fit (Fig. 3.5) with the MATLAB function
"polyfit", hence the slope of the fit then directly equates dI

dx and numerical fluctuation from
the simulation or noise in measurements are damped. Furthermore a linear fit serves as a
central difference over the whole area, whereas a higher order fit would be sensitive to the
exact point where the slope is derived.

Fig. 3.5.: Transmission signal for a droplet’s rear passing the sensor system. The data point of the
transmission signal (‚) are approximated by a linear fit (-) within a window of [0.4 .. 0.6]
to retrieve the slope dI{dx at a normalized transmission value of 0.5

3.2.4 Droplet shape estimation

The spatial reference signal slope dI
dx derives from the rear curvature of the droplet. Therefore,

an a priori known hydrodynamic parameter is needed to estimate the droplet shape and
enable retrieving accurate simulation results. Taha and Cui (2006) reported on the shape of
rear bubble caps, unfortunately their data only covers Ca-number beyond 0.001. Because
plenty of application take place at lower Ca-numbers, additional data is needed. Physical
considerations of the surface energy of confined interfaces with dominating interfacial
tension forces lead to a circular cross section (acap,i “ 1) for small Ca-number Taylor slug
flows. Own high-speed camera measurements from this work prove this assumption (Chapter
3.5.2).

When both datasets are combined, two regimes occur: For Ca ď 0.0007, the rear cap shape
remains to be approximately spherical, while beyond Ca ě 0.0007 a logarithmic behavior
as stated in Fig. 3.6 can be found. Since the instantaneous disperse phase velocity ud is
not available, the total superficial velocity of the flow is used to derive the Ca-number and
hence the rear cap aspect ratio. An analysis of the presumed slope deviation caused by the
difference between ud and u0 is given in Chapter 3.5.1 and found to be acceptable for the
presented approach.
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Fig. 3.6.: Dependency of the rear cap aspect ratio acap,b on the superficial velocity Ca0-number. Graph
is based on data (‚) published by Taha and Cui (2006) and extended by own measurements
for low Ca-Numbers (İ). ( ) Logarithmic regression of the entire data set ( ) Linear
regression of own data. The deviation that originates from the usage of u0 versus ud (up
to +/-30% difference) when calculating the Ca from Taha and Cui (2006) is addressed in
Chapter 3.5.1

3.3 Simulation

A simplified ray tracing method is applied to simulate the influence of absorption and
refraction of light at all relevant surfaces in the pathway between NIR-source and -detector.
The desired spatially correlation factor dI

dx is derived and an understanding of the NIR
transmission signal is generated (Fig. 3.5). Material properties and geometric dimensions of
the simulation are chosen such, that a comparison between simulation and experiments is
feasible. For the described simulations Mathworks MatLab 2015a serves as the simulation
environment.

3.3.1 Fundamentals of raytracing calculation

The light rays passing through the microchannel and disperse phase are influenced by the
different material and optical properties of the experimental design. Considering light as an
electromagnetic wave and applying conservation of energy and momentum, the change of
wave speed caused by an optical density variation modifies the propagation direction under
any angle of incidence other than 90̋. Snell’s law describes this behavior (Eq. 3.3) using the
material’s index of refraction (n1, n2) along with the angle of incident (θ).

sin θ1

sin θ2
“
n2

n1
(3.3)
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The calculation of effects caused by refraction at different surfaces is improved by the fast
algorithm of Bec (1997) using vector and matrix calculation.

In addition to refraction, light rays can be reflected when a critical angle of incident exceeded
(Eq. 3.4):

θcrit “ arcsin
́n2

n1

̄

(3.4)

An efficient algorithm for reflection calculation is also described in Bec (1997).

Additional to idealized refraction and reflection, partial reflection occurs on all real surfaces,
depending on the angle of incidence and lowers the intensity of refracted light beams.
The amount of partly reflected light (R0) for a particular angle of incident (θ) can be
approximated when the refractive indexes (n1, n2) are known (Schlick, 1994):

Rθ “ R ̀ p1 ́Rqp1 ́ cospθqq5 (3.5)

Herein R denotes the reflection coefficient:

R “

̂

n1 ́ n2

n1 ̀ n2

̇2
(3.6)

By considering Snell’s Law (Eq. 3.3) using Bec’s algorithm (Bec, 1997) and Schlick’s
Approximation (Eq. 3.5) idealized reflection, partial reflection, total reflection and refraction
of light are included in the simulation.

Additional to changing the path of the light rays due to refraction and reflection, an ab-
sorption of the light energy occurs within the light path between sensor and emitter. This
effect is described with the Lambert-Beer-Law (Eq. 3.8), where ϵ denotes a material specific
extinction coefficient, c the concentration and d the path length of the light ray through the
absorbing medium:

Eλ “ lg I0

I1
“ ϵλ ̈ c ̈ d (3.7)

For pure substances the decreased light intensity (I1) can be described as

I1 “ I0 ̈ ékλ̈d (3.8)

and the corresponding pure substance absorption coefficients (kλ) are shown in Tab. 3.1.
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Tab. 3.1.: Absorption and refraction coefficients of materials used

Substance Refractive index nλ“1450nm [-] Absorption coefficient
kλ“1450nm [1/mm]

Borosilicate glass 1.5200 (Jedamzik, 2007) 0.9000 (Company,
2016)

Si 3.4794 (Salzberg and Villa,
1957)

neglectable (Green
and Keevers, 1995)

Air 1.0000 (by definition) 0 (by definition)
Deionized water 1.3200 (Kedenburg et al., 2012) 1.26 (Vögele and

Buback, 1993)
n-dodecane 1.4200 @589nm (Wohlfarth,

2008)
0.03 (Vögele and
Buback, 1993)

Tab. 3.2.: Relevant geometric parameters of the simulation layout

Attribute Size

Channel width w 0.20 mm
Channel height h 0.20 mm
LED diameter dLED 1.00 mm
LED opening angle αled 15°
Aperture diameter dap 0.13 mm
Photodiode active area Aphoto 0.02 mm2

Thickness of Si-layer 0.30 mm
Thickness of cover glass 0.20 mm

Utilizing this optical behavior and physical properties, the most prominent features of the
sensor signal are represented well (Chapter 3.5.2).

3.3.2 Setup and fluid properties

The raytracing simulation is linked up to the simple experimental set up (Sec. 3.2.2) and
varies basic geometric, fluidic and material properties. The emitted light travels through a
number of surfaces and volumes of different refraction and absorption properties (Tab. 3.1)
and geometries (Tab. 3.2). Inputs for the simulation are the flow-invariant and a priori
known parameters displayed in Tab. 3.1 and Tab. 3.2 and the superficial Ca-Number Ca0,
from which the curvature factor acap,b is calculated (Sec. 3.2.4).

A cylindrical disperse phase body with attached elliptic caps of defined aspect ratio has
been chosen over a physically detailed interface representation to reduce the calculation
time (Sec. 3.2.2). The simulation setup consists of plain surfaces at which refraction and
reflection can occur. The channel side walls as well as first and second order path changes
due to full and partial reflection are included in the simulation. In between the planes
absorption of light energy takes places proportional to the distance traveled (Eq. 3.8). Due
to practical experiences during premeasurements at a physical prototype, an aperture is
placed in the light path to shield background radiation.The resulting signal intensity directly
depends on the detected vector amount (refraction) and their respective amplitude decrease
(absorption).
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Fig. 3.7.: Overview of the simulation setup. Light beams are initiated at LED-plane E1 with a
divergence of 15°and finally detected at sensor-plane E6. The disperse phase interacts with
the light between planes E3 and E4. Therefore piercing points of the light rays with the
droplets are determined to calculate refraction, reflection and absorption like described in
Chapter 3.3.1

An overview of the surfaces belonging to the channel geometry is given in Fig. 3.7. Consider-
ing the NIR-LED to be a point source at the origin, equidistant unity vectors represent the
emitted light rays. The divergence of the vector field is chosen to achieve a solid angle of
15°across an initial surface E1 as it is common for NIR-LEDs. This initial vector field allows
calculating the piercing points on the next plane E2 and the respective distances between the
planes. These distances influence the absorption, while the angle of incident with respect to
the surface normal n allows the calculation of refraction or reflection for the several light
beams.

The procedure is repeated at the respective planes Ei until the light rays reach the top surface
of the channel E4. Within the channel between E3 and E4 refraction as well as partial and
total reflection can occur at the droplet surfaces as well as on the channel walls and back
reflected in the droplet. Subsequently, the aperture in plane E5 is modeled with a logical
operation that only allows vectors inside the actual aperture radius pass to the photodiode.
The sum of the lengths of vectors finally piercing the detector plane E6 form the desired
integral intensity signal value.

3.3.3 Examination of signal characteristic

A number of authors describe the shape of the photometric transmission signals and re-
markable characteristics (Nguyen et al., 2006; Revellin et al., 2006). However, an accurate
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Fig. 3.8.: Characteristic features of the simulated droplet signal a)-i) in constellation with the actual
disperse phase position. a) No influence of the disperse phase. b) Interface deflects light
from the aperture. c) Focus point enters the aperture area. d) A Maximum is reached when
focus fully overlaps the aperture. e) The Signal of the disperse phase body. f-i) Reverse
order of events

explanation is missing. Following the procedure outlined in Sec. 3.3.2 the disperse phase
shape acts as additional surface added between the planes E3 and E4 of the channel geometry
and the droplet position inside the channel is varied with respect to the emitter-detector
system in order to generate the droplet position related intensity signal. Therefore the
modeled droplet is moved dx stepwise per simulation run until the droplet has entirely
passed the sensor-emitter system (Fig. 3.8) and the partial intensity signal is generated.

Within Fig. 3.8 letters a)-i) mark the characteristic features of the signal. A base plateau
can be noted depending only on the absorption properties of the continuous phase and
the refraction at the channel walls. At this point the droplet has not yet approached the
proximity of the aperture a). When the aperture is reached, the interface reflects part of
the light vectors away from the aperture and consequently reduces the signal intensity
b). After an increasing part of disperse phase covers the aperture area, the resulting NIR
transmittance rises along with the signal intensity c). Refraction at the curved shape of
the disperse phase creates a focal point. Hence, the light intensity increases to a maximum
beyond the level of disperse phase adsorption, when the focus enters the aperture area d).
After the front focus point veers way from the aperture, a transmission plateau establishes
e), which represents the disperse phase body. The reversed order of effects occur when the
rear cap of the disperse phase passes the aperture ( f)- i) ).

3.3.4 Evaluation of numerical stability

Two different aspects of the simulation have to be considered to evaluate the numerical
performance of the calculation and simulation setup. At first the concept of using a linear
fit to retrieve the transmission slope of the disperse phase from a time signal needs to be
examined and as a second step the overall accuracy needs to be evaluated.
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For the first step, a simulation run uses default settings to deliver a normalized transmission
signal in the spatial domain along with its spatial rear transition slope dI

dx from the disperse
to the continuous phase. Successively, it is transformed into a temporal signal using a
discretionary initial droplet velocity uinit

d . The corresponding time dependent rear slope dI
dt

is then determined with the approach of Chapter 3.2.3 with the MATLAB function polyfit. By
multiplying the slopes from the spatial and time scaled signal the disperse phase velocity
(uNIR

d ) is subsequently derived (Eq. 3.2). A comparison of uNIR
d with the discretionary

applied scaling-velocity uinit
d delivers a deviation that serves as a numerical benchmark of

the slope derivation method.

Simulations at various discretionary velocities uinit
d from (1 - 1000) µm/s show that the

relative numerical error

ϵrel
ud

“
uNIR

d ́ uinit
d

uinit
d

ă 10́13 (3.9)

for the numerical slope derivation via polyfit is nearly constant (Fig. 3.9 a)). Considering
MATLAB’s roundoff error for floating points of type double 2.22 ̈ 10́16 the polyfit-function
retrieves the corresponding slopes with a satisfactory performance for even high droplet
velocities. Thus the approach of using a linear interpolation for slope derivation is kept.

To quantify the overall numerical accuracy of the various trigonometric calculations within
the raytracing algorithm, a simulation run with disabled absorption and matched refractive
index of both fluid phases is performed. In the case of accurate calculations, no change
in the simulated transmission signal should occur as the disperse phase passes the sensor
(Fig. 3.9 b)).

The signal deviation lies below 1%. The deviation results from round off error of the surface
vector direction calculation at a flat angle of incidence. Thus the numerical accuracy of the
simulation is considered satisfactory.

3.4 Sensitivity analysis

In order to access the physics of the sensor concept and check the transferability of the
simulation approach, an analysis of the simulation’s input parameter is performed regarding
their sensitivity towards the transmission and the signal features.

As initial settings, the reference geometry is chosen to match the experimental conditions,
and the channel aspect ratio is set to be unity to avoid major discrepancies concerning the
simplified disperse phase shape. The actual physical channel dimensions are considered
not to be of importance due to the geometrical scalability of the entire constellation. By
definition, the received position dependent signals are normalized to the disperse phase
(high level - 1) and the continuous phase (low level - 0) to establish a good comparability
with the experiment. This convention is used for all further parameter studies.
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Fig. 3.9.: a) Relative numerical error ϵrel
ud

of the slope derivation algorithm for various initial scal-
ing velocities uinit

d b) Plausibility proof of simulation algorithm. Comparison between
system water/n-dodecane ( ) and disabled absorption and refraction ( ). Minor
deviations from the expected straight dashed line are observable. The deviation occurs due
to trigonometrical roundup error at flat angle of incident for light rays hitting the droplet

Since flow conditions affect the disperse phase cap geometry, the front end of the droplet
stretches while the rear compresses (Taha and Cui, 2006) due to inertial effects. The
parameter is varied for Cad-numbers up to 0.5 according to the proposed correlation
(acap,b “ r0.4..1.0s). Values acap,b ą 1 are just mentioned to identify the optical coherences.
In real flows the only appear at the front cap.

The on- and offset of the signal appears to be independent of the cap curvature while the
signal peaks change significantly. While sharper caps (aspect ratio acap ě 1) form the largest
focus points and therefore the highest signal peaks, all other geometries distribute the light
over a larger area (Fig. 3.10 a) ). At half level 0.5 between high and low level, the signal
slope decreases with reduced aspect ratio. This appears to be counterintuitive since one
would expect that a shorter the cap results in a steeper signal slope.

The aperture diameter within the sensor’s light path affects the detectable amount of light.
The minimum diameter of dap = 0.55 wChannel ensures a reasonable amount of transmitted
energy. The maximum diameter is considered to be dap = 0.85 wChannel since intensity
information from outside the channel does not contribute information about the Taylor flow.
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Fig. 3.10.: Normalized transmission for different droplet configuration in the sensitivity analysis. a)
Influence of the disperse phase cap geometry acap,b on the resulting NIR transmission
signal. Despite the smaller dimension of the compressed disperse phase back, the slope
decreases due to the interplay of shape a focal effect. Elongated high aspect ratio caps
generate sharper focus points and result in a steeper signal. acap,b “ 1.2 ( ) acap,b “ 1.0
( ) acap,b “ 0.8 ( ) acap,b “ 0.6 ( ) acap,b “ 0.4 ( ) b) Influence of the aper-
ture diameter on the resulting NIR transmission signal. The aperture restricts the amount
of stray light, thus enhances the signal to noise ratio. Smaller apertures produce higher
relative peak values due to the chosen signal normalization convention. dap “ 0.85wch

( ) dap “ 0.75wch ( ) dap “ 0.76wch ( ) dap “ 0.55wch ( ) c) Influence
of the refractive index difference ΔRI* = (RIc-RId) on the resulting NIR transmission
signal. system water/n-dodecane ΔRI*=-0.08 ( ) ΔRI*=-0.053 ( ) ΔRI*=-0.027
( ) ΔRI*=0 due to a matched refractive index no peaks appear ( ). The signal
peaks seem to increase with a RI*, but this is based on the signal normalization. Higher RI*

lead to large peaks in the not normalized signal, but are also increasing the disperse phase
transmission plateau because of light focusation crosswise the channel d) Influence of the
absorption difference Δk* = (kc-kd)/kc on the resulting NIR transmission signal. Δk*=1
( ) Δk*=0.66 ( ) Δk*=0.33 ( ) Δk*=0 ( ). Variations in the absorption
difference of both phases lead to changes in the slope and signal peak in the normalized
signal. The peak level in the original signal remains constant because it only depends on
the refractive index difference

The size of the aperture strongly influences the normalized signal (Fig. 3.10 b) ). The smaller
the aperture, the more pronounced is the influence of the focus points. The absolute light
level decreases with reduced diameter, while the focus points cause a relative exaggeration
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of the peak intensity. The signal minima decrement significantly, due to refraction at the
disperse phase interface.

Regarding accuracy, a moderate slope is preferable. However, a wider section of the
microchannel resulting in less slope change is not preferable, since the large aperture leads
to a low signal to noise ratio: Transmitted light from both the interfacial droplet cap area
and the cylindrical part enters the detector as well as additional stray light. Contrarily, a
smaller aperture shows significant slope differences at the droplet caps due to the large
refraction influence.

The clear signal sensitivity to the aperture diameter implies the importance of uniform size
throughout the measurement. An aperture diameter of 0.65 wChannel for both simulation
and experiment has been chosen to implement a good trade-off between the signal slope
steadiness and an overall low signal to noise ratio.

Analog to the variation of aperture diameter the refractive index of the disperse phase is
changed from the experimental difference applied (n-dodecane/water) towards a refractive
index match. The transmission signal shows significant changes in the signal’s high and
low peaks and a strong influence of the refractive index can be observed (Fig. 3.10 c) ). In
the case of matched refractive indices, a light transmission difference between both phases
is visible due to the absorption properties of the liquids. This showcases the capability of
the NIR-sensor to even work under difficult optical conditions (RI-matching). Under those
circumstances, the characteristic signal peaks vanish and the signal transition between the
two levels appears to be steady and almost symmetric.

The absorption difference between both phases has a defined influence on the absolute
transmission signal strength, which results especially in a higher signal strength for the
disperse phase in case of lower absorption. In the normalized signal, this behavior shows
as lower signal peaks and a flattened slope, although the refractive index itself influences
the heights of the peaks (Fig. 3.10 d) ). Thus a larger difference in the absorption of both
phases improves the slope characteristics.

The sensitivity analysis clarifies, that the influences on the transmission signal are mainly
related to flow invariant properties such as experimental design and material properties.
The only velocity dependent parameter is identified to be the droplet shape and therefore
the cap aspect ratio (Fig. 3.10 a) ). The front shape is more sensitive to the flow conditions
than the disperse phase rear. Thus, to determine a suitable signal section, it is more accurate
to consider the rear cap for the slope derivation. The remaining error due to changes in the
assumed droplet shape is discussed in the next chapter.

3.5 Validation

The operation of the sensor concept is validated by the construction of a prototype and
measurements of a microscopic Taylor flow at moderate droplet velocities with both, the
proposed NIR-sensor and a conventional highspeed-camera.
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Fig. 3.11.: Relative slope error sensitivity based on a +/- 30% deviation of the Ca-number e.g.
inserting the superficial velocity compared to the correct disperse phase velocity. Relative
error at +30% Ca ( ) and Relative error at -30% Ca ( ). The deviation at high capillary
numbers is more pronounced than at low values

3.5.1 Flow dependency of the simulated spatial signal

The droplet shape estimation described in Sec. 3.2.4 shows how the shape of the disperse
phase differs from cap aspect ratio unity with increasing Ca-number (Taha and Cui, 2006).
As already stated the signal’s slope caused by the droplet rear cap is used to derive the
correlation factor dI

dx . Thus, a change of the droplet curvature caused by velocity fluctuations
results in a distorted slope and altered correlation factor dI

dx .

Unfortunately, velocity differences of about +/- 30% between the disperse phase velocity
and the mean velocity of Taylor slug flows are reported. Different authors even contradict
in their interpretation (Abiev, 2013; Fuerstman et al., 2007; Jakiela et al., 2011). To
evaluate the error caused by the assumption of a uniform droplet shape derived with the
superficial velocity u0 as shown in Fig. 3.6, an analysis of the error propagation is performed.
Therefore, the normalized relative slope changes of the transition between disperse and
continuous phase at the normalized level of 0.5 is calculated for a Ca-number range of +/-
30% (Fig. 3.11).

The analysis shows that fluctuating flow conditions do not increase the error of the predicted
disperse phase curvature significantly. Within an operational window of +/- 30 percent of
the total superficial velocity (u0) even the biggest deviation lies within boundaries of 5%
and is considered acceptable for the given purpose (Chapter. 3.3.4). Thus, the superficial
velocity (u0) and thereby the corresponding Ca-number can be used to estimate a proper
rear cap aspect ratio (acap,b) for the spatial signal simulation.
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3.5.2 Experimental setup

Fig. 3.12.: Experimental design for validating the sensor prototype

Keeping the simulation effort on a low level, a number of simplifications for the droplet shape
have been introduced. In order to determine the compliance of simulation and measurement,
a sensor prototype has been designed and constructed. A Taylor slug flow is established in a
200 µm diameter microchannel.

As stated in Chapter 3.2.4 the data served by (Taha and Cui, 2006) does not cover the
whole relevant Ca0-range. To generate further knowledge for lower Ca0-numbers, the data
is expanded by own measurements. High-speed imaging and image analysis are applied
to characterize the droplet shape (rear aspect ratio), and the droplet velocity has been
measured. Optical accessibility is achieved via a modified microscope Olympus BX-51 W. For
visual data acquisition a high-speed camera (Mikrotron MOCAM Motionblitz) is used at a
frame rate of 500 Hz and total measurement time of 2 s each. A self-written adaptive image
recognition algorithm detects the interfacial areas to calculate droplet- and slug-lengths,
as well as droplet velocity and frequency. Additionally, an edge detection method is used
to detect the outer curvature of the droplet front (acap,f ) and back (acap,b). An ellipse is
fitted into the corresponding center of the droplet’s curved interfacial area (Fig. 3.13). The
analysis is performed on each high speed image, allowing to detect each droplet several
times. Multiple measurement series at different Ca-Number are performed to estimate the
droplet velocity influence.
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Fig. 3.13.: Example of image recognition algorithm for droplet shape detection. Crosses represent
detected points within the interfacial area, circles the used grid point at the droplet outside.
a) high speed camera image of an observed droplet with recognized fitted ellipse b) related
image of edge detection. Green crosses represent detected points on the droplet outside,
red crosses the corresponding center of the curved interfacial area used for ellipsoid fitting

The additional data expands the capillary number dependent cap geometry regression based
on the results of (Taha and Cui, 2006) for also low capillary numbers and the droplet-shape
can be a priori derived from Ca0 for the relevant flow-regimes. The results have already
been shown in Chapter 3.2.4.

For the validation of the proposed modeled approach, a prototype of the NIR sensor is used
in combination with a microfluidic chip (Fig. 3.12). A flow focusing device with a square
cross section is fabricated (iX-Factory GmbH, Dortmund) in Silicon using deep reactive ion
etching. The channel width is W = 200 µm. A LED/photo-diode-system suitable for the
NIR domain (wavelength λ = 1450 nm) allows light emission and detection. An aperture
to shield stray light is fabricated in plastic with a diameter of about 130 µm. An analogue
circuit amplifies and denoises and stabilizes the signal against external influences. The signal
is sampled with a National Instruments DAC at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. A pressure driven
flow controlled pump system (Mitos Dolomite P-Pump) is applied to deliver a pulsation-free
flow to the flow focusing intersection. All used fluids are filtered to keep particles out of the
channel. Before all experiments, the channel is rinsed with deionized water.

3.5.3 Experimental validation results

An intermediate Ca-number Taylor slug flow is chosen to validate the proposed method. The
flow is observed simultaneously with a high-speed camera and the presented NIR-sensor. The
measurement position for both techniques does not coincide due to the spatial dimension of
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Fig. 3.14.: Measured and simulated NIR transmission signal for the rear cap. The simulated signal
derives from using the exact fluidic and geometry parameters of the measurement as input
parameters for the simulation. The simulated spatial scaled signal is conversed into a time
scaled signal by using the measured droplet velocity uCAM

d from highspeed imaging

the microscope objective. Hence, depending on the disperse phase velocity, a residence time
between camera registration of a droplet and the NIR detection event has to be taken into
account.

The hydrodynamic properties of the Taylor slug flow (droplet length, velocity and cap
curvature) are retrieved from the high-speed camera images and used as input parameters
for the simulation. Both signals are normalized, whereas no scaling of the x-axis is performed.
The signal comparison is depicted in (Fig. 3.14).

The comparison reveals a good agreement between the ray-tracing simulation and the
measured signal, although a deviation of the signal peaks can be observed.

This deviation is related to the geometric simplification of the disperse phase shape represen-
tation of the simulation. The experimental flow conditions produce a rear cap that adapts
to the interdependency of the Laplace-pressure, the geometry and flow conditions. A film
separates the disperse phase from the wall. Thus, the center cross section differs significantly
from the assumed circular shape. In the rear cap region, this leads to a deviation from the
expected ellipsoidal shape of the simulated cap. Since the refraction on a spherical interface
provides a more defined focus than other shapes, the peak intensity within the experiment
does not reach the simulated signal’s intensity. Nonetheless, the simulation captures the
curvature of the rear cap well.

In order to validate the entire process of the disperse phase velocity measurement and
not only the accordance between model and real droplet, the sensor’s velocity results are
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Fig. 3.15.: Comparison of measured velocities by high-speed camera uCAM
d and NIR-sensor uNIR

d

for two T-junction microreactors: reactor batch #1 (‚) and batch #2 (■). The errorbars
depict the standard deviation of both measurement techniques. The relative error of 5% is
marked as dotted line ( )

compared to those retrieved directly from the high speed image sequences (Fig. 3.15). A
good agreement between the presented model supported and the validating optical approach
is found.

A number of publications report the existence of fluctuations in proposed steady flows (Beer
et al., 2009; Korczyk et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2015b). However, a thorough
investigation is not presented so far. In spite, since long-term effects can only be captured if
the fluctuation periods lie within the provided measurement time, authors could perceive
them as experimental error. To classify the stability of Taylor flows and identify influential
parameters for periodic flow fluctuations a measurement technique capable of performing
online long-term measurements is crucial. Additionally, such sensor signals can serve as
a parameter for online process control. Thus, long term measurements allow to study the
temporal stability of microscropic multiphase flows and offer the possibility to deploy new
reactor design guidelines for improved flow stability.

Preliminary flow measurements with the NIR prototype prove the capability of the system
and reveal fluctuations in the temporal stability, despite the pulsation free Mitos pumps that
keep the volume flows of the two phases constant (Fig. 3.16). Especially the interaction of
droplet frequency, length and velocity in combination with downstream geometric properties
and the pressure drop hint to relations that are not well examined and understood so far.

This shows the need for carefully monitoring the flow conditions over a longer temporal
frame of reference. The measurement time for the presented prototype the measurement
time is only restricted by the available hard-disk space.
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Fig. 3.16.: Resulting data from NIR measurement of a Taylor-Flow at Ca0=0.00029. a) Excerpt of
raw NIR-sensor signal at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. b) Analyzed disperse phase frequency
over time (‚). c) Retrieved droplet velocity uNIR

d (§) d) Retrieved droplet (̋) and slug
length (̋)

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a new method to derive spatial flow properties of microfluidic Taylor slug
flows from a single non-invasive photometric near-infrared sensor is presented. Usually,
a sensor pair is needed to retrieve both temporal and spatial flow information, which
disqualifies it for embedded systems within highly integrated lab-on-a-chip applications.
A second sensor is rendered unnecessary with the presented new approach: The studies
identify the disperse phase velocity as a link between the time scaled measurement signal
and the desired spatial information. Thus, it can be used to retrieve geometric properties
such as disperse phase length from the temporal signal of only one photometry sensor.

The approach combines NIR absorption measurements with simulations of the microfluidic
and sensor system. While NIR absorption measurements of the Taylor Flow contribute the
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temporal information, simulated NIR signals provide scaling information, that can be used
to retrieve the instantaneous droplet velocity from the time scaled measurement signal.

The simulations use a raytracing approach to analyze the sensors NIR transmission signal
for a velocity characteristic geometric property. This is found in the slope of the falling
transmission signal as a representation of the droplet rear cap passing the sensor. As
the measurements and simulations show, the cap curvature itself can be retrieved from
the Ca0-Number using the total superficial velocity and is only weakly influenced by the
instantaneous droplet velocity. It can be used as a geometric input parameter for the
simulation and allows to identify the scaling factor in order to retrieve the droplet velocity
from time scaled measurements.

The performed simulations are validated by different approaches and show satisfactory
agreement with the measurements. A sensitivity analysis shows the good practicability
of using the signal slope for the scaling factor determination, because a decreased error-
sensitivity can be observed. Thus, influences on the cap curvature caused by changes in the
instantaneous droplet velocity during the measurement are compensated.

The new approach shows its capabilities to perform long-term measurements to investigate
the stability of Taylor-flows in a first preliminary measurement. This can enhance the process
control of especially highly integrated and numbered up flow devices. It was shown, that
the droplet cap geometry is geometrically connected to the droplet velocity.
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4Determining the flow-related cap
deformation of Taylor droplets at
low Ca-numbers using ensemble
averaged high-speed images

„Experience is what you get when you didn’t get what
you wanted.

— Randy Pausch
(US american informatician)

The NIR-photometry sensor approach of the previous chapter identified the cap curvature of
the droplet as the sensitive parameter, that allows to retrieve temporal, as well as spatial
information from the sensor signal. Since no description of the cap curvature is available
for the regime of moderate Capillary numbers (Ca ă 0.2) and no comprehensive studies
exist examining the influence of Re and Ca independently, an approach using ensemble
image averaging is utilized in this chapter. A new method to reliably measure the droplet
deformation is shown, which could act as a flow indicator. The flow-related interface shape
deformation of liquid-liquid Taylor flows in square micro channels for Re ă 5 and Ca ă 0.02
is quantified by experimental studies and ensemble image averaging. An easy-to-access
droplet cap deformation model is utilized, which allows reducing the complex interface
curvature information to an ellipse and provide correlation functions to link this deformation
ratio to the flow conditions quantitatively. In preparation of the double-binary RIM approach
of the following chapter, an experimental approach is introduced using a ternary liquid-liquid
material system that allows adjusting Re and Ca independently without surfactant addition
by changing the mass-fraction of two liquids forming the continuous phase. In combination,
an image processing method to overcome the optical issues arising from the poor image
contrast of Taylor droplets with low differences of refractive index to the bulk material is
suggested. The presented approach opens the possibility to benchmark numerical studies
of the interface deformation and paves the way for improved flow modeling, e.g. pressure
drop or relative velocity of Taylor droplets since the flow induced curvature could serve as
an indicator of the forces acting on the droplet front and rear.

What follows is based on (Helmers et al., 2019). Adapted by permission from Springer:
Determining the flow-related cap deformation of Taylor droplets at low Ca numbers using
ensemble-averaged high-speed images by Helmers, Thorben, Thöming, Jorg and Mießner, Ulrich.
Experiments in Fluids 2019
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4.1 Overview

As Abiev (2017) describes, the observed shape of the disperse phase could be used in
experiments as a detector indicating the two-phase flow around Taylor droplets and it is
therefore interesting for a modeling approach of the excess velocity. The Laplace pressure
links the pressure at a surface to the molecular cohesion forces of the fluids in contact
and their adhesive interaction across the interface. A superimposed translation causes a
change in the local pressure field, exerts additional forces onto the interface and leads to
a deformation of the droplet surface curvature (Taha and Cui, 2006; Jakiela et al., 2011;
Mießner et al., 2019).

Precise knowledge of the droplet curvature may pave the road for better flow modeling and
shows practical concerns: In the previous chapter, a single beam near-infrared photometric
sensor was introduced, that is capable of measuring the instantaneous droplet velocity,
frequency and droplet length simultaneously. The droplet cap curvature was identified as a
relevant calibration factor for the sensor system. A preliminary correlation relates the rear
cap deformation to the superimposed flow field properties. Recently Mießner et al. (2019)
introduce an analytical estimation of the droplet shape that can be used to improve the
evaluation of µPIV measurements. Their model retrieves the influence of instantaneous flow
conditions on the droplet shape from the droplet front and back curvature and therefore
requires a reliable description of these properties.

The flow-related evolution of the interface is addressed in simulations (Rocha et al., 2017)
and for the viscous flow regime (Ca ą 10́2) (Sauzade and Cubaud, 2013). However, no
systematic experiments to measure the droplet cap curvature of microscopic Taylor flows
have been carried out for the capillary flow regime (Ca ă 0.1, Re ă 5) at which a variety of
lab-on-a-chip devices operate (Vladisavljević et al., 2013).

In this chapter, optical measurements of the interface deformation of liquid-liquid Taylor flow
in square channels in the capillary regime (Re ă 5 and Ca ă 0.02) are presented to close this
gap and successfully correlate the front and back curvature to Ca. An experimental approach
is introduced utilizing a ternary liquid-liquid material system that allows adjusting Re and
Ca independently by changing the mass-fraction of two liquids forming the continuous
phase without the addition of surfactants to tune interfacial tension (Ca). Raw images
of the flow at different Ca and Re are recorded with a high-speed camera. An ensemble
imaging approach in combination with an adaptive background filter enhances the image
contrast for the determination of the droplet cap curvature and reduces the influences of
flow fluctuations caused by changes in the flow downstream from the measurement position.
In order to access and quantify the deformation of the droplet cap shape, a robust first-order
approach is applied, by fitting the cap shape with ellipses (Stone and Leal, 1990).

4.2 Microfluidic fundamentals

The droplet shape dependence on Ca (Taha and Cui, 2006) has been studied qualitatively on
a numerical basis. However, an explicit quantitative correlation has not yet been published.
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Fig. 4.1.: Declaration of relevant lengths of a droplet flowing through a rectangular microchannel
with the droplet velocity ud. Top-view of x-y-plane, characterizing the droplet with the front
(af , bf ) and back cap (ab, bb), as well as the channel width W

In this work we cover the range 5 ̈ 10́5 ă Ca ă 0.02 since this is the relevant energy regime
for which Taylor Flow formation in microchannels is reported (Fu and Ma, 2015) and the
most hydrodynamic models are applied (Han and Shikazono, 2009; Ładosz and Rudolf von
Rohr, 2018).

The droplet is geometrically modeled as a combination of a cylindrical body with two
ellipsoidal caps: Despite the apparent deviation concerning real three-dimensional Taylor
droplets enclosed in square microchannels, the author decided to establish a geometric
parameter for the cap deformation of the Taylor droplet, which is easy to access, quantify
and compare. Hence, a simplifying but robust approach is applied (Stone and Leal, 1990;
Cabral and Hudson, 2006), when fitting the recorded cap shapes with ellipses. As indicated in
Fig. 4.1, an elliptic deformation ratio for the cap geometries of the droplets is introduced:

kc,f “
af

bf
(4.1)

for the droplet front cap and

kc,b “
ab

bb
(4.2)

for the droplet back cap. Herein a denotes the major semi-axis of the ellipses and b the minor
semi-axis of the ellipse.

For static flow conditions (droplets at rest), both curvatures are identical and spherical
kc,f “ kc,b “ 1 (Musterd et al., 2015). Superimposing a flow field, the droplet back gets
compressed kc,b ă 1, while the front is elongated kc,f ą 1. For moderate Ca the films around
the droplet remain thin (Han and Shikazono, 2009), while for higher Ca the film thickness
increases and the droplet receives a bullet shape (Abiev et al., 2017).
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Fig. 4.2.: Experimental setup for a pulsation-free co-current flow through a microfluidic chip made
from Si and optical measurements using a fluorescence microscope with attached highspeed
camera

4.3 Materials and methods

In order to quantify the interface deformation of Taylor droplets and its relation to the
governing flow conditions, a set of experiments is carefully conducted. At first, we describe
the experimental setup. Secondly, we present the ternary fluid system for Re and Ca

adjustment and subsequently explain the recording mode of the experiments. Finally,
ensemble averaging of the recorded images and the curvature detection is explained followed
by the determination of droplet velocity.

4.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup of this work (Fig. 4.2) consists of a Silicon-micromixer (manufactured
by IMSAS Bremen) using a T-junction for droplet generation and a rectangular cross-section.
The channel surfaces are hydrophilized by thermal oxidation with SiO2. The geometrical
dimensions of the channel are shown in Table 4.1.

Two Dolomite Mitos P-Pumps supply a pulsation-free flow of water/glycerol mixture as
a continuous phase and n-dodecane or n-octane as the disperse phase, whereas the flow
rates are limited by the used flow meters and camera time resolution (1 µl min-1 - 120 µl
min-1). Relevant flow properties such as the droplet shape information, droplet velocity and
droplets lengths are recorded with a highspeed camera (Mikrotron MOCAM MotionBlitz) at
framerates up to 1 kHz and a resolution of 255 px ̈ 292 px. The images are processed by
applying ensemble averaging using a MATLAB-script (Sec. 4.3.3).

The microfluidic chip is placed on an Olympus BX51WI fluorescence microscope. For the
optical measurements, a Zeiss objective Plan Neofluar 20x with NA of 0.5 to ensure a high
light efficiency with an extended depth of focus is used. This allows to record sharp images
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of the interface shape. The focal plane is chosen to coincide with the symmetry-plane of the
droplet H

2 .

Tab. 4.1.: Geometrical parameters of the experimental setup

Outer parameter Unit

channel width W 206 µm
channel height H 197 µm
channel length L

W 1000 -
Acquired flowrates 2.59 - 239 µl min-1

4.3.2 Ternary fluid system for Re and Ca adjustment

Quantifying the influence of the Ca-number and the Re-number on the cap deformation
of Taylor droplets individually, both dimensionless quantities need to be independently
accessible. Possible parameters include kinetic, material and geometric properties.

The superficial velocity u0 as a kinetic property influences both quantities at once and
represents one major aspect of the investigation. A change in geometry alters only the Re-
number but results in a very expensive setup variation since several different geometrically
scaled channel-layouts are needed. Therefore, we rely on the change of material properties.

The surface tension only addresses the Ca-number and is easily accessible when surfactants
are applied. However, surfactants accumulate at the interface and cause flow dependent
surface tension gradients and a rise of the surface viscosity of the droplet interface (Park,
1992; Olgac and Muradoglu, 2013; Luo et al., 2019). Avoiding this, we focus on the change
of viscosity with respect to the change of interface tension, when applying a ternary fluidic
material system: We use a trimmed fluid composition of water/glycerol continuous phase
against an alkane disperse phase.

If the mass-fraction of glycerol within the continuous phase is varied, viscosity and interfacial
tension change simultaneously. However, this change does not happen at the same rate
(compare Oh-number). Thus two independent parameters basically determine the flow state
at the proposed measurement set. The superficial velocity u0 introduces the kinetic property
change and the mass-fraction of glycerol/ water of the continuous phase ξc that accounts for
the material properties of the continuous phase.

Given correlations for the essential properties of the continuous phase (interfacial tension
σ, mass-fraction ξc and density ρc, see Eq. 4.3 - 4.5), a combination of Re and Ca results
the according kinetic property change u0 and the mass-fraction of water/glycerol ξc (ξc “ 0
indicating pure water, ξc “ 1 indicating pure glycerol).

ρc “ qρ,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qρ,0 (4.3)

σ “ qσ,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qσ,0 (4.4)

ηc “ qη,2 ̈ ξ2
c ̀ qη,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qη,0 (4.5)
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This leads to an equation system that delivers one distinct superficial velocity and glycerol
mass-fraction for a specific Re and Ca. Suitable values for u0 and ξc are derived inserting
the correlations Eq. 4.4 and 4.5 into the dimensionless quantities and solving the non-linear
equation system:

Ca “
u0pqη,2 ̈ ξ2

c ̀ qη,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qη,0q

pqη,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qη,0q
(4.6)

Re “
u0W pqρ,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qρ,0q

qη,2 ̈ ξ2
c ̀ qη,1 ̈ ξc ̀ qη,0

(4.7)

We combine own measurements with literature data to determine the fitting coefficients (see
App. A). The corresponding correlation factors are shown in Tab. 4.2.

Tab. 4.2.: Polynomial coefficients for continuous phase viscosity ηc in mPas, continuous phase density
ρc in kg̈dm-1 and interfacial tension σ in N̈m-1 for different mass-fractions ξc. R2 denotes
the Pearson correlation coefficient

ηc

range of validity q2 q1 q0 R2

0.00 ď ξc ď 0.28 9.6514 1.7769 1.0095 0.9995
0.28 ď ξc ď 0.48 49.223 -21.944 4.5865 0.9995
0.48 ď ξc ď 0.64 82.8 -153.48 36.991 0.9999
0.64 ď ξc ď 0.76 1272.7 -1557.1 488.84 0.9999

ρc

0.00 ď ξc ď 1.00 0 0.2657 0.9938 0.9997

σ

0.00 ď ξc ď 0.70 0 -0.0206 0.0501 0.9987

4.3.3 Ensemble image averaging and curvature detection

For each parameter set of individual tuned Re and Ca (Fig. 4.5), the front and back curvature
of the Taylor droplets is measured from highspeed images (values are given in the appendix
of (Helmers et al., 2019)). The glycerol mass-fraction influences the index of refraction of the
continuous phase. Small differences of the refractive index between droplet and bulk produce
poor contrast with respect to the instantaneous optical interface information. In order to
precisely measure the position of the channel wall, the droplet position inside the image
and the droplet cap shapes, we remove illumination gradients and enhance the interface
information depth with the following image processing steps. We therefore introduce an
ensemble image averaging approach (Fig. 4.3), that is explained in the following:

The image time series of the high-speed camera recording contains stationary information
(e.g. illumination gradients, channel wall position) and instantaneous information (interfaces
of the Taylor droplets). At first, all raw images with the local pixel intensity Ipx,yq (Fig. 4.3
a)) are used to create a temporally averaged background image of the entire image sequence
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Fig. 4.3.: Scheme of the image processing pipeline and ensemble imaging approach. Overview of
image recognition routine for the processed images and their postprocessing steps for small
refractive index difference compensation: a) Acquisition of raw highspeed images and
calculation of an average background image. b) Average background image. c) Filtered
image, that is cleaned from background effects and illumination gradients. It is used for
recognition of channel walls by image segmentation. d) Line-wise standard deviation of the
image series for wall detection to discriminate between flow induced effects and CMOS-chip
noise. e) Within the channel walls (dark, solid lines) three auxiliary lines (white, dashed
lines) are defined and the gray values on these lines are analyzed (thin black dashed line
raw data, bold solid black line filtered data, see Eq. 4.8). The peaks of these lines are used
to identify the interfacial area position at the auxiliary lines (red circles). f) These three
points determine the interfacial area position and orientation in each image for further
processing. g) Image shifting of all detected interfacial areas to the image center. h) Sum of
all shifted droplet images. i) Recognized points xp (circles) on the interfacial area in the
high contrast ensemble averaged image with fitted ellipse xell (dashed line).

(N -images), which contains only stationary information that does not significantly change
within the image time series (Fig. 4.3 b) ).

The background image is then used to improve the image quality of every raw image.
Therefore the raw images’ pixel-intensity Ipx,yq is divided by the average background to
remove non-homogeneous illumination gradients and to solely receive the instantaneous
image information Îpx,yq (Fig. 4.3 c) ).

Îpx,yq “
Ipx,yq

řN
i“1 Ipx,yq

N

(4.8)

To discriminate the channel wall from the Taylor flow, the raw image information can not be
used since the walls appear blurry. Instead, we divide the image into two segments. The first
image segment represents the chip bulk material without any influence of the flow. Here,
the intensity fluctuations are mainly caused by the noise of the camera’s CMOS-sensors. The
second segment shows a direct influence of the flow and therefore exhibits higher fluctuation
amplitudes over the sample image sequence. We mathematically discriminate between
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flow information and chip-noise by calculating the intensity sum (Î̊
pyq) of every horizontal

intensity profile over all images of a sequence

Î̊
pyq “

ÿ

x

Îpx,yq (4.9)

and subsequently, determine the standard deviation for this intensity sum over the whole
time series.

Ĩ̊ “

g

f

f

e

1
N ́ 1

N
ÿ

i“1
pÎ̊

i ́ I̊q2 (4.10)

The resulting standard deviation can be evaluated with a threshold analysis (4.3 d) ) and
allows clear discrimination between the channel void and the channel walls (threshold =
0.05). The transition between the low-intensity standard deviation and the flow related
increased standard deviation represents the location of the channel wall.

After the recognition of the wall positions, three reference intensity profiles in flow direction
with a distance r from the channel wall are sampled from each corrected image at different
channel positions

r̀ “
r
W
2

(4.11)

This results in one profile along the channel centerline at r̀ “ 0 and two profiles at
r̀ “ 0.63 towards the wall position (r̀ “ 1). Along these reference intensity profiles the
highest inverted gray value (darkest point) is identified as the location of the interfacial
area (Fig. 4.3 e) ). In this manner, three orientation points are obtained: the actual droplet
interface position (center line) and references for the droplet cap orientation: the upper and
lower orientation points indicate whether a Taylor droplet front or back is detected in the
image (Fig. 4.3 f)) with their position relative to the center line reference point.

Avoiding low contrast issues at parameter sets with small refractive index differences between
the droplet and the bulk, we apply an approach inspired by ensemble averaging for µPIV-
analysis (Meinhart et al., 2000) and retrieve ensemble averaged images representative for
the entire time series of the measurement. An example of the contrast enhancement by the
ensemble averaging approach is given in the appendix.

We shift the corrected images of all detected interfaces with similar orientation such, that
the centerline position of the interfaces coincides with the image center (Fig. 4.3 g) ) xshift

along the flow orientation). This results two representative averaged images for each image
sequence (front and back cap) with improved contrast (Fig. 4.3 h) ), which can be processed
at every horizontal intensity profile to locate the interface position. This large number of
data points allows a precise fitting of the proposed elliptic interface approximation.
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The fitted ellipse follows the equation

xell ́ x2
ell,M

a2 ̀
yell ́ y2

ell,M

b2 “ 1 (4.12)

Herein xell,M , yell,M represent the coordinates of the ellipse center point and a, b are the
semi-major and semi-minor axis. We consider

b “
W

2 (4.13)

since the fluid films at the walls are thin for the chosen Ca interval (Han and Shikazono,
2009) and define

yell,M “ ych ̀
W

2 (4.14)

due to symmetry conditions. The x-coordinate of the ellipse center point is fitted to reach a
minimum deviation to the recognized points at the interface position. This necessitates the
calculation of the ellipse-point distances for each point on the detected interfacial area at
each iteration step.

The determination of the distance from a measured interface position pxp, ypq to the nearest
point on the fitted ellipse pxell, yellq of a given optimization step is quadratic, nonlinear and
can be described as a minimization problem with boundary conditions. Keeping in mind,
that solely numerical solving of the equation system for each point at each iteration step is
time-consuming, we decrease the computational effort by a semi-analytical approach. The
method of Lagrange multipliers is applied to simplify the optimization problem.

At first, the smallest distance between every data point and the corresponding point on the
ellipse (xell and yell) is identified. We define our objective function as

l “

b

pxell ́ xpq2 ̀ pyell ́ ypq2 (4.15)

For simplification, the minimization of a quadratic term behaves like the minimization of a
linear term and l2 is used to optimize the problem instead of l.

The boundary condition for the optimization problem is the equation of the ellipse itself:

x2
M

a2 ̀
y2

M

b2 ́ 1 “ 0 (4.16)
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Introducing the Lagrange-multiplicator λ simplifies the problem to a linearization of the
boundary condition and objective function:

Λpxell,yell,λq “ pxell ́ xpq
2

̀ pyell ́ ypq
2

̀ λp
x2

M

a2 ̀
y2

M

b2 ́ 1q (4.17)

To retrieve the critical points, at which the problem (the distance between ellipse and point)
minimizes or maximizes, the gradient is set to zero:

BΛ
Bx

“ 0 “ 2p
λpxell ́ xmq

a2 ́ xp ̀ xellq (4.18)

BΛ
By

“ 0 “ 2p
λpyell ́ ymq

b2 ́ yp ̀ yellq (4.19)

BΛ
Bλ

“ 0 “
pxell ́ xmq2

a2 ̀
pyell ́ ymq2

b2 ́ 1 (4.20)

This equation system can be solved fast and easily to retrieve the extreme values (points on
the ellipse with the smallest and longest distance). Inserting these values in Eq. 4.15 and
using the minimum of both values reveal the minimum distance of each point to this ellipse.
A summation of the distances of all points serves as the quality measure for the iteration
step (RMS error).

For the next iteration step the ellipse is varied for different xm and a, while b is set to W
2

and ym to the channel center position. Subsequently, for each data point the distance to the
ellipse is calculated. The ellipse with the lowest sum of distances for all points is used.

4.3.4 Determination of droplet velocity

x

y

x
t=t0

x
t=t1

Fig. 4.4.: Droplet velocity determination via image processing. The interface position at time t “ t0 is
subtracted from the position at t “ t1 and multiplied with the image calibration factor ϵpx

The droplet shape depends mainly on Ca, since it is strongly influenced by the viscous flow
forces exerted on the droplet’s surface. Thus, in order to reference our findings with respect
to literature data, the droplet velocity ud is used.

The determination of the droplet velocity is based on the same images used for shape
determination. The droplet position information from the center reference intensity profile
is stored for each recognized droplet image and the translation distance of the interface
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Fig. 4.5.: Overview of fluidic measurement parameters performed for this study. Empty circles
represent the points that could not be realized, grey circles represent the parameters
accessed in the present set-up. Crosses depict the actual measurement parameter altered by
experimental and lab conditions. The resulting errors for Ca and Re are smaller than the
marker sizes.

position between the first and last image measured. The average velocity of the droplet is
determined by dividing the recognized positions by the time between those image frames
(Fig. 4.4):

ud “
ximag,2 ́ ximag,1

timag,2 ́ timag,1
̈ ϵpx (4.21)

The µm/px spatial calibration factor ϵpx, which defines the pixel size of the image, is
retrieved from the image of a precise calibration target. The droplet velocity determination
is performed for each set of 1261 images for every 3 iterations and the standard deviation is
calculated.

4.3.5 Experimental procedure

The ternary surfactant-free material system (Chapter 4.3.2) is used to establish a material
system of a certain Oh-number. The kinetic parameter u0 can be changed by tuning the
volume flow rate of the pumps. This way we are able to address a wide combination range
of Re-and Ca-numbers theoretically.

The measurements are limited, however, in the volume flow range due to the volume flow
meters of the Dolomite p-pumps (see Sec. 4.3.1). This restricts the range of measurement
(Fig. 4.5) and as a result, we address the system within 0.01 ă Oh ă 0.2 (grey circles).
Additionally, we prepare the water/glycerol solutions for the bulk phase with a mass-fraction
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step width of ξ “ 0.05 which results in a small disposition of the final experimental points
(black crosses) from the ideal planned points (grey circles).

For each targeted Ca/Re-combination three distinct measurements of 1261 images are
performed. After each measurement, the pressure pumps are stopped and restarted to ensure
independent measurement conditions. Each image sequence of the three measurements
allows to detect at least 30 droplets per experimental parameter combination of Re and
Ca.

At elevated water/glycerol mass-fractions ξc, the optical droplet evaluation aggravates
due to the reduced refractive index difference between droplet and bulk. In those cases,
n-dodecane is replaced with n-hexane, since it provides a lower refractive index than
dodecane and therefore enables measurements at the parameter sets, where the system
water/glycerol - dodecane would result in a weak contrast. This is a valid side-step, since
the interfacial tension of water/glycerol-dodecane and water/glycerol-hexane is comparable
and the material parameters of the continuous phase are used for Re and Ca.

4.4 Results and discussion

At first, we clarify the role of the inertia forces in comparison to the viscous forces (Re) on
the Taylor droplet deformation within the addressed parameter range. Next, the influence
of the viscous forces is assessed with respect to the interface tension forces (Ca) and a
quantification of the cap deformation is delivered. Subsequently, the entire measurements of
this study are put into perspective with Taylor droplet velocity data to verify the outcome of
this experimental study.

The cap deformation ratio for the front and the back of the Taylor droplets at different Ca is
plotted against Re (Fig. 4.6). Our experimental data is supplemented with experimental
data from Mießner et al. (2019) and simulation data extracted from Taha and Cui (2006).
No trend can be identified in the examined range of Re “ 10́5 ́ 101.

In order to statistically endorse this observation, we apply a two one-sided test procedure
(TOST) following Lakens (2017). Usually, the T-Test is performed to reject the null hypothesis,
which states the non-existence of a correlation. Therefore, the null hypothesis is formulated
explicitly for a single value only (h0: property “ 0). In order to show that there is no
relation, one would need to decline every other possible correlation value, since reliable
predictions can only be made if null-hypothesis is declined (falsification principle) (Goertzen
and Cribbie, 2010). Non-rejection or "acceptance" of the null-hypothesis is not valid. Thus
for a TOST-test, a combined null-hypothesis (h01, h02) is postulated (Schuirmann, 1987). In
our case we postulate
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Tab. 4.3.: Results of the two one-sided test (TOST) for the cap deformation ratio as a function of Re
(DF “ 43, ε “ 0.05,∆lower “ ́0.3,∆upper “ 0.3)

mi ni R Z Zcrit,ε“0.05 result

kf ,∆lower 0.0010 1.0386 0.0087 2.0625 1.645 h01 rejected
kf ,∆upper 0.0010 1.0386 0.0087 -1.9493 -1.645 h02 rejected
kb,∆lower -0.0037 0.9219 -0.0443 1.7184 1.645 h01 rejected
kb,∆upper -0.0037 0.9219 -0.0443 -2.2935 -1.645 h02 rejected

h01 : R ă ∆lower (4.22)

h02 : R ą ∆upper (4.23)

ha : ∆lower ă R ă ∆upper (4.24)

with the association interval for the Pearson regression coefficient R in the range of
r∆lower “ ́0.3, ....,∆upper “ 0.3s. If h01 and h02 are rejected simultaneously, this implies
that the population correlation falls within the association interval for ha.

The procedure for testing the probabilities of the hypotheses is similar to the T-Test (Allen,
1997). Since the standard error of the T-test statistic is related to the chosen association
interval of r∆lower, ....,∆uppers, the normal distribution statistic is preferred. A Fisher
z transformation is performed and the corresponding Z-values are used (Fisher, 1915).
Depending on the interval border, a left-sided or right-sided probability is applied. For the
analysis we chose a significance level ε “ 0.05. The properties and results of the TOST-test
are shown in Tab. 4.3.

Since Z ă Zcrit,ε“0.05 for ∆upper and Z ą Zcrit,ε“0.05 for ∆lower for all tested cases, the
targeted significance level ε is reached and the null hypotheses can be rejected. We can state
that, based on the measurements, we can not find a statistically confirmed linear correlation
for Re in the observed Ca range. Therefore no alternative systematic is coherent. We assume
the Reynolds number Re not to significantly influence the cap deformation ratio in the given
range.

This is in line with the findings of Kovalev et al., 2018, who identified the Ca-number
as the primary influence parameter on the Taylor droplet deformation for moderate Re-
numbers. However, at larger Re-numbers a rising influence of inertial forces has been
reported (Kreutzer et al., 2005b) when the capillary regime changes towards the viscous
regime (Sauzade and Cubaud, 2013).

Concerning the viscous and the surface tension forces (Ca), the cap deformation ratio of
Taylor droplets reveals clear trends: In comparison to a resting non-deformed droplet at
kf “ kb “ 1 (gray dash dotted line, Fig. 4.7) the droplet front is elongated (kf ą 1) with
rising influence of the viscous forces, while the back cap is compressed (kb ă 1). In static
conditions (Ca Ñ 0) the cap curvatures are in correspondence with Musterd et al. (2015).
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Fig. 4.6.: Measured values for the droplet cap deformation ratios kc,f and kc,b for different Re-
numbers at varied Ca regarding Fig. 4.5 extended by literature data. No clear dependence
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Fig. 4.7.: Measured values and correlation for the droplet cap deformation ratios kc,f and kc,b for
different Ca-numbers. For the correlation only data from this work was used, additional
data from Taha and Cui (2006) and Mießner et al. (2019) depict the range of validity of our
model (Ca ă 0.02)

A power regression approach correlates and quantifies the Taylor droplet cap deformation
ratio with the Ca-number in accordance to a previous work (Helmers et al., 2017). The
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intercept of the deformation axis ncap is set to 1, since for Ca Ñ 0 it represents the point of
the minimum surface energy and therefore a spherical shape.

kc,i “ mcap ̈ Caccap ̀ ncap (4.25)
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Fig. 4.8.: Modulus of the slope for the flow related cap deformation for rising Ca

A comparison of the correlation with the experimental results in Fig. 4.7 shows a good
agreement. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed correlation literature data from
Taha and Cui (2006) and Mießner et al. (2019) is used as a test set. An almost perfect match
is shown in Fig. 4.9. and the range of validity (Ca ă 0.02) identified. This lies in the range
of the transition between capillary and viscous flow regime, at which especially the influence
of the droplet surrounding wall film no longer can be neglected (Han and Shikazono, 2009).
The adaption coefficients for the proposed correlations are summarized in Tab. 4.4. Clearly,
the Taylor droplet deformation ratios kc,i depend solely on the Ca-number for moderate
Re-numbers.

Tab. 4.4.: Values for the fit-functions for droplet shape kc,i

Target value mcap,i ccap,i ncap,i

kc,f 3.323 0.7041 1
kc,b -1.674 0.4616 1

Rising viscous flow forces cause the droplet cap deformation kc,i to increase. Despite the
statement in a previous publication (Helmers et al., 2017), it now becomes obvious, that the
droplet back is not generally deformed less with increasing viscous forces (Ca Ò). Contrarily,
the rear cap gets deformed stronger than the front cap for Ca ă 0.008 as the change of the
deformation dpkc,bq

dpCaq
shows (Fig. 4.8). Beyond this (Ca ą 0.008), the frontal deformation is

more prominent for an increasing Ca.
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Fig. 4.9.: Comparison of the proposed correlation with measurement data from this work as well as
(Mießner et al., 2019) and the correlation from Sauzade and Cubaud (2013). Since Sauzade
and Cubaud (2013) base their data on Cad with the droplet velocity ud instead of u0, the
data is converted using the relative velocity correlation from Jose and Cubaud (2014)

Nevertheless, the absolute forces are stronger at the rear cap. This is in agreement with
Wong et al. (2004): The pressure at the front follows Ca

3
4 . The pressure at the back depends

with order O « 3
4 on the film thickness, which in turn correlates with δ

D “ Ca
2
3 according

to Bretherton (1961). The estimation of the exponent results « Ca
4
9 “ Ca0.44, which is in

reasonable agreement with the coefficient found in this work.

Our correlations are compared to measurement data from Mießner et al. (2019) and Sauzade
and Cubaud (2013) with respect to the combined deformation ratio of the back and the front
cap (Fig. 4.9). Since Sauzade and Cubaud (2013) define their Capillary number Cad with
the droplet velocity ud, we convert the measurement data as well as the correlation using
the model of Jose and Cubaud (2014) and a mean relative droplet length ld

w “ 2 extracted
from the images of their publication. Our correlation shows a reasonably good agreement
with their experimental data as well as with their correlation.

The velocity data of the measurements serve as a reference to put the measurement range
into perspective with experimental data. Jakiela et al. (2011) defined a dimensionless
relative velocity between the droplet velocity ud and superficial velocity u0. Values below
1 represent droplet velocities slower than the superficial velocity and larger values faster
droplets.

urel “
ud

u0
(4.26)

An overview for the relative droplet velocity is given by Jose and Cubaud (2014), who
identify the droplet length beside Ca as an influencing factor, whereas data for long droplets
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Fig. 4.10.: Measurement data (triangles) and correlation (dashed line) for the relative droplet velocity
from Jose and Cubaud (2014) for a Taylor droplet in co-flow. Measurements from this
work are added as grey circles

and low Ca is missing, because no stable flow is established for ld

HCa
́1 ą 105 in their

design.

The measurements from this study expand their observations and cover the lower Ca at a
steady flow, since film drainage is prevented when hydrophilizing the channel walls with
SiO2. Our measurements are in proper agreement with the correlation of Jose and Cubaud
(2014) for the relative droplet velocity (Fig. 4.10). Additionally, our measurements show,
that for slow (or long) Taylor droplets (elevated ld

HCa
́1) the relative velocity could also be

positive when the wall film is stabilized.

4.5 Conclusion

For the first time, optical measurements of the interface shape of liquid-liquid Taylor flow
in square microchannels are used to quantify the relationship between the deformation of
the droplet caps (front/back) and the flow conditions in the capillary regime (Re ă 5 and
Ca ă 0.2) of square microchannels.

An experimental approach using a ternary liquid-liquid material system was introduced and
successfully applied, that allows adjusting Re and Ca independently without an addition of
surfactants by changing the mass-fraction of two liquids forming the continuous phase. In
combination, we report an image processing method to overcome the optical issues arising
from the poor image contrast of Taylor droplets with low differences of refractive index to
the bulk material.
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In the considered flow range no statistically secured influence of the inertia forces (Re) on
the Taylor droplet deformation could be detected. The compression of the droplet back cap
and the elongation of the droplet front are solely dependent on the rise of the viscous forces
with respect to the interface tension forces (Ca). Compression of the back cap appears
to happen instantly, as soon as an outer flow field is superimposed. These qualitative
findings are in line with numerical investigations of the droplet shape (Rocha et al., 2017).
Additionally, a comparison of the Taylor droplet relative velocity with findings from (Jose
and Cubaud, 2014) validates the range of flow parameters chosen for this study.

The simplifying interface curvature estimation approach using ellipses allows to reduce
the flow related deformation to an easy-to-access droplet cap aspect ratio. Our correlation
functions provide the possibility to benchmark numerical studies of the interface deformation
and improve analytic modeling approaches (Mießner et al., 2019): The difference of the
deformation between the front and back of the Taylor droplets (with rising Ca) indicates a
flow related pressure change. This pressure gradient indicator could be used to quantify the
rise of relative velocity analytically in surfactant-free, wall-wetting Taylor flows as reported
by Jose and Cubaud (2014).
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5Modeling the excess velocity of
low-viscous Taylor droplets in
square microchannels

„Failure is an option here. If things are not failing, you
are not innovating enough.

— Elon Musk
(South African entrepreneur and engineer)

Based on the previous chapter and being motivated by the findings of the measurements
with the NIR-photometry prototype, in this chapter a model to determine the excess velocity
of Taylor droplets in square microchannels is introduced. This velocity difference between
the droplet and the total superficial velocity of the flow has a direct influence on the droplet
residence time and is linked to the pressure drop. Since the droplet does not occupy the
entire channel cross section, it enables the continuous phase to bypass the droplet through
the corners. A consideration of the continuity equation generally relates the excess velocity
to the mean flow velocity.

The quantification of the bypass flow is based on a correlation for the droplet cap deformation
from its static shape. The cap deformation reveals the forces of the flowing liquids exerted
onto the interface and allows estimating the local driving pressure gradient for the bypass
flow. The characterizing parameters are identified as the bypass length, the wall film
thickness, the viscosity ratio between both phases and the Ca-number. The proposed
model is adapted with a stochastic, metaheuristic optimization approach based on high-
speed camera measurements. In addition, the model is successfully verified with published
empirical data.

This chapter covers the range 5 ̈ 10́5 ă Ca ă 0.1, since this is the relevant flow regime in
which Taylor flow formation in microchannels is reported (Fu and Ma, 2015) and the most
hydrodynamic models are applied (Han and Shikazono, 2009; Ładosz and Rudolf von Rohr,
2018).

What follows is based on T. Helmers, P. Kemper, J. Thöming and U. Mießner (2019).
"Modeling the excess velocity of low-viscous Taylor droplets in square microchannels".
Available via arXiv:1905.02811.
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5.1 Overview

Chemical reactions on the microscale are often performed in monolith reactors. In such
reactors, a high number of parallelized channels with hexagonal or square channel cross-
section offer a high specific reaction area for wall placed catalysts at small wall thickness.
Besides disperse phase size distribution and formation frequency (Fu and Ma, 2015), the
actual droplet velocity is essential for the droplet residence time in the reactor. It determines
the contact time of the educts and influences the pressure drop of the reactor (Ładosz and
Rudolf von Rohr, 2018). In a parallel reactor, an exact knowledge of the pressure drop is
especially necessary since a steady educt supply for each individual single reactor is needed
to ensure stable and efficient working conditions (Schubert et al., 2016).

Several publications have dealt with the droplet velocity in rectangular capillaries and
observed a droplet velocity mostly faster than the superficial velocity (see Sec. 5.2.1). For
flows in circular capillaries, where only a thin wall film of the continuous phase is present,
this velocity difference is well understood (Abiev, 2017), while for rectangular microchannels
a variety of explanations exist, that mostly correlate the relations from measurements (Jose
and Cubaud, 2014). This complicates the transfer of results to other flow applications or
altered process parameters since local and instantaneous hydrodynamic parameters may not
be taken into account by the models and correlations.

This chapter aims to establish a model to determine the droplet velocity from the actual flow
conditions: e.g. droplet length, material properties, and the Ca-number. In a first step, a
concept for the relative droplet velocity is developed, which relates this velocity to extrinsic
parameters, allowing symmetrical scaling. From this concept, the bypass flow through the
gutters as well as the film-thickness are identified as the prominent parameters for the excess
velocity.

In the next step, a model is developed that uses the surface curvature of the gutters to
retrieve the local pressure at the entrance and outlet of the gutter’s corner as a driving force.
The bypassing gutter flow is calculated based on the counterplay between this driving force
and the gutter length, as well as a viscosity correlated resistance factor β. The local droplet
curvature at the gutter entrances is derived with an analytical interface shape approximation
(Mießner et al., 2019) and a correlation for the droplet cap curvature based on the Ca-
number from previous work (Helmers et al., 2019). The model is successfully validated by
high-speed camera measurements.

5.2 Model development

In the following a model for the excess velocity of Taylor droplets in rectangular microchan-
nels is developed and validated. For that purpose, the NIR-sensor from Sec. 3, as well as the
droplet cap correlation (Sec. 4.4) are used. After identification, the model input parameters
are adjusted to measurement data using a metaheuristic approach (Genetic Algorithms). But
at first, the modeled property is preciously derived from the continuous equation.
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5.2.1 Concept of excess velocity

Based on the instantaneous droplet velocity ud, that is evident and directly measurable
via optical or electrical measurement techniques (Kalantarifard et al., 2018), different
explanatory approaches for the deviation of superficial velocity u0 and droplet velocity ud

have been reported.

Liu et al. (2005) define this relative difference as slipping velocity uslip, Howard and Walsh
(2013) as relative drift velocity udrift, Angeli and Gavriilidis (2008) as relative bubble
velocity urel and Abadie et al. (2012) as dimensionless droplet velocity. Jakiela et al. (2011)
focus directly on the ratio of m “

ud

u0
and name this quotient droplet mobility according

to Bretherton (1961). For this work, we like to summarize these approaches as a slipping
velocity:

uslip “
ud ́ u0

ud
“ 1 ́

u0

ud
(5.1)

In those concepts, the desired quantity is scaled with an intrinsic value such as the instanta-
neous droplet velocity, which leads to normalization effects as values uslip ă 1 and uslip ą 1
are not normalized symmetrically (Fig. 5.1). This behavior has to be taken into account
when experimental or simulative data is interpreted.

In this approach, we scale the velocity difference with the superficial velocity as an extrinsic
property and, staying in the term of extrinsic denomination, define it as an excess velocity

uex “
ud ́ u0

u0
“
ud

u0
́ 1 (5.2)

In this manner, uex provides values around 0 for droplet velocities equal the superficial
velocity (plug flow), while positive and negative values indicate droplets, which are moving
respectively faster or slower than the superficial velocity.

The advantage of this extrinsic concept stands out in a comparison of both approaches
(Fig 5.1). The first shown intrinsic concept (slip velocity) leads to an asymmetrical scaling
behavior especially for droplets with ud ă u0, since uslip ă 0 decreases stronger than
uslip ą 0 would increase. For applications like balancing or process modeling, a linear
behavior is mandatory, to prevent an additional bias of the modeled quantities towards any
direction ud ă u0 _ ud ą u0.

A description for the excess velocity can be derived from the volume flows around moving
droplets (Eq. 5.3). The continuity equation describes the interrelation between the gutter
flow and the outer driving flows and it delivers the relation between the total flow (Q0)
and the volume flow fractions of the disperse (Qd) as well as the continuous phase (Qc).
Considering the unit cell of a single slug and an adjoining droplet, the continuous phase
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Fig. 5.1.: Comparison of different concepts of calculating the relative droplet velocity: excess velocity
from this work (black solid line), slip velocity (grey solid line) and difference of both
concepts (black dashed line)

parts into the volume flow of the slug (Qs), the flow through the gutters (Qg) and through
the wall film (Qf ):

Q0 “ Qd ̀Qc “ Qd ̀ pQs ̀Qg ̀Qf q (5.3)

If we depict the flows at a moving Taylor droplet (Fig. 5.2 a) ) and introduce a stationary
control surface Γ (Fig. 5.2 b) ), velocities can be retrieved from the balances, while two
differing flow states are possible: In the case of a droplet passing Γ, the slug volume flow
through the control surface is Qs “ 0 (since there is no slug present). For a slug passing Γ,
only the slug volume Qs is present. As one can see, the use of a stationary point of view
leads to instationary terms within the balances.

If the coordinate system is changed from a fixed frame to a moving frame system by moving
the control surface with an arbitrary velocity urel, the balances become stationary and
relative velocities become visible (Fig. 5.2 c) ). For this moving coordinate system, an
additional volume flow Qrel adds to the balances that results from the transformation of the
coordinate system (Fig. 5.2 d):

Qrel “ urel ̈Ach (5.4)

This changes Eq. 5.3 to:
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Fig. 5.2.: Prominent averaged and local velocity for a flowing droplet, overlined entities represent
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for a moving point-of-view with the velocity ud (moving frame) d) flow balance at a moving
control surface

Q0 ́Qrel “ Qd ̀Qg ̀Qf ́Qrel (5.5)

With knowledge of the specific areas for each distinct volume flow rate, the averaged
velocities can be calculated. Following 5.3 a) + c) we conclude for the gutter area Ag of all
four gutters

Ag “ 4
«̃

Rg
2

́
πRg

2

4

̧

̀ 2δRg ̀ δ2

ff

(5.6)

with δ denoting the wall film thickness and Rg representing the mean dynamic gutter radius,
which is described later in Sec. 5.2.2. For the cross-sectional film area Af we state with the
aspect ratio ar “ WH́1

Af “
4δ
H
H2

̂

1 ̀ ar

2 ́ 2Rg ̀ δ

H

̇

(5.7)

The droplet cross-sectional area Ad is delivered combining Ag and Af :
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Fig. 5.3.: Declaration of relevant geometry for the model of a Taylor-droplet flowing through a rectan-
gular microchannel with the droplet velocity ud. a) Top-view of x-y-plane, characterizing
the droplet with the front (af , bf ) and back cap (abf , bb), as well as the channel width W
and droplet width w b) droplet front-view in y-z-plane with the droplet area Ad, gutter area
Ag, film area Af , channel height H and the droplet height h. Only one representation of
each area is shown c) close-up of the droplet corner region with gutter radius (Rg) and the
film-thickness δ

Ad “ Ach ́ pAg ̀Af q (5.8)

With the cross-sectional areas of the droplet, the gutter and the wall film, the volume flow
rates can be rearranged to area-averaged velocities and Eq. 5.5 becomes

u0Ach ́ urelAch “ udAd ̀ ugAg ̀ ufAf ́ urelAg ́ urelAd ́ urelAf (5.9)

Herein ud, ug and uf are area-averaged velocities of the droplet, gutter and film.

For the droplet (Qd “ udAd ́ urelAd) and the film volume flow (Qf “ ufAf ́ urelAf ),
the transition velocity urel equals the stagnation point velocity ud, since we assume incom-
pressibility, mass-conservation, a stagnant film and a stationary droplet shape (Rocha et al.,
2017)

ud “ ud
!

“ urel (5.10)
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Additionally we assume the averaged velocity in the thin wall films to be insignificant for
Ca ă 0.2

uf « 0 (5.11)

Therefore Eq. 5.9 simplifies to

pu0 ́ udqAch “ urel
g Ag ̀ p0 ́ udqAf (5.12)

Herein urel
g “ ug ́ ud represents the relative gutter velocity, which dissipates flow energy

within the gutter. Simplification and combination with Eq. 5.2 leads to

ud

u0
́ 1 “ uex “ ́

urel
g Ag

u0Ach
̀ puex ̀ 1q

Af

Ach
(5.13)

We neglect the terms that are small of higher order (see Appendix B) and retrieve an
expression for the excess velocity:

uex “ ́
Qrel

g

Q0
̀
Af

Ach
(5.14)

The relative gutter volume flow (Qrel
g ) and the cross-sectional area of the wall film (Af ) are

the most prominent influencing quantities for the excess velocity. Thus the proposed model
aims to especially determine these quantities.

5.2.2 Model specification

The considerations of the previous section identify the volume flows significantly determining
the excess velocity. In a second step, we clarify the relevant influential parameters on these
volume flows and their interconnection.

For the proposed modeling approach, we adapt a greybox model following Hangos and
Cameron (2001). Our model is developed from engineering principles, hydrodynamic
considerations (see Sec. 5.2.1) and well-defined equations, whereas the initialization of
a part of the influential parameters is based on measured data. The underlying relations
can be described as an intermediate concept between a black box (completely based on
measurement data) and a white box model (based only on analytically well-known equations
and engineering principles).

As depicted in the previous chapter (Sec. 5.2.1), we assume a droplet flowing through
a rectangular microchannel with its properties: The thin wall film cross-section Af is
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determined by Eq. 5.7 and depends on the channel height H, the channel aspect ratio ar
and the film thickness δ. To determine δ, we apply the model of Han and Shikazono (2009),
which holds for Ca ă 0.2.

The relative volume flow through the gutter (Qrel
g ) is derived from the pressure difference

along the gutters as suggested by Abiev (2017). Therefore knowledge of the relevant
pressures is crucial. It can be determined from the dynamic interface deformation caused
by the moving liquids through the gutters in flow direction (Abate et al., 2012). Stagnant
droplets have a static cap shape with a circular outline according to Musterd et al. (2015).
When set into motion, the moving liquids exert forces onto the interface and cause a dynamic
shape deformation (Rocha et al., 2017).

A model proposed by Mießner et al. (2019) allows to approximate the droplet shape and
gutter diameter. The model implies that the deformation difference of the dynamic droplet
cap shape between the droplet front and back results in a change of the gutter radius from
the static shape. The cross-sectional gutter area Ag widens asymmetrically from back to
front with the growing gutter radii to accommodate the relative volume flow Qrel

g of the
continuous phase through the gutter. The gutter entrance at the droplet front is therefore
larger than the gutter exit of the droplet back. Utilizing their model, the dimensionless
radius of these gutters can be calculated from the flow related curvature of the droplet.

The gutter radius kg,i is therefore defined as a fraction of the droplet height h. For the case
of present wall films the term is expressed as follows:

kg,i “
Rg,i

h
“

Rg,i

H ́ 2δ (5.15)

In order to simplify the geometry, we define a mean gutter radius Rg using Eq. 5.15:

Rg “
kg,f pH ́ 2δq ̀ kg,bpH ́ 2δq

2 (5.16)

“
pH ́ 2δqpkg,f ̀ kg,bq

2 (5.17)

which is also used for the mean cross-sectional area Ag derived with Eq. 5.6.

In a previous work (Helmers et al., 2019), a quantification of the droplet cap deformation
with an elliptic approximation of the cap outline is introduced

kc,f “
af

bf
(5.18)

kc,b “
ab

bb
(5.19)
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The ratio of the semi-major a and semi-minor axis b of the droplet cap curvature is introduced
as deformation ratios kc,i at the droplet front and back. They become kc,f “ kc,b “ 1 when
describing the static circular droplet cap shape of the droplet front and back. For the dynamic
cap shape, under the influence of the moving liquids, the droplet front appears elongated
kc,f ą 1 and the back cap is compressed in flow direction kc,f ă 1. Hence we introduce a
correlation to describe these relations: The cap curvature only depends on the Ca-number
for moderate flows (Re ă 5):

kc,i “ mcap ̈ Caccap ̀ ncap (5.20)

With the correlation approach from a recent publication and the model from Mießner et al.
(2019), we are able to calculate the Laplace pressure at the gutters. We assume a linear
connection between the gutter front and the back of the droplet body, since the curvature of
the gutter in flow direction is negligibly small. In this case, the mean interface curvature
at the gutter entrance and its exit depends on the gutter radii only and the flow induced
Laplace pressure difference equals:

∆pg,f “ σ

̃

1
Rstat

g,f

́
1

Rg,f

̧

(5.21)

∆pg,b “ σ

̃

1
Rstat

g,b

́
1

Rg,b

̧

(5.22)

Those deformation related pressures at the droplet front and back provide a link to the
driving pressure difference ∆pLP along the gutter length in the flow direction. Due to
symmetry, the static terms cancel out:

∆pLP,fb “ ∆pg,f ́ ∆pg,b

“ σ

̂

1
Rg,f

́
1

Rg,b

̇

(5.23)

Using the dimensionless expression from Eq. 5.15 this results in

∆pLP,fb “ σ

̂

1
kg,f pH ́ 2δq

́
1

kg,bpH ́ 2δq

̇

(5.24)

“

́ σ

H

̄ 1
p1 ́ 2δ

H q

̂

kg,b ́ kg,f

kg,f ̈ kg,b

̇

(5.25)

for the flow induced pressure difference as a driving force.
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The relative volume flow rate through the four gutters Qrel
g can be modeled as a laminar

pressure driven flow (Bruus, 2008) and it is linked to this pressure difference with a
hydrodynamic resistance Ω:

Qrel
g “

1
Ω∆pLP,fb (5.26)

The hydrodynamic resistance Ω is defined by Ransohoff and Radke (1988) and Shams et al.
(2018) as

1
Ω “

Rg
2

β

Ag

ηclg
(5.27)

Besides the mean gutter length lg, herein β is a dimensionless factor, that represents the
geometrical obstructions of the gutter flow, as well as the viscous coupling of both flow
phases. In accordance with the simulation results of Shams et al. (2018), we declare an
influence from the viscosity ratio λ of the flow phases to take care of the viscous coupling
effects:

β “ mβ ̈ λcβ ̀ nβ (5.28)

The mean gutter length lg can be derived from the droplet length ld, if the gutter distance
∆xg,i from the caps is subtracted:

lg “ ld ́ ∆xg,f ́ ∆xg,b (5.29)

The gutter distance from the front and back droplet tip ∆xg,i was defined by Mießner et al.
(2019) as

∆xg,i “ kc,i
H

2

„̂

ar ́
2δ
H

̇

̀

̂

1 ́
2δ
H

̇

p1 ́ 2kg,iq

ȷ

(5.30)

The above stated considerations lead to the final description for the relative volume flow
through the gutters

Qrel
g “

Rg
2

β

Ag

ηclg
∆pLP,fb (5.31)
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Herein lg and ∆pLP depend on Rg as the preceding considerations show. Thus Rg has the
most prominent influence feature besides β. Inserting Eq. 5.31 and Eq. 5.28 in Eq. 5.14
delivers

uex ́
Af

Ach
“

1
Ca

1
β

Ag

Ach

Rg
2

lgH

1
p1 ́ 2δ

H q
p
kg,b ́ kg,f

kg,f ̈ kg,b
q (5.32)

expanding with W
W and inserting lg (Eq. 5.29) we receive the final expression for the excess

velocity:

uex “
1
Ca

1
β

W

ld

Ag

Ach

Rg
2

́

1 ́
∆xg,f

ld
́

∆xg,b

ld

̄

Ach

1
p1 ́ 2δ

H q
p
kg,b ́ kg,f

kg,f ̈ kg,b
q ̀

Af

Ach
(5.33)

It has to be pointed out that the model is usable within the capillary regime Ca ă 0.02 since
the model for the wall film-thickness from Han and Shikazono (2009), the analytic interface
model from Mießner et al. (2019) and the droplet curvature correlation from a recent work
(Helmers et al., 2019) are valid in this range. At higher Ca in the viscous regime, different
flow conditions with thicker wall films (Jose and Cubaud, 2014) as well as a higher influence
of Re are reported (Kreutzer et al., 2005b).

5.2.3 Model calibration

The final expression for the excess velocity (Eq. 5.33) depends on accessible data like W , ar
and ld as well as on Rg, β, kg,f , kg,b, ∆xg,f and ∆xg,b, whereas the latter are also related to
the gutter radii Rg. As shown in the previous section, the parameters can be calculated from
the droplet cap curvatures kc,f and kc,b and via a measurement based model calibration.
The 6 parameters mcap,f , mcap,b, ncap,f , ncap,b, ccap,f , ccap,b influencing the cap deformation
at the droplet front and back and additionally the dimensionless resistance factor β with
mβ , cβ and nβ need to be adjusted.

For model calibration, we use the dataset presented in (Helmers et al., 2019) in combination
with supplementary measurements in the data range of low Ca and redefine ncap within
an interval around 1. Nevertheless, for Ca Ñ 0 it represents the point of minimal surface
energy and equates a spherical shape. This approach allows to improve the convergence of
solvers. Out of further a priori considerations (β ą 0, nc,f « 1), we additionally define the
boundaries for the search space of the solver in Tab. 5.1. We allow the solver to adapt the
correlation coefficient from (Helmers et al., 2019) to the presented model, since correlations
of measurement data unavoidably include measurement errors that might bias the solver
results.

Beneath the fixed boundaries of the search space, a hydrodynamic boundary condition is
applied to improve the convergence of the used optimization algorithms. For a rising Ca, the
difference between kg,f and kg,b must increase, because of the pressure difference between
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Tab. 5.1.: Boundaries of input values for optimization

parameter lower boundary upper boundary

mcap,f 1.00 9.90
ccap,f 0.40 1.50
ncap,f 1.00 1.005
mcap,b -2.50 -1.00
ccap,b 0.30 0.75
ncap,b 0.995 1.00
mβ 0.00 10.00
cβ 0.50 1.5
nβ 0.50 20

Tab. 5.2.: Weight factors ωi of the loss-function for GA optimization

ω1 ω2 ω3

3.0 5.0 3.7

the droplet front and back increases with higher Ca (Abiev, 2017) and the droplet front
elongates, which leads to a larger front gutter radius, while the droplet rear flattens out.
This is expressed by the gutter radius increase for an increasing Ca:

dkg,f

dCa
ą
dkg,b

dCa
(5.34)

The large number of influence parameters leads to a highly nonlinear optimization problem
with numerous local minima. Most gradient-based algorithms, which tend to converge to
local optima, are not suitable for this type of optimization problem. This would result in
an enormous number of randomly initialized solver calls to cover the whole search space.
In contrast, stochastic and metaheuristic approaches cover the search space to solve the
statistical part of the greybox model by finding the global optimum.

The quality of a solver result (e.g. deviation between measured data and estimation) is
quantified by the loss-function of the problem. For the model calibration, we define

L “ ω1

̃

ÿ |kc,b ́ kM
c,b|

kM
c,b

̀
ÿ |kc,f ́ kM

c,f |

kM
c,f

̧

̀ ω2
ÿ |ud ́ uM

d |

uM
d

̀ ω3
ÿ |ψ ́ ψM|

ψM (5.35)

with the weights of the individual properties ω1, ω2, ω3 following Tab. 5.2. Values with an
upper index M denote values estimated by the model and values without an upper index
represent the calibration data. The first two sums serve as calibration data-sets for the
hydrodynamic flow properties, since they contain the flow related deformation and therefore
the hydrodynamic influences. The differences of the velocity ud serves as a parameter for the
actual droplet velocity and therefore the flow resistance β. This is necessary, since otherwise
no representation for β is available.
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An additional factor ψ is introduced to maintain the overall integrity of the model: The
excess velocity depends on extrinsic measurable values such as the dimensionless quantities
and geometrical properties as well as varying flow properties like the gutter length. Thus,
it is appropriate to separate the measurable quantities from the model based quantities.
In doing so, one can directly compare the quantities received from the correlation with
measurement data adjusted for material and flow properties. The separation of those terms
leads to the equilibrium function ψ (Eq. 5.36 + 5.37). Herein Eq. 5.36 represents the
data from our measurements and Eq. 5.37 only data from our modeling assumptions and
geometry. For a well-adjusted model, the measured data for ψ (upper equation) should
correspond with the modeled values for ψ (lower equation).

ψ “

̂

uex ́
Af

Ach

̇

Ca β
ld
W

(5.36)

ψM “
Ag

Ach

Rg
2

́

1 ́
∆xg,f

ld
́

∆xg,b

ld

̄

Ach

1
p1 ́ 2δ

H q
p
kg,b ́ kg,f

kg,f ̈ kg,b
q (5.37)

The calibration procedure is based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Within the GA, every
possible solution is emulated as a genetic code of population individuals. During the
optimization process, the different solutions (individuals) can be combined (mated) to
generate mixed solutions (children) with a combined genome. The decision, which solutions
are actually combined, is based on the error (fitness value of loss function) of the solution.
Within a so-called ranking sampling, the best solutions combine stronger than weak solutions
(survival of the fittest), which leads to an improvement of the over-all population over the
generations. Like in natural populations, random mutations of the genome can improve the
overall fitness of a population. Transferred to a solver this means that the population is able
to leave local optima, if mutated individuals (solutions of partly random parameters) have a
higher fitness value and therefore significantly change the genome pool of the population.

For good optimization results it is necessary to emulate a sufficiently sized genome pool,
thus a high number of emulated individuals is preferred. This in turn results in a massively
increased calculation demand, because for each iteration step every single individual and the
children must be evaluated (Whitley, 1994). Additionally, the Genetic Algorithm is typically
performed for several iterations to identify local optima.

To decrease the amount of time-consuming iteration steps of the GA and thereby reduce
overall calculation time, we utilize a three-step stochastic and gradient free approach:

In the first step, a random population at the feasible borders of the problem is generated
for the Genetic Algorithm and a genetic optimization performed. The convergence point of
the GA is initialized via Latin Hypercube Sampling processed by a following fast-converging
Pattern Search Algorithm (PSA) (Davey, 2008) that results in an improved minimum as
the final convergence point. The properties of both algorithms are shown in Tab. 5.3. The
algorithm finally merges at the values shown in Tab. 5.4. The results are discussed in the
following.
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Tab. 5.3.: Properties of used solver algorithms

Genetic algorithm

Population size 200 individuals
Creation function Random feasable population
Scaling function Ranking
Selection function Stochastic uniform
Mutation function Adaptive feasible
Crossover function Scattered

Pattern Search algorithm

Search method Latin Hypercube
Poll method Complete poll

For the flow induced cap curvature, we again find the corresponding interrelation from the
previous section and Helmers et al. (2019). For both cap deformation ratios kf and kb an
exponential behavior as a function of the Ca-number is visible (Fig. 5.4). This proves the
assumption of our previous work (Helmers et al., 2017) and agrees to Mießner et al. (2019).
Our additional boundary condition (Eq. 5.34) is satisfied for all values as the graphs for the
gutter radii kg,i show.

Ca = ηcu0

σ
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Fig. 5.4.: Measured values and model for the droplet cap deformation ratios kc,f and kc,b for different
Ca-numbers. Additionally, the calculated dimensionless gutter-radii kg,f , kg,b based on the
model of Mießner et al. (2019) are shown

Rising viscous forces, indicated by a rising Ca-number, deform the droplet interface more
strongly. At static conditions (Ca Ñ 0) the cap curvatures are in correspondence with
Musterd et al. (2015) roughly circular (kc,f “ kc,b « 1). The back cap is compressed with
respect to the main flow direction (kc,b ă 1) and the front cap elongated (kc,f ą 1) if viscous
forces rise in comparison to the static case.
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The size of the gutter radii rises with the increasing influence of the viscous forces, since
the bypass flow in the gutter increases and needs to be accommodated by the gutters. The
gutter entrance is always larger in diameter than the exit radius (kg,f ą kg,b).

For the resistance factor β no fitting data is available since it can not be measured directly.
Therefore β is fitted based on the velocity data from high-speed camera measurements and
the application of parameters for the droplet deformation. The resulting droplet velocities
in comparison with the measured values are shown in Fig. 5.5. The measurements fit
reasonably well within the range of inevitable velocity fluctuations caused by Taylor flow
stability of +/- 10 % range described by (van Steijn et al., 2008).
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Fig. 5.5.: Parity plot for the droplet velocity of measured droplets and corresponding data from the
model after adaption of the dimensionless resistance factor β. The values situate fairly good
within the fluctuation range of 10 % as reported by Fuerstman et al. (2007) and van Steijn
et al. (2008)

All adaption coefficients for the proposed model are summarized in Tab. 5.4.

Tab. 5.4.: Values for the fit-functions for droplet shape ki and resistance β

Target value mi ci ni

kf 4.8761 0.7465 1.0021
kb -1.6967 0.4745 0.9980
β 6.1280 1.2105 1.4541

5.2.4 Model validation

For a first validation step the calibration functions ψ and ψM are considered. In case
of a hydrodynamic well-adjusted model, both functions should coincide, and the model
based shape deviations (ψM) equals the combination of measured properties (ψ). The
corresponding data and the values for our model agree well at high Ca numbers (Fig. 5.6),
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Fig. 5.6.: Measured data ψ (triangles) and modeled data ψM for averaged droplet lengths (solid line)
over the Ca-number. Crosses depict the values for the actually measured droplet lengths

whereas a deviation for lower Ca-numbers can be observed. This can be explained by the fact
that the excess velocity itself is a relative quantity and it is therefore stronger influenced at
lower absolute values (low Ca-number). Thus an inevitable constant measurement deviation
for velocity and volume flows caused by the experimental equipment results in a higher error
for low excess velocities. Especially for Ca ă 10́4 the resulting volume flows are situated at
Q0 « 2 ̈ 10́6 l/min and even minor deviations lead to high errors for the excess velocity.
Thus, we consider our model approach to represent the measurements reasonably well and
our fit coefficients to be valid.

Besides the hydrodynamic validation, the chosen assumptions for β are compared with
available simulation data. We find a dependence of the gutter flow resistance β on the
viscosity ratio λ. The latter can be interpreted as an indicator for the viscous coupling of both
flow phases (Fig. 5.7). In case of a highly viscous continuous phase (λ ă 1) the strongest
velocity gradients are found inside the droplet, while for a viscous disperse phase (λ ą 1)
larger velocity gradients and therefore energy dissipation is found inside the gutter-flow,
resulting in a larger β.

This approach agrees with the simulations from Shams et al. (2018), who improved the
model of Ransohoff and Radke (1988) by introducing the viscous coupling of the disperse
and the continuous phase. For our case of λ “ 0.1 ́ 1.4 and a contact angle θ “ 0 Shams
et al. (2018) report a β between 20-30 for a co-current flow. Our values are shifted by a
constant offset, while the slope and therefore the dependence on λ is similar. We consider
a constant offset to be caused by the use of a different flow field specifications. Shams
et al. (2018) describe a concurrent flow in a fixed frame specification, while in this work we
determine Qrel

g within a moving frame flow specification. The coordinate transformation
only changes the offset of the function, while the hydrodynamic influence (the slope) must
remain identical. Additionally within the simulation of Shams et al. (2018), they assume
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a contact line between disperse phase, continuous phase and the wall in their problem
definition. Although for the solution shown in Fig. 5.7 the contact angle for the continuous
phase is nearly 180 °, the existence of a contact line introduces an additional resistance.
Thus regarding β the model is considered plausible.

Fig. 5.7.: Comparison of calculated resistance factor β (squares) and correlation (dashed line) of the
proposed model. The data of the simulation from Shams et al. (2018) is shown as squares.
The λ-dependency of both works agree well, while our values are offset-shifted. This is
caused by different flow specifications of both works: fixed frame specification (Shams et al.,
2018), moving frame specification (this work)

The integrity of the model itself and the correlation for β has been successfully proven, but
due to the mentioned experimental restrictions, we can not directly compare the modeled
and experimental determined excess velocities uex. Instead we compare the results of the
proposed model to different published approaches.

A suitable correlation for the prediction of the excess velocity in the first regime was
introduced by Jose and Cubaud (2014), who identify the Ca-number and the ratio of the
droplet length ld

H as characteristic properties (Fig. 5.8). It has to be mentioned, that the
model of Jose and Cubaud (2014) for non-wetting droplets ends at ld

HCá1 ą 600 , since
for larger values they observe the disperse phase to wet the channel walls. This results in
intensified dissipation and a higher pressure drop and thereby inhibits a gutter flow from
the droplet front to the back. This phenomenologically equals the second flow regime as
mentioned by Wong et al. (2004), but lacks the thin wall film and results in a much larger
pressure drop. Furthermore, the viscosity ratio λ is not included in their correlation.

A comparison of the proposed phenomenological model with Jose and Cubaud (2014)
correlation Fig. 5.8 shows good agreement. At very low Ca-numbers (Ca ă 10́4), our
model results in a slightly increased excess velocity. We regard this behavior of the model as
not physical. The effect results from the mathematical counterplay of the terms lim

CaÑ0
1

Ca “

8 Ø lim
CaÑ0

kg,f ́ kg,b “ 0 within Eq. 5.33. In order to achieve a stable solver convergence,

we accepted a small residual deviation for the static case Ca Ñ 0 for the front and back
shape of 0.1%. Due to the relative character of the excess velocity, this unfolds a significant
influence at low Ca values. Unfortunately, additional measurement validation concerning
the shape deviation at very low Ca is not possible in our experimental design, since the
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Fig. 5.8.: Comparison of the proposed model (stars) and measurements (triangles) with the mea-
surements (circles) and correlation from Jose and Cubaud (2014) for a Taylor droplet in
co-flow. The inclination for low Ca-numbers (hatched area) is discussed within the text.
Since the influence of ld correlates linearly with ∆pLP instead of Ca in our model and β is
not included in the x-axis normalization, we additionally show the borders of our model for
the minimum/maximum ld and β of our measurements

expected shape deviation is smaller than the blurriness of the interfacial area in the images
itself and therefore lies within the measurement deviation.

5.3 Discussion

The interfacial area of a Taylor droplet in rectangular channels can be divided into the front
and back cap regions, the wall films and the gutter interface. Neglecting the caps, the main
momentum input into a droplet is transferred across the wall film and the gutter interface
area. An increasing channel aspect ratio and droplet length result a growing wall film area,
i.e. an enlarged dissipation interface.

As we showed in Sec. 2.2, the behavior of the Taylor droplet’s excess velocity can be parted
in two possible regimes and the viscosity ratio λ has a strong influence on the hydrodynamic
mechanisms.

Within the first regime the fluid in the gutter flows slower than the droplet, exerting a
drag force and leading to a positive excess velocity uex ą 0. These drag forces influence
the droplet shape, leading to a flattened droplet back and elongated droplet front. We
characterize this shape variation with a correlation (Sec. 5.2.3). As it can be seen from the
measurements, the data falls into this flow regime, as our resulting droplet shape indicates
in accordance with Wong et al. (1995).

The influence of the droplet length in the plug flow regime and λ ă 1, where larger droplets
have an uex « 0, is in agreement with Jakiela et al. (2011) and their later publication
Jakiela et al. (2012). Additionally, they find an elongation of the dynamic droplet length
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in comparison to the static droplet length, which is also covered by the shape correlation,
since for rising the Ca-number the droplet front elongates stronger than the droplet back
is compressed. Recently published simulations by Kumari et al. (2019) show that also for
larger Re-numbers uex « 0.

Our concept of deriving the excess velocity from the gutter pressure drop, that is inverted to
the flow direction (larger pressure at the front gutter entrance) is in accordance with Abiev
(2017). Nevertheless, the averaged pressure is still higher at the droplet back than on the
droplet front due to the overall droplet pressure drop, since the droplet needs a driving force
for its translation.

For the second flow regime identified by Wong et al. (1995), where the viscous dissipation in
the film and droplet leads to a bypass flow from the droplet back to the front and therefore a
negative droplet excess velocity (for large λ and long droplets), the proposed model can be
adapted, if the gutter-shape-difference term is revised or a resistance coefficient for the film
is added. As the viscosity ratio λ rises, more momentum will be dissipated via the wall films.
This extra momentum is dissipated at the gutter interface, which results in a slower droplet
velocity, forcing the continuous phase to bypass the droplet reversely. As the hydrophilic
channel in the experimental setup did not allow to establish a water-in-oil two-phase flow
for a λ ! 1, droplet shape correlations for the case of λ " 1 should be performed in future
work. Therefore, although we assume a systematic inversion of the gutter radii ratio back to
front as a consequence of the reversed gutter flow direction, we like to mention that with the
current shape correlation our model only works for the case of low viscous disperse phase
(λ Æ 1) like gas/liquid or low viscous oil/water flows.

The influence of the channel aspect ratio as mentioned by Wong et al. (2004) is incorporated
in the proposed model: a higher aspect ratio results in lower excess velocities. This can be
explained by the larger drag forces acting on a larger relative wall film area caused by the
flattened channel geometry.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a model to determine the relative droplet velocity of Taylor flows in square
microchannels for moderate Ca-numbers and low to moderate viscosity disperse phase
(λ Æ 1) was developed. The proposed model is based on the relative volume flow through
the gutters, as well as the wall film thickness. The flow through the gutters is determined
from the pressure drop described by the Laplace-pressure difference between the gutter
entrances.

The model uses the gutter radii to obtain the resulting pressure gradient that drives the
continuous phase through the gutters. Measurements at different Ca and Re in a surfactant-
free fluid system from a previous publication (Helmers et al., 2019) were used to derive
the radii at the gutter entrances from the surface shape model proposed by Mießner et al.
(2019) and calibrate the model parameters.
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The model is successfully validated with an intrinsic approach comparing the congruence
of measurement data and calibrated model parameters. Additionally, the proposed model
was successfully compared to the phenomenological correlation of Jose and Cubaud (2014).
The comparison with the most prominent approaches shows that the proposed model and
the chosen influential parameters are valid for moderate and small viscosity ratios. The
excess velocity is determined by viscous dissipation within the droplet and the gutters as
well as the drag of the thin wall films. The relation is characterized by the Ca-number,
viscosity-ratio λ, the dimensionless gutter-length lg, the aspect ratio ar and the wall-film
thickness Af . Furthermore, the proposed model can close the gap for ld

HCá1 ą 600 and
allows the calculation of the excess velocity for moderate Ca-numbers (Ca ă 0.02).

For the future, the influence of surfactants and highly viscous droplets (λ " 1) on the excess
velocity should be investigated to extend the model, since an excess velocity uex ă 1 was
not included into the model so far. It is suggested to include this function in the modeling
of the wall film resistance. Especially local spatially resolved measurement techniques, e.g.
µ-PIV measurements should be appropriate for this task.
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6Refractive index matching (RIM)
using double binary mixtures for
Re, Ca and viscosity adjusted
µPIV-measurements

„Success is a lousy teacher. It makes smart people
think they can’t lose.

— Bill Gates
(US-American investor, philonthropist,

humanitarian)

An exact understanding of the underlying hydrodynamic interrelations of multiphase flows is
the key for successful reactor layout and reaction control. To examine the local hydrodynamic
behavior, non-invasive optical measurements techniques like particle tracking velocimetry
(PTV) particle image velocimetry (PIV) are the methods of choice, since they provide precise
velocity measurements with excellent spatial resolution. Such optical approaches require
refractive index matching (RIM) of the involved flow phases to prevent optical distortion due
to light refraction and reflection at the interfaces. Established RIM approaches often provide
a single degree of freedom, which is sufficient to solely match the RI of the flow phases.
With that, the material properties (Oh number) are fixed and the relevant dimensionless
numbers (Ca, Re) may only be altered hydrodynamically or geometrically.

To avoid expensive geometric scaling of the microchannels, in this chapter an approach using
two binary mixtures (double-binary mixtures) is introduced, which uses an additional degree
of freedom. The approach allows examining liquid-liquid two-phase flows at a distinct
velocity while being able to change the material combination (Oh-Number). Therefore Ca
and Re can be chosen individually and the RIM provides undisturbed optical access. Four
different binary mixtures are presented to be used, e.g. with Taylor droplets. The relevant
material parameters are successfully correlated to measurement data, which delivers a
system of equations that determines the mass-fractions and the velocities to address Re and
Ca individually. A proof-of-principle for the proposed double binary mixture RIM-approach
is successfully established using µPIV raw images.

What follows is based on T. Helmers, P. Kemper, U. Mießner and J. Thöming (2019).
Refractive index matching (RIM) using double-binary liquid-liquid mixtures. Available via
arXiv:1905.02819.
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6.1 Overview and concept

Deep insight into the hydrodynamic interaction of the distinct flow phases enables to tune
e.g. the mass-transfer rates towards more sustainable operation modes close to the optimal
working point (Magnaudet and Eames, 2000; Ern et al., 2012). To achieve this, numerical
simulation and CFD-calculations enable relatively easily a parameterized study of e.g. liquid-
liquid Taylor flows (Rocha et al., 2017). Dimensionless numbers (Re, Ca) and material
property ratios (Oh) can be set freely and independently to identify e.g. critical operation
modes.

The dimensionless quantities are based on the material parameters of the continuous phase
since it is the phase that provides the wall contact and drives the flow of the disperse
phase. The capillary number compares the viscous forces with the interfacial tension forces
Ca “

u0ηc

σ and it is based on the superficial velocity u0, the dynamic viscosity ηc of the
continuous phase and the interfacial tension σ. The Reynolds number relates the inertia
forces to the viscous forces Re “

ρcu0H
ηc

, where ρc denotes the density of the continuous

phase and H the height of the microchannel. The Ohnesorge number Oh “

b

Ca
Re removes

the hydrodynamic influences and solely remains as a material parameter. Please note that for
macroscopic liquid-liquid flows, the set of dimensionless variables changes with the growing
influence of inertia and gravitational forces to Re, We and Mo “ BoOh2. Where the Weber
number We “ CaRe represents the inertia forces compared to the interfacial tension forces.
Mo introduces the buoyancy dependence of the flow’s material system (Araújo et al., 2012)
when combining the Bond number Bo “

∆ρ g d2

σ with the Ohnesorge number. Since buoyancy
forces are small (Bo ! 1) in microfluidic applications, we base the RIM system on the Oh
number only.

Preferably non-invasive experimental methods need to be applied to investigate the hydrody-
namic behavior of liquid-liquid multiphase flows supporting the numerical findings. Even in
microchannels, a high spatial resolution of an entire flow field is accessible with e.g. optical
measurement techniques (Park and Kihm, 2006; Kinoshita et al., 2007; Khodaparast et al.,
2013). However, undistorted optical access is necessary to avoid measurement deviation
due to light refraction and reflection.

Often the hardware related refraction effects of the setup can be compensated by adjusting
the experimental design e.g. avoiding curved surfaces and using of corrective optics. The
curved interfaces of microscopic liquid-liquid flows are commonly counteracted applying
refractive index matching with one degree of freedom (Mießner et al., 2008; Ma et al.,
2014; Liu et al., 2017). A broad overview of possible liquid-liquid, as well as solid-liquid
refractive index matching possibilities, is given in the works of Budwig (1994) and Wright
et al. (2017). Recently, several approaches have been made using refractive index matched
systems to mimic special application cases like specific rheology for blood (Najjari et al.,
2016; Brindise et al., 2018), high-density differences or for a buoyant jet (Clément et al.,
2018; Krohn et al., 2018).

In microscopic liquid-liquid flows RIM with one degree of freedom allows solely matching
the RI of one phase to the other. The material properties of the phases like density, viscosity
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and interfacial tension are fixed for the desired RI. The governing dimensionless numbers
such as Re, Ca may only be parameterized hydrodynamically (superficial flow velocity) or
geometrically (microchannel diameter). The monetary effort to parameterize the diameter
of the microchannel is high, while the velocity alters both quantities simultaneously.

Alternatively, surfactants could be added to change solely the interfacial tension of the
material system. Surfactant concentration well below the critical micelle concentration
does not significantly change the viscosity of the host phase. Albeit this approach indeed
addresses Ca only, the use of surfactants introduces severe effects such as altering the
interface viscosity of the flow as well as its mass-transfer properties.

In this part of the work, an approach is suggested using two immiscible binary mixtures
to match refractive indices (Saksena et al., 2015; Cadillon et al., 2016), i.e. adding an
additional degree of freedom to the system by introducing a binary mixture for each of the
liquid phases. The now flexible material system provides an entire range of RI to match the
immiscible binary liquid mixtures optically. Hence, the simultaneous velocity related change
of Ca and Re may be compensated for by adequately adapting the material composition of
the mixtures (Oh).

The mass-fraction dependent material properties of the involved mixtures are carefully
determined, dedicated correlation functions and an optimization algorithm to calculate the
necessary information to use this RIM system is provided. A proof of principle is given using
µPIV raw-images of two fluorescence particle-seeded microscopic Taylor flows at two Re and
constant Ca at different channel heights.

Recently, the viscosity ratio of the immiscible phases λ is reported to influence the local
hydrodynamics of microscopic Taylor droplets (Rao and Wong, 2018). However, their
measurements are limited to a narrow parameter range without refractive index matching
(Kovalev et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017). Therefore, the author suggests four combinations
of well quantified double-binary mixtures for the disperse as well as the continuous phase.
This allows to additionally alter the viscosity ratio of the flow phases by changing the flow
system.

6.2 Material and methods

Within this section, the choice of the basic mixture compounds, the experimental procedures
to retrieve the properties of the fluids and the numerical approach are described. All
measurements are referenced to mass-fractions ξ to compensate non-linearities (e.g., excess
volume while mixing or when preparing solutions).

6.2.1 Basic mixture compounds

For the binary mixtures of this work, we focus to mainly use nontoxic, non-hazardous,
newtonian substances. A wide range of addressable refractive indices is accomplished,
when mixing substances of high and low RI in each phase. The polar phase is chosen to
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be aqueous for practical reasons. The range of RI of the aqueous binary mixture is defined
when using either DMSO or glycerol as newtonian liquid to elevate the RI. The nonpolar
phase is based on hexane, as it represents a tradeoff between a lower RI and hazardous
properties. The nonpolar binary mixture is complemented by either anisole or sunflower-oil,
which establishes a high RI range. Rheometry measurements show that in the observed
range sunflower-oil also behaves newtonian.

Combining the suggested aqueous mixtures with the non-polar systems, the viscosity ratio
λ between the phases of the flow can be changed by either inverting the flow phases or
changing the combination of the materials. For that reason, characterize different binary
mixtures for the polar as well as for the non-polar phase are introduced and characterized.
Please note that the viscosity ratio cannot be chosen freely. However, it is possible to choose
a ratio below or above unity to investigate the hydrodynamic consequences.

For low viscous mixtures with viscosity ratio below one, water/DMSO and n-hexane/anisole
are used, while for high viscosity ratio we propose to apply water/glycerol and n-hexane/sunflower
oil.

With these mixtures, a broad range of refractive indices is reached, laying between the pure
substance’s RI of n-hexane (RI “ 1.3753) and glycerol/DMSO (RI « 1.47). The material
properties of the binary mixtures (density, viscosity, interfacial tension), as well as the
refractive, are given in Sec. 6.3.

6.2.2 Determination of material properties

The refractive indices of the used fluids were measured using a Krüss Abbe refractometer
AR2008, temperated at 20°C. The refractive indices were measured using a light wavelength
of 589 nm (Sodium D1-line) with three independent measurements each. The refractometer
uses a liquid film between two prisms to measure the angle of total reflection, from which
the refractive index is calculated. For volatile or liquids with low viscosity or low surface
tension, no stable film forms between the prisms, which leads to a high deviation. For this
reason, the refractive indices of the n-hexane/anisole system for high mass-fractions of
anisole could not be acquired reliably. Instead, literature data is used in this case.

The interfacial tension of the double binary mixtures was measured using a Lauda TVT
drop tensiometer with a syringe of 2.5 ml and a stainless steel capillary at a temperature
of 20°C. The interfacial tensions were acquired using the volume drop method: A droplet
was formed at a capillary tip. Based on the balance of buoyancy and surface tension the
droplet pinched off into the continuous phase. The dispersed droplet was detected with a
light barrier and the interfacial tension was calculated from the droplet volume.

The interfacial tension is a time-dependent property for nonpure or mixed systems. Thus, as
part of the measurement of the dynamic interfacial tension, droplets with differently aged
interfacial area were formed. The interfacial tension for infinite time σinf can be derived
depending only on bulk diffusion of surface-active substances. Therefore the interfacial
tensions were correlated following Wilkinson (1972) and Sinzato et al. (2017). Within this
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work, the droplet formation times and therefore the surface age lie between 2.5 s and 60 s.
The procedure is described in detail in Appendix C.1.

The light barrier, which detects the detachment of the ascending droplets, cannot work
properly when the refractive indices are matched. Thus, the mass-fraction of the nonpolar
phase is deliberately detuned such that a sufficient detection difference exists between
the refractive indices of both phases (∆RI “ 0.01). The droplet detachment, as well as
the interfacial tension, are determined at these detuned fluid compositions. The actual
interfacial tension for the matched case is then retrieved by linear interpolation using the
lever rule. The linear interpolation is considered valid since only the mass-fraction of one of
both phases is varied and the change in the mass-fraction is kept small.

The measurements of the viscosities of the volatile compounds (n-hexane/anisole) were
performed using a Malvern Kinexus Ultra Plus with solvent trap, cone-plate setup, 1 degree
opening angle and a stationary shear rate table 10 s-1 .. 100 s-1 with 5 % stationarity tolerance.
The remaining measurements were performed using a Bohlin Rheometer CS and a 30 ml
double-gap system. All measurements were performed at 20°C.

The densities of the mixtures are mostly retrieved from literature data.

6.2.3 Calculating mass-fractions and the superficial velocity

The main merit of the double-binary mixture flow system is the ability to address different
Re and Ca independently of each other. Keeping in mind the definition of Re and Ca, this
can be stated as an optimization problem with the superficial velocity u0 as the objective
value. The mass-fractions of the continuous phase ξc and disperse phase ξd are the control
variable, which influences the material properties.

If the fluid properties of the pure substances as well as of the mixtures are known, Ca and
Re can be calculated. Because the user needs to establish the flow at a distinct Re and Ca,
the equations can be changed such that the superficial velocity u0 for both numbers is a
function of the continuous phase mass-fraction ξc:

u0,Re “
Re ̈ ηc pξcq

ρc pξcq ̈ d
(6.1)

u0,Ca “
Ca ̈ ω pξcq

ηc pξcq
(6.2)

The problem defines as a minimization problem to find u0, where the difference of u0,Ca ́

u0,Re « 0. Depending on the material property function (given in Sec. 6.3.1), the problem
is not necessarily strictly monotonous. Therefore the use of numerical solvers is strictly
advised. After input of the desired Re and Ca, this program automatically determines the
necessary superficial velocity u0 and mass-fraction of both phases. For a minimum residuum
of this optimization (u0,Re “ u0,Ca), the correct u0 is known as well as the corresponding
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mass-fraction of the continuous phase ξc. The mass-fraction of the disperse phase ξd can be
calculated via the refractive index of the continuous phase.

6.3 Experimental results

Within this section, the material properties of the binary and RI-matched double-binary
mixtures are experimentally investigated.

6.3.1 Properties of binary mixtures

To solve the optimization problem of finding the correct mass fractions of the RI-matched
case, a solver needs a steady optimization function to work with. However, the measurement
data consists of discrete points including a measurement error: A transition of the discrete
data sampling to continuous functions is necessary. Here, the data is correlated with
polynomial approaches for simplicity.

The equation for a polynomial function follows

y “ A3 ̈ ξ3 ̀A2 ̈ ξ2 ̀A1 ̈ ξ ̀A0 (6.3)

where y is the desired property (e.g., density, viscosity or interfacial tension), ξ the mass-
fraction of the mixture and A3-A0 fitting coefficients for the polynomial. The polynomial
coefficients for the different material properties as well as the experimental data and the
range of validity are shown in the following.

At first, the densities of the binary mixtures are investigated in Fig. 6.1 a) for the polar and in
Fig. 6.1 b) for the nonpolar media. The system water/glycerol shows a nearly linear behavior,
while the system water/DMSO shows a peak at approximately ξ “ 0.8. This is caused by
nonlinear mixing behavior due to the similarity of water/DMSO and also affects the viscosity.
The system n-hexane/anisole shows a nearly linear behavior, while n-hexane/sunflower oil
shows a deviation from linearity. The correlations extracted from the measurement and
literature data are shown in Tab. 6.1.

Tab. 6.1.: Correlation coefficients for the densities of binary mixtures

mixture range A3 A2 A1 A0

water / glycerol 0.00 ă ξp ă 1.00 0 0 0.2657 0.9938
water / DMSO 0.00 ă ξp ă 0.85 -0.1935 0.1883 0.0958 0.9984

0.85 ă ξp ă 1.00 0.2667 -0.7371 0.6742 0.8919
hexan / anisole 0.00 ă ξn ă 1.00 0 0.129 0.2021 0.6610
hexan / sunflower oil 0.00 ă ξn ă 1.00 0.0081 0.0507 0.2025 0.6549

In Fig. 6.2 the refractive index of the water/glycerol mixture features a linear behavior
(empty squares), while water/DMSO shows a nonlinearity for higher DMSO mass-fractions
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Fig. 6.1.: Densities for the binary fluid mixtures of each phase a) polar phase for the system wa-
ter/glycerol (empty squares, own measurements) and water/DMSO (empty downside
triangles, LeBel and Goring (1962)) b) non-polar phase for the system n-hexane / anisole
(filled downside triangles, Al-Jimaz et al. (2005) and n-hexane/sunflower oil (filled squares,
González et al. (1996))

(Fig. 6.2 a) , triangles). For the nonpolar substances the system n-hexane/sunflower-oil
(filled squares) behaves nearly linear, while n-hexane/anisole (filled triangles) increases the
slope indicating non-linear dependence (Fig. 6.2 b) ). For all mixtures, the measurements
confirm the available literature data. The correlation coefficients are shown in Tab. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2.: Refractive indices for the fluid mixtures a) polar phase for the system water/glycerol (empty
squares, own measurements) and water/DMSO (empty downside triangles, LeBel and
Goring (1962), upside triangles own measurements) b) non-polar phase for the system
n-hexane / anisole (filled downside triangles, Al-Jimaz et al. (2005), upside triangles, own
measurements) and n-hexane/sunflower oil (filled squares, own measurements)

The viscosities of the four binary mixtures are given in Fig. 6.3. Both of the highly viscous
mixtures (water/glycerol Fig. 6.3 a) and hexane/sunflower-oil Fig. 6.3 d) ) exhibit similar
behavior. As intended, with a higher mass-fraction of the more viscous substances, the
viscosity rises. The less viscous mixtures water/DMSO (Fig. 6.3 b) ) and n-hexane/anisole
(Fig. 6.3 c) ) show different behavior. While the viscosity of n-hexane/anisole mixtures
increases quadratically with a rising mass-fraction of anisole, the viscosity of water/DMSO
reaches a peak at ξ “ 0.70. For n-hexane/anisole no own measurements could be performed,
since the high evaporation rate of the volatile hexane/anisole mixture leads to a significant
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Tab. 6.2.: Correlation coefficients for refractive index

mixture A3 A2 A1 A0

water / glycerol 0 0.0182 0.1232 1.3300
water / DMSO -0.0631 0.0834 0.1235 1.3300
hexan / anisole 0 0.0588 0.0790 1.3753
hexan / sunflower oil 0 0 0.0999 1.3753

deviation in the mass-fraction of the mixture during the measurement. Instead, literature
data is used. The correlation coefficients are shown in Tab. 6.3.

Tab. 6.3.: Correlations coefficients for viscosity

mixture range A4 A3 A2 A1 A0

water / glyc. 0.00 ă ξp ă 0.28 0 0 9.6514 1.7769 1.0095
0.28 ă ξp ă 0.48 0 0 49.223 -21.944 4.5865
0.48 ă ξp ă 0.64 0 0 182.8 -153.48 36.991
0.64 ă ξp ă 0.76 0 0 1272.7 -1557.1 488.84
0.76 ă ξp ă 1.00 0 10863.4 -21776.31 14652.78 -3289.78

water / DMSO 0.00 ă ξp ă 0.50 0 3.6080 2.4412 1.7748 0.8995
0.50 ă ξp ă 0.89 0 -11.9506 0.4866 16.9060 -4.2424
0.89 ă ξp ă 1.00 0 130.6611 -355.8453 315.2710 -88.0846

hexan / anisole 0.00 ă ξn ă 1.00 0.7284 -0.4838 0.3969 0.1302 0.3117
hexan / sunfl. oil 0.00 ă ξn ă 0.63 0 19.1488 0.4864 0.1616 0.3140

0.63 ă ξn ă 1.00 0 1309.0133 -2622.0800 1774.9866 -399.4200

6.3.2 Properties of RI-matched double-binary mixtures

In addition to the direct properties of the individual binary mixtures that have been discussed
in the previous section, the properties of the coupled RI-matched material systems (double-
binary mixtures) are discussed in this section. Since the double-binary system consists of
four substances, the interfacial tension is influenced independently and possibly nonlinearly
by the mass-fractions of both binary mixtures. Thus to obtain a manageable experimental
effort for the required measurements, the interrelations are linearized and the system is
simplified: For the use in RI-matched measurements, only the mass-fractions of the matched
solution need to be observed. As it is visible in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5, this simplifies the problem
to a two-dimensional problem.

To retrieve the specific mass-fractions of both phases for the matched case, the correlations
for the RI of both phases are equated and a fit function is numerically retrieved. The behavior
of the RI-matched double-binary systems is a combination of the binary mixtures. The results
are shown for all double-binary mixture systems in Fig. 6.4.

The system water/DMSO-hexane/anisole (Fig. 6.4 (c)) shows the most prominent non-
linear behavior. This is caused by the larger increase of the RI of anisole for elevated
anisole mass-fractions and the nonlinearity of water/DMSO. For the system water/glycerol-
n-hexane/anisole (Fig. 6.4 (a)) this behavior is not prominent since the binary mixture
water/glycerol in contrast to water/DMSO is nearly linear. As expected from the binary mix-
ture’s behavior, this also holds for the system water/glycerol-hexane/sunflower-oil (Fig. 6.4
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Fig. 6.3.: Viscosities for the fluid mixtures at 20 °C a) polar phase water/glycerol (empty circles,
Weast (1989), empty squares own measurements) b) polar phase water/DMSO (empty stars,
LeBel and Goring (1962), empty squares own measurements) c) non-polar phase n-hexane
/ anisole (filled stars, Al-Jimaz et al. (2005)) d) non-polar phase n-hexane/sunflower oil
(filled circles, own measurements)

(b)), while again caused by water/DMSO, for water/DMSO-n-hexane/sunflower-oil nonlin-
earities are present at higher DMSO mass-fractions (Fig. 6.4 (d)). The correlation coefficients
for the matched systems are shown in Tab. 6.4.

Tab. 6.4.: Correlation coefficients for the mass-fractions of RI-matched double-binary mixtures (range
of validity for all correlations: 0.32 ă ξp ă 1)

mixture A4 A3 A2 A1 A0

water/glycerol - hexane/anisole -4.599 12.318 -12.348 6.632 -1.237
water/glycerol - hexane/sunfl. oil 0 0 0.182 1.233 -0.423
water/DMSO - hexane/anisole -3.623 9.629 -10.027 5.908 -1.098
water/DMSO - hexane/sunfl. oil 0 -0.631 0.835 1.236 -0.453

Additionally to the refractive index, the densities, interfacial tension and viscosities for the
different matched mass-fraction have to be considered for the calculation of the desired
dimensionless quantities (Re, Ca, λ). Every matched system consists of two binary mixtures
with exactly one RI for the matched case and one specific mass-fraction and viscosity for
the polar as well as the disperse phase. Changing the mass-fraction of one phase, the
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Fig. 6.4.: Mass-fractions of RI-matched double-binary mixtures with matched RI along the graph.
a) water/glycerol - n-hexane/anisole b) water/glycerol - n-hexane/sunflower-oil c) wa-
ter/DMSO - n-hexane/anisole d) water/DMSO - n-hexane/sunflower-oil. Large circles
represent a ∆RI = 0.068 step, small dots the interiorly intermediate steps ∆RI = 0.0034

mass-fraction of the other phase needs to be adjusted to keep the RI matching. This changes
the viscosity ratio, as it also depends on the ratio of the binary mixtures of each phase.

For the determination of the dimensionless quantities Re, Ca, Oh of microscopic two-phase
flows, especially the viscosity of the continuous phase is important, since it influences the
dimensionless quantities the strongest. Therefore the viscosities for the continuous phase of
the high viscous systems are shown (Fig. 6.5).

At first, the polar phase is depicted as the continuous phase, resulting in the graphs of
Fig. 6.5. The combinations with water/glycerol show a broad range of available continuous
phase viscosities.

Considering the viscosities of both flow phases, the viscosity ratio λ of the respective RI-
matched material systems can be calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 6.6 separated for
polar and nonpolar continuous phase:
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Fig. 6.5.: Polar continuous phase viscosity ηp along the mass-fractions for matched mixtures. a)
water/glycerol - n-hexane/anisole b) water/glycerol - n-hexane/sunflower-oil. Large circles
represent a logarithmic scale, small dots the interiorly intermediate steps. Low viscous
continuous phase systems are not shown since the continuous viscosity does not change
significantly over the RI-matched mass regions

In Addition to the determination of the material properties that depend only on the binary
mixtures themselves, also the interfacial tension needs to be described. Since it depends on
the forces of the energetic state of the interfacial area, the determination for a quarternary
fluid system is complex. For the following measurements, only the interfacial tension of the
RI-matched case is of interest. Thus, we only determine values at the mass-fractions of the
RI-matched interfacial tensions to minimize the experimental effort.

Due to the measurement restrictions (see in Sec. 6.2.2), we perform the measurements at
slightly detuned refractive indices and linearly interpolate the interfacial tension for the
matched case between the results. The measurement data, as well as the derived correlations,
are shown in Fig. 6.7.

The interfacial tension between the RI-matched liquids exhibits different behavior for each
system. The system water/glycerol- hexane/anisole (Fig. 6.7 a)) shows an unpredictable
interfacial tension development for rising mass-fractions of glycerol or anisole. The interpo-
lated values of the single measurements deviate around the correlation function. This is a
sign for strong nonlinear interrelations between the four substances. Probably caused by
weaker intermolecular forces between glycerol and anisole depending on the composition
of the mixture. The system water/glycerol - hexane/sunflower-oil shows a minimum for
equivalent fractions of all four substances (ξp « 0.5, ξn « 0.5), while the interfacial tension
increases for higher amounts of glycerol or sunflower oil (Fig. 6.7 b)).

The systems involving water/DMSO expose a decreasing interfacial tension with decreasing
mass-fraction of n-hexane. Especially the water/DMSO - hexane/anisole shows a very low
interfacial tension for lower mass-fractions of hexane (Fig. 6.7 c)), which is caused by a
diminished structural difference to hexane. Water/DMSO - n-hexane/sunflower-oil shows a
similar decrease of the interfacial tension (Fig. 6.7 d)).
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Fig. 6.6.: Viscosity ratios λn and λp for the different systems. System water/glycerol - n-
hexane/anisole (bold solid line), system water/glycerol - n-hexane/sunflower-oil (thin
solid line), system water/DMSO - n-hexane/anisole (dashed line), system water/DMSO -
n-hexane/sunflower-oil (dash-dotted line). a) continuous phase: polar b) continuous phase:
nonpolar.

The most significant deviations (Fig. 6.7 a) and b)) are situated in a range of 2 mPas.
Please note, that the derived fitting function represents an averaging attempt to describe
the complex 4-material-system. Therefore, a deviation between the correlation and the
interpolated data of single measurements can be caused by either the linearization or
confined effects at distinct mass-fractions as well as measurement errors. Since the results
of the single measurements are based on at least 20 independent droplets (5 droplets x 4
formation times), we consider possible measurement errors to attribute from diminutive
contaminations of the volume tensiometer. The correlation coefficients for the interfacial
tension for all four systems are shown in Tab. 6.5.

Tab. 6.5.: Correlations coefficients for interfacial tension (range of validity 0.32 ă ξp ă 1.00)

mixture A2 A1 A0

wt./glycerol - hex./anisole -26.002 -24.007 9.164
wt./glycerol - hex./sunfl. oil 24.029 -34.799 28.538
wt./DMSO - hex./anisole 35.627 -76.700 41.824
wt./DMSO - hex./sunfl. oil 22.616 -52.398 35.929

6.4 Discussion

Based on the material properties of the binary mixtures as well as the double-binary mix-
tures, which were experimentally determined and successfully modeled with polynomial
correlations, we describe the features of the double-binary approach in this section and
deliver a proof-of-principle.
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Fig. 6.7.: Interfacial tension σ for the different systems. a) water/glycerol - n-hexane/anisole b)
water/glycerol - n-hexane/sunflower-oil c) water/DMSO - n-hexane/anisole d) water/DMSO
- n-hexane/sunflower-oil. Actual measurements (squares) are used to interpolate (bars)
the interfacial tension at the matched phase composition (circles). The correlation for the
matched interfacial tension is the correlated (bold line). Each measurement consists of 5
droplet formation cycles at different droplet formation times. Within each cycle, at least 5
droplets are formed to ensure reproducibility

6.4.1 Features and limits of the double-binary approach

The proposed double-binary mixture approach allows tuning the material system of micro-
scopic Taylor flows with an additional degree of freedom. A two-phase flow can now be
RI-matched at a specific individually set of Re and Ca individually. This is done via a varia-
tion of the mass-fraction of both phases ξc, ξd and the superficial velocity u0. Alternatively, a
set of fixed Ca/Re ratios („ Oh) at distinct RI can be adjusted, allowing to match the system
to a specific reactor material. In this way even complex structures or three phase flows can
be observed once the flow is matched to the reactor material. Additionally, the flow can
be applied at a specific viscosity of the continuous phase (if fluids with a distinct viscosity
should be modeled). A graphical representation of the capabilities is given in Fig. 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8.: Features of the double-binary fluid system. Depending on the case of application, Re and
Ca can be adjusted individually. Alternatively, a defined continuous phase viscosity ηc, a
defined RI or a defined Oh can be chosen. The latter three can only be addressed at a
defined Re or Ca, while the other dimensionless quantity is fixed

Based on the conducted measurements and literature data, the proposed double-binary
mixture systems are sufficiently described to calculate the relevant dimensionless quantities
Ca and Re for all accessible mass-fractions and superficial velocities. These latter two
quantities can be calculated by a software solution. Alternatively, they mass-fraction and the
superficial velocity can be retrieved graphically from the nomograms presented in Fig. 6.9.
The desired Ca and Re are chosen on the according axis and the corresponding matched Oh
and RI of both phases, as well as the superficial velocity, can be received. The RI determines
the mass-fractions of both phases ξ (Fig. 6.4) and the associated viscosity ratio (Fig. 6.6).
Via the continuous phase viscosity (Fig. 6.5) and λ the disperse phase viscosity can be
determined. Generally, the systems with a high viscous continuous phase (Fig. 6.9 a) + b))
cover a larger range of possible Ca and Re, while for the lower viscous continuous phase
the parameter range is smaller.

6.4.2 Proof of principle

The practicability of the proposed approach for optical measurements and especially the
possibility to reach the desired Re and Ca independently while a matched refractive index
is proven in an experimental approach. A microscopic Taylor flow is established at two
different Re numbers while Ca is held constant. The experimental setup to record the PIV
raw-images is described in Appendix C.2.

The capability of the double-binary approach and the quality of refractive index matching is
evaluated in three measurement planes at two Re numbers at a steady Ca. Measurements
in the symmetry plane (channel center plane), the channel top wall and at an intermediate
plane at 0.75 of the channel height are carried out (Fig. 6.10). In the symmetry plane at the
half channel height, distortions arising from non-ideal refractive index matching accumulate
and can be quantified. The measurements at the channel top allow classifying, if the flow
through the gutters can be measured.
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Fig. 6.9.: Nomograms for reachable Ca and Re numbers for a polar continuous phase. a) wa-
ter/glycerol - n-hexane/anisole b) water/glycerol - n-hexane/sunflower-oil c) water/DMSO
- n-hexane/anisole d) water/DMSO - n-hexane/sunflower-oil
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Fig. 6.10.: Exemplary images of a Taylor-flow at two different Re and steady Ca. Water/glycerol
is used as the continuous phase and seeded with fluorescent polystyrene particles, n-
hexane/sunflower-oil as the disperse phase. Within all measurements no interfacial area is
distinguishable, no reflection or distortions of the particles are apparent. a) Cross-section
of the microchannel with the measurement planes for proof of principle b) Ca = 0.005,
Re = 2.14, RI = 1.3838 ξp = 0.391 ξn = 0.101 c) Ca = 0.005, Re = 0.93, RI = 1.3958
ξp = 0.476 ξn = 0.221
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Within the µPIV raw images, the droplet interface is not visible. The raw-images in Fig. 6.10
show clearly that the droplet length decreases when the focal plane is moved towards the
channel top. This is caused by the curvature of the droplet interface. Only the tracer particles
in the focal plane are displayed sharp, while particles on other planes out of focus introduce
a blurry signal. Thus, the correlations for the refractive index as well as the solver algorithm
works well.

Taylor flows were established and recorded without optical distortion. Thus, the proposed
double-binary mixture method works well.

6.5 Conclusion

Within this chapter, a new approach using double-binary mixtures for both immiscible flow
phases to establish a refractive index matched microscopic multiphase flows is presented
and successfully validated. In comparison to classical mono-binary mixture approaches, Re
and Ca can be addressed individually in a material restricted parameter set, since viscosity
and interfacial tension (and thus the different flow forces) do not change in the same order
of magnitude if the mass-fractions of the phases’ binary mixtures are varied. Alternatively,
multiphase flows at different Oh at a fixed RI can be established to match the reactor
material (e.g. simulating three-phase flows via monolith).

Additionally, two binary mixtures for a polar and nonpolar phase are introduced to enable
the investigation of e.g., different viscosity ratios λ or flow systems with simultaneously high
or low viscosities are possible too.

Measurements for the relevant material properties (densities, viscosities, refractive index)
of the binary mixtures as well as the RI-matched compositions (interfacial tensions) are
carried out and compared to literature data to characterize the system. The task to establish
multiphase flows at specific Re and Ca independently is identified as an optimization
problem and the material properties as well as the interfacial tension are successfully
described with correlations that allow the use of a solver algorithm.

In first measurements, the capability to establish refractive index matched Taylor flows at
freely chosen Ca and Re is proven. This proof of principle is successfully conducted using
recorded µPIV raw images. With the proposed double-binary RIM-approach the specific
influences on the local velocity of droplets can now be independently examined via optical
flow visualization techniques (PTV, PIV).
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7Validating the influence of viscous
coupling on the excess velocity of
Taylor-droplets using µPIV
measurements

„A man who dares to waste one hour of time has not
discovered the value of life.

— Charles Darwin
(English naturalist, geologist and biologist)

The greybox modeling approach of Sec. 5 identified the gutter length lg, dimensionless
gutter flow resistance β, which is based on the viscosity ratio λ, the aspect ratio ar and the
driving force (pressure gradient indicated by droplet cap curvatures) depending on Ca as
influential parameters for the excess velocity. In this chapter, the phenomenology of the
model and the adjusted input parameters is validated. Based on spatially well-resolved µPIV
measurements utilizing the double-binary RIM approach from Sec. 6, the local flow profile
in and outside the droplets is retrieved and examined with respect to the identified model
parameters. The velocity information in the gutters of Taylor flows at different Re and λ at a
constant Ca “ 0.005 are acquired as an additional independent measurement set to validate
the phenomenology of the model.

7.1 Overview

For the proposed excess velocity model influential parameters like the gutter flow resistance
β cannot be measured directly and dedicated literature data for β is not attainable. In the
proposed model, β is correlated to the viscous coupling factor λ in accordance with the
available literature. Thus, the related correlation factors were retrieved using metaheuristic
approaches. This raises the concern, that the model for β might be overfitted to the measured
data and does not represent a systematic correlation. Since overfitting is challenging to
recognize in the identic parameter set as the model development, it is useful to test against
overfitting of the model parameters with additional measurements.

µPIV measurements are carried out for different Re, λ and gutter lengths lg applying the
double-binary approach from Sec. 6. In carefully conducted µPIV measurements, the velocity
distribution is determined for distinct xy-planes of several z-heights using an inverted
microscope with a motorized precision stage and z-drive. The velocity information is
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retrieved with the ensemble-correlation method (Sec. 2.4) to decrease the measurement
deviation arising from e.g. Brownian motion and to improve the overall quality of the
measured vector field.

Considering the microchannel material, it was observed by Mießner et al. (2019) that elastic
materials like PDMS might deform during the measurement under the influence of passing
Taylor droplets. Gupta et al. (2013) identified the local pressure maxima of a passing droplet,
which might be responsible for the deformation. A channel deformation leads to spatial
deviations of the interrogated droplets, especially in the proximity of the channel walls.
Since elastic channel walls are deformed, the flow is accommodated in a locally increased
volume, while the measurements plane (e.g., focal plane of the optical system) remains in
place. Thus, the gutter flow is sensitive to the position of the channel wall, since the model
is based on the flow through the gutters. It is important to acquire the validation data in a
rigid microchannel to avoid deviation caused by deformation of the channel material. An
microchannel DRIE-etched in silicon is used for all measurements.

7.2 Material and methods

Different technical domains are associated with the experimental validation of the excess
velocity model. These are the setup and the material properties of the liquids, the particles
and surfactants used, the verification of the correlation depth, the ensemble averaging
method, the hydrodynamic determination of the channel height and the actual design of
experiments.

7.2.1 Experimental setup and material properties

The experimental setup for the 3D2C µPIV-study mainly equals the design of the proof
of principle described in App. C.2. Since the 3D2CµPIV measurements demand a higher
instrumental complexity than the proof of principle, the experimental design is reconsidered
in detail. This serves the representation and discussion of the experimental results.

As in the proof of principle, a modified Zeiss LSM410 microscope (Fig. 7.1) is used. The
integrated continuous wave (CW) lasers of the LSM are deactivated and replaced by a pulsed
New Wave Research Solo-PIV III laser, which is guided via a laser arm into the beam-scan-
system. Utilizing the beam-scan-system of the microscope, the laser beam can be precisely
orientated via a motorized concave mirror to maximize the excitation light intensity, thus
maximizing the fluorescence intensity yield. After passing the beam-scan-system, the laser
light enters the inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 100) and is widened by a planoconvex
lens. Subsequently, a holographic diffuser equalizes the laser to illuminate the whole
sample uniformly. An optical filter set, consisting of a dichroic mirror and lowpass filter,
separates the excitation light wavelength from the fluorescence signal. The used microscope
objective offers a working distance of 570 µm at a 25x magnification and a depth of field
DOF = 1.034 µm. Alternatively to the laser, a mercury-vapor-lamp can be used to align the
microfluidic devices when preparing the µPIV measurements.
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Inverted microscope
Transmitted light system 
Mercury fluorescence lamp
Scanning unit
Detector unit
Internal lasers
External laser coupler 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.1.: Adapted confocal-laser-scanning microscope Zeiss LSM-410 used for the µPIV measurements.
a) schematic drawing of the optical components b) photograph of adapted microscope with
peripheral equipment, PIV-camera and external Nd:YAG-laser. Subfigure a) adapted from
(Zeiss, 1995)

The PIV double-images are recorded by a PCO sensicam qe 670 LD 3078, that is mounted
on an Carl Zeiss TV Adapter 2/32 C with a 0.63 magnification to demagnify the image to
the CCD-Chip size of the camera (6.45 µm x 6.45 µm). A possible loss of information is
accepted to obtain a wider field of view and to use the entire CCD-chip size of 1376 px x
1040 px. The laser timing and power, as well as the camera timing, are controlled via an ILA
mini PIV-synchronizer. During the measurements, the time between two images is chosen
such, that a particle displacement of 12 px in the flow regions with the highest velocity is
obtained. The final interrogation window size (IWS) is 16 px with 50% overlap.

Spherical polystyrene microparticles (PS-FluoRot-Fi277 from microParticles GmbH, properties
in Tab. 7.1) are used as velocity tracer. The particles are purchased as dry powder to exclude
possible contamination caused by the preparation of a particle emulsion for shipping by the
manufacturer. The fluorescent particles show low dye leaching and high chemical stability
for alkanes and fulfill the requirements of a small particle diameter, as well as a small density
difference to the liquid phase. The latter ensures a low drag between particles and the flow
phase and prevents the deposition of the particles due to inertia. The particle’s fluorescence
dye is adjusted to the available laser (λex = 532 nm) to ensure a high light absorption and an
intense fluorescence signal (λpeak = 600 nm). The chosen fluorescence dye (FluoRot) offers
an excellent fluorescence signal (560 nm - 850 nm) distinctly shifted from the excitation
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wavelength (532 nm). This allows the usage of a dicroic mirror with a cutoff frequency of
550 nm to cover a large wavelength range of the fluorescence signal.

Tab. 7.1.: Properties of used fluorescent tracer particles PS-FluoRot-1.5

Property value unit

batch PS-FluoRot-Fi277 -
excitation peak λex 530 nm
emission peak λem 607 nm
density 1.05 g/cm
median diameter 1.61 µm
coefficient of variation (CV) 2.3 %

For the PIV-study of the disperse and continuous phase, both phases require a sufficient
seeding with fluorescence particles. Preliminary measurements indicate, that the available
PS-particles within the double-binary nonpolar phase sediment and deposit at the walls after
preparation. Thus, with these specific particles, a sufficient particle concentration inside the
non-polar disperse phase could only be reached in one measurement. This behavior results
from the surface properties of the used FluoRot-dye coated tracers. Microparticles coated
with a different fluorescence-dye (green) do not show this behavior. Unfortunately, the green-
labeled particles are not compatible to the µPIV-system (λex ! 532 nm), thus n-dodecane
is used as the disperse phase and a one degree of freedom RIM-approach (single-binary
mixture) is utilized (Mießner et al., 2008). The refractive index of several water/DMSO
mixtures is measured using the method described in Sec. 6.2.2. The measurements indi-
cate, that for a mass-fraction of ξDMSO “ 0.58 the refractive index of the binary solution
water/DMSO is matched with the RI of n-dodecane (Fig. 7.2)
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Fig. 7.2.: Measurements of refractive index for water/DMSO-mixture at different mass-fractions ξ. At
ξ “ 0.58 the refractive index of the mixture equals the RI of n-dodecane

To further improve the particle suspension stability, 1 µmol/l AOT (Dioctyl sulfosuccinate
sodium) is added to the nonpolar phase in consultation with the particle manufacturer.
This allows a redispersion of the particles by the flow (visualized in Fig. 7.3) and prevents
capillary clogging in the microchannel-feed. The changes of the interfacial tension caused by
the addition of AOT is carefully determined.
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Fig. 7.3.: PS-fluorescence tracer particles in n-dodecane. Without an addition of the surfactant AOT
(a), the particles directly deposit at the walls of the snap-cap vial and cannot be redispersed
by shaking. After addition of AOT (b) the particles redisperse by movement of the vial

Since the second degree of freedom is omitted in this approach, the Ca-number can only
be adjusted by tuning the interfacial tension of the water/DMSO-dodecane system. Thus, a
mixture of water/DMSO with added sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), an anionic surfactant with
a HLB-value of 40 (Rowe, 2009, p.651–652), is added to the continuous phase. The author
is aware, that the addition of surfactants alters the system drastically, as the surfactant may
absorb locally to the interfacial area (Olgac and Muradoglu, 2013) and therefore influence
the viscosity of the interfacial area and the film thickness.

The properties of the surfactants are shown in Tab. 7.2.

Tab. 7.2.: Properties of used surfactants

Surfactant molar mass / g moĺ1 density / g cḿ3 solubility in water /g Ĺ1

AOT 444.559 1.146 8.17
SDS 288.38 1.1 150

The main influences of surfactants on two-phase flows are often linked to the critical micelle
concentration (CMC) (Fuerstman et al., 2007). The CMC defines the concentration, at which
the surfactant molecules start to orientate as geometrical defined structures (micelles). At
concentrations below the CMC, surfactant molecules mainly occur as single molecules and
absorb to the liquid’s interface. With an increasing surfactant concentration, the interfacial
tension is decreased rapidly since the probability of surfactant molecules to absorb into the
interfacial area rises. When the CMC is reached, the interface can be considered energetically
saturated and only minor changes are achieves when increasing the surfactant concentration.
At this point, the formation of even complex micellar-structures enables a lower energy level
in the system and the surfactant molecules align depending on the bulk solvent. However, it
has to be mentioned, that this explanatory approach is a phenomonelogical reduction of the
real thermodynamic behavior as already below the CMC singular micelles exist. Since in this
work the focus lies on the hydrodynamic influence of the surfactants, the author considers
this valid. For a detailed thermodynamic and energetic consideration of the solubilization of
surfactants and the formation of micelles, please refer to dedicated literature (Butt et al.,
2003, p.251).
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The CMC depends on the composition of the substance the surfactants are solved in. For
that reason, interfacial tension measurements are performed as stated in the appendix of the
previous chapter (App. C.1): Different SDS concentrations are dissolved in water/DMSO
(ξ “ 0.58) and the interfacial tension is measured (Fig. 7.4). Additionally, 1 µmol l-1 AOT is
added like in the later experiments for particle dispersion.
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Fig. 7.4.: Measurements of the interfacial tension for different SDS concentrations in a mixture of
water/DMSO ξ “ 0.58 with 1 µmol l-1 AOT in the n-dodecane fraction

The CMC is retrieved from the point, where the slope d γ
d cSDS

changes, since for concentrations
above the CMC the interfacial tension changes less. Within the measurements, this equals
35 mmol l-1

Please note, that the addition of SDS not only influences the interfacial tension and surface
viscosity, but also alters the bulk viscosity of the water/DMSO-mixture. Thus the viscosity
ratio λ is also effected. This occurs when concentrations beyond the CMC are applied due
to the formation of a lyotropic micelle phase. The corresponding measurements for the
viscosity are shown in App. D.1. While the increase of viscosity for concentrations below the
CMC is less than 5 %, the concentration beyond the CMC increases the bulk viscosity about
30%. This interrelation needs to be considered when interpreting the variations of the flow
field and the change of the excess velocity.

7.2.2 Validation of correlation depth and adjustment of
ensemble averaging

A measurement of the flow velocity inside the gutters of Taylor droplets requires the xy
flow data from multiple different channels heights (slicewise measurement of the flow in
z-direction). As stated in Sec. 2.4 the z-distance between two measurement planes needs to
be set bigger than the depth of correlation (DOC). An overlap of measurement planes would
not add useful information to the measurement. If the distance between two measurement
planes is lower than the DOC, also information from particles outside the interrogated plane
are considered and may interfere with the correct particle information from the considered
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plane. This results in a loss of information of the reconstructed vector-field and potentially
biases the data.

To calculate the DOC, at first the numerical aperture of the objective Carl Zeiss LD LCI
Plan-Apochromat 25x/0.8 is converted to the used water with a RI = 1.333 since instead
of air (RI = 1). With the Eq. 2.10 a half opening angle for air as immersion medium can
be calculated as θ = 53.13°. From this the numeric aperture for water can be calculated as
NA = 1.0666. This results in a depth of field DOF = 1.034 µm and a corrected DOCcorr =
7.034 µm is retrieved.

To prove the calculations, an image series of stagnant fluorescence particles dispersed in
water/DMSO is acquired. Fluorescence particles are dispersed in water/DMSO, placed on a
microscope slide and are embedded by a coverslip. The particles are illuminated by a laser
and the fluorescence signal is recorded. The z-position of the objective is adjusted for the
sharpest image of the interrogated particle and subsequently varied 10 µm around the focal
point, while for every z-step an image is acquired (Fig. 7.5).

Fig. 7.5.: Validation of calculated depth of correlation using two images series ( a) - i) and j) - r) )
of 1.61 µm fluorescence particles at different z-positions deviating from the particle (pixel
intensity is coded as color). Each single image represents an area of 7 µm ̈ 7 µm

Within both image series a rapid decrease of fluorescence intensity and therefore a loss
of clear image information is visible at z-position deviations of 3 µm - 4 µm from the focal
point ( a , i - h , i and j , k - q , r ). Thus, depending on the images, a medium DOCmeas of
6 µm - 8 µm is retrieved. This is in accordance with the calculated value DOCcorr = 7 µm.
Therefore a mean distance of at least 7 µm should be chosen between the z-positions of the
measurement planes.

The postprocessing of the droplet raw images is performed using an ensemble image
averaging approach as described in Sec. 2.4. For the sorting of the raw images, the intensity
based sorting and shifting approach by Mießner et al. (2019) is used. As an improvement of
this work, the tolerable droplet length deviation over all measurement planes, as well as
the used median droplet length, is acquired via an iterative approximation approach: The
considered median droplet length is chosen such, that for all 14 measurement planes at least
30 droplets are available for postprocessing. If this number is exceeded, the tolerable droplet
length deviation is subsequently decreased until only the desired 30 droplets are remaining.
This is performed for several median droplet lengths and finally the median length with the
least droplet length deviation over all planes used.
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Since the interrogation windows size (IWS) shows a strong influence on the quality of the
resulting velocity data, it is validated if the choice of IWS corresponds with the particle
displacement of 12 px (Fig. 7.6). Best results are achieved for an IWS of 16 px x 16 px.
For lower IWS, the ensemble correlation decorrelates in flow areas with a high velocity.
Therefore, an IWS=16 px x 16 px is chosen and coincides well with the targeted particle
displacement of the fastest particles of 12 px.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7.6.: Velocity field for a flowing Taylor-droplet in a moving reference frame coordinate system
(ud). Effect of different interrogation windows sizes (IWS) on the resolution of the ensemble
averaging approach. For all variations identic raw-images and an IWS-overlap of 50% were
used. a) IWS=96 b) IWS=64 c) IWS=32 d) IWS=16

7.2.3 Hydrodynamic determination of channel height

The evaluation of the flow fields on different measurements planes requires precise knowl-
edge of the actual channel height to correctly identify the number of measurements planes
needed and to define the symmetry plane in the channel center.

The available microchannels are specified with a height of 200 µm. However, due to the
DRIE-etching process during production, the bottom of the channel is considered nonplanar
and the wall roughness of the channel bottom is high. Both could lead to an altered
hydrodynamic height. While the wideness of the reactor can be determined via pixel-
calibrated measurement in an image of the microchannel top, the channel depth can only
be measured by focusing the channel top and bottom and calculating the difference via the
moved z-position of the objective. Measurement errors and parallax-effects (decision when
the channel top, as well as the bottom, is actually in focus), lead to an unacceptable interval
of estimated channel heights between 169 µm - 206 µm.

A metrological definition of the hydrodynamic channel height can be performed by establish-
ing an analytically well-defined single-phase flow in the microchannel and measuring the
maximum flow velocity for different channel heights by means of µPIV. For a laminar single-
phase flow with rectangular cross-section at moderate Re a parabolic profile is expected
on each xy-plane of the measurement. Also, a parabolic profile is present in the yz-plane.
From the symmetry condition of the rectangular channel, the profile of the entire parabola
in yz-direction can be reconstructed with µPIV measurements at discrete channel heights.
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The measurement data for the first reactor batch is shown in Fig. 7.7. The assumed half
channel height (100 µm) does not coincide with the reconstructed parabola. Instead, the
maximum is found at 89 µm and 96 µm. Thus, the hydrodynamic channel height can be
considered to be 178 µm and 192 µm respectively.

Fig. 7.7.: Determination of hydrodynamic channel height using a single-phase flow with a flow rate of
5 µl ḿ1. The measurement data shows the parabolic regression fitted to the measurement
data with the lowest root mean square error (RMSE). The maximum velocity (the maximum
of the fitted parabola) does not coincide with the estimated half channel height at 100 µm.
Instead, the correct channel height (h in this figure) can be determined at the intersection
of the abscissa. Only measurements for the first reactor batch with a height of 178 µm are
shown

The integrity of the measurement data for a one-phase flow is additionally validated success-
fully utilizing an approximation of the Navier-Stokes-Equation for rectangular microchannels
and is shown in the Appendix (App. D.3).

7.2.4 Design of experiments

The local velocity field of Taylor droplets and the surrounding gutters is measured at
different z-planes at a distance dz of at least the DOC = 7.034 µm. Using the symmetry
conditions of rectangular channels, only in half of the microchannel measurements are
performed to decrease the amount of data handling. Since the height of the first reactor
batch is H=178 µm, this results 14 measurement planes. For the second batch reactor (H
= 192 µm), also 14 measurement planes are chosen to obtain integrity and comparability
of the results. The orientation of the measurement planes with obtained velocity data is
schematically shown in Fig. 7.8.

The influence of Re, Ca and λ on the local hydrodynamics is evaluated to validate the
phenomenology of the proposed excess velocity model. The following measurements are
carried out (Tab. 7.3). The gutter length lg is a posteriori retrieved from the measurements.
Supplementary measurements with seeding only in the continuous phase, are shown in die
Appendix (App. D.3).
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Fig. 7.8.: Orientation of the measurement planes in xy-orientation with velocity data obtained from
µPIV measurements (seeding in both phases). The droplet interface is determined using the
shape approximation of Mießner et al. (2019). Only 6 of the 14 measurement planes are
shown for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility.

Tab. 7.3.: Carried out measurements for the model validation. All for Ca “ 0.005

No. Re Oh λ
lg

w flow system

I 0.93 0.0733 1.032 0.66 water/DMSO - hex/sunfl.
II 2.14 0.0483 0.341 0.83 water/glycerol - dodecane

III 2.06 0.0493 0.336 0.83 water/DMSO/0.1CMC SDS - dodecane
IV 0.93 0.0733 0.333 0.83 water/DMSO/1.0CMC SDS - dodecane
V 0.52 0.0733 0.240 0.83 water/DMSO/3.0CMC SDS - dodecane

Thus the following effects can be observed: within measurements I and II, Re, lg and λ

are varied, but no surfactants are present. Thus, the effect of Re on the local flow can be
examined. Following the consideration of the proposed model, Re should not significantly
influence the flow field. This effect is expected to be caused by λ. Utilizing measurements
II+IV, Re is varied by a surfactant concentration change with a small increase of λ. Thus,
the effect of a varied Re with additional surfactants can be observed. In this case, Re is not
expected to significantly influence the flow field, because the viscosity ratio stays constant
and only the interfacial tension, mobility and viscosity are addressed. In measurements II+V,
λ, Re, as well as the surfactant concentration is varied. The effect of Re and λ on the flow
structure can be examined. Considering uex, an increase with a shorter gutter length, as
well as a lower λ is expected to become visible.

7.3 Results and discussion

The excess velocity is strongly correlated to the gutter volume flow as it is shown in Sec. 5.2.1.
Velocity data retrieved by means of µPIV allows to visualize the flow profiles in the gutter
to derive the mean axial velocity as well as the volume flow distribution in streamwise
direction. To simplify the quantification of the volume flow through the gutters, the velocity
field is evaluated as far away from the caps as possible to ensure a flow direction pointing
predominantly in streamwise direction (x-direction). Thus a number of 9 cross-sections at
the longitudinal streamwise center of the Taylor droplets is chosen to average the streamwise
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velocity distribution and to measure the volume flow distribution in the gutter. An increase
of the excess velocity uex is expected to be accompanied by an increasing negative gutter
volume flow. Depending on λ, the flow profile should change according to (Rao and Wong,
2018).

7.3.1 Local flow structure in the gutters of Taylor-droplets

The volume flow in the gutters of the droplet is examined using the proposed 3D2C µPIV
methods. The precise knowledge of the droplet interface position is needed to determine the
correct gutter flow and to distinguish between the droplet and the continuous phase. Since
the flow phases are refractive index matched, the interfacial area cannot be determined
directly by optical measurements. Instead, averaged images of the shifted µPIV-data are used
and in the gutter the distance between droplet and wall is determined using a particle seeding
gradient between both phases (Fig. 7.9). The results are averaged over all cross-sectional
measurements planes, since they have been performed at a nearly identical Ca “ 0.005 and
thus the gutter cross-section is expected to coincide (Mießner et al., 2019).

50 μm 
(a)

50 μm 
(b)

Fig. 7.9.: Summed raw µPIV images of sorted and shifted Taylor droplet with seeding in both phases
at two measurement planes. The different seeding of both flow phases allows discriminating
between droplet and continuous phase. a) sum-image in the channel center plane (at
channel height z=89 µm) b) sum-image in a plane near the channel top wall with schematic
measurement of the gutter size (at channel height z=13.7 µm)

To quantify the relative volume flow in the gutters, the local relative velocity in the x-direction
urel px,y,zq is determined using the stagnation point velocity of the droplet ud. To minimize
the influence of measurement errors at single interrogation windows, the information of 9
yz-planes around the droplet center are averaged (Fig. 7.10):

Fig. 7.10.: Orientation of the interrogation planes in y, z-orientation obtained from µPIV measure-
ments (seeding in both phases). The droplet interface is determined using the shape
approximation of Mießner et al. (2019). Only 5 of the 9 planes of the averaging step
around the droplet center are depicted for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility
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urel px,y,zq “ upx,y,zq ́ ud (7.1)

For the excess volume flow through the gutters, the local relative volume flow distribution in
the center cross-section (y/z-plane) of the droplet

Qex px,y,zq “
Qrel px,y,zq

Q0
“
urel px,y,zq ̈ pdy dzq

Q0
(7.2)

is calculated. The streamwise relative velocities for each interrogation window urel px,y,zq

are multiplied with the reference area, i.e. the product of the stepwidth in y and z direction.
Herein the stepwidth dy “IWS{2 is caused by the 50% overlap of the interrogation windows
(Sec. 2.4) and stepwidth (dz) denotes the distance between two measurement planes.

The calculated excess gutter volume flows (Qex px,y,zq) are shown in Fig. 7.11:
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Fig. 7.11.: Local excess volume flows Qex,loc in the gutters at the droplet center. Red volume flows
point in positive x-direction (towards droplet front and the observer), blue into opposite
direction

The measurements at an elevated Re and rising λ (II, III) exhibit a gradient in the gutters.
In close proximity to the interfacial area on the cross-sectional diagonal, the relative gutter
volume flows tend to point towards. This should result in lower excess velocities (Eq. 5.14)
of identical gutter length. To validate whether this is caused by Re, λ or the surfactant
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concentration measurements I and II can be compared. Here, an influence of Re cannot be
confirmed, since a similar flow distribution is visible in the gutters. Admittedly, a decrease in
excess velocity from I to II is evident, but this is considered to be caused by the much shorter
gutter length lg of I and it is supported by the findings of (Jakiela et al., 2011). Based on the
measurements it can be postulated that a more viscous disperse phase (larger λ) includes
a larger resistance to the forces exerted from the walls. Therefore, the flow in the gutters
changes more strongly since energy is more mainly dissipated in the gutters, which leads to
a lower excess velocity. To furthermore evaluate the influence of surfactant addition, the
flow profile over the entire Taylor droplet and channel cross-section is examined.

7.3.2 Local flow structure of entire Taylor-droplets
cross-section

Similar to the previous section, the excess volume flows Qex px,y,zq for each interrogation
window are calculated. Since both flow phases are simultaneously seeded with fluorescence
particles, the velocity profile across the entire channel cross-section can be retrieved. This
allows to identify a variation of the flow profile inside the droplet and to determine how e.g.
the viscosity ratio λ influences the flow.

Furthermore, the flow-field in the microchannel center plane is represented with streamlines
to observe the influences of λ and Re on the local flow field. Additionally, a possible
influence of surfactant addition can be shown. Measurement I uses the double-binary mixture
approach, while II-V apply an one degree of freedom approach utilizing the surfactant SDS
to tune the interfacial tension. This allows to compensate the variation with the superficial
velocity to adjust Re and to establish a constant Ca.

The velocity measurements of at least 30 averaged droplets are shown in Fig. 7.12. The
streamlines are plotted together with the averaged images of the shifted images of the center
plane to allow discrimination between the droplet and the continuous phase. The coordinate
system is transformed into a moving-frame description with the velocity at the stagnation
points of the droplet front (ud).

The measurements show recirculation of the slug region in the observed image frame
at the droplet caps. Also the flow in the droplets is visible. The center torus-vortex is
mainly represented, while the two front and back vortices are not clearly visible in the
measurements, since the ensemble averaging algorithm decorrelates here. This is caused by
the low seeding of the disperse phase due to the deposition of particles from the disperse
phase at adjacent walls. A rising surfactant concentration (and continuous phase viscosity)
causes the main vortex to position closer towards the droplet’s rear cap. At the maximum
surfactant concentration (V) of 3 CMC the vortex position is altered the most. A displacement
of the front and rear secondary vortices can only be anticipated.
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Fig. 7.12.: Streamlines of the flow in channel center plane in z-direction retrieved from ensemble
averaged µPIV measurements. The corresponding particle average image is used as
background to visualize the position of the droplet. The stagnation point at the interfacial
is marked with yellow dots. In addition, local excess volume flows Qex,loc for the entire
longitudinal streamwise droplet center are depicted. Red volume flows point in positive
x-direction (towards droplet front and the observer), blue volume flows point in opposite
direction. The gutter lengths lg are retrieved from the images.

At the droplet front and rear cap three stagnation points are visible: At the droplet front
there are two converging and one diverging stagnation point, while in the back there are
one converging and two diverging. The denomination of the stagnation points was chosen
in terms of surfactant transportation towards the interfacial area (perspective seen from the
continuous phase, since effective amounts of surfactants were only added to the continuous
phase). A comparison of the streamlines for all surfactant concentrations shows no significant
differences in the stagnation point position.
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A variation of surfactant concentration alters the surface tension and the viscosity of the
continuous phase, since the surfactants are added only to the continuous phase. Therefore
a change of Re and λ is present and causes variations of the flow field. All measurements
show a positive flow in the cross-section of the flow field. For low surfactant concentrations,
four additional positively oriented flow filaments at the channel corners and the gutters
are visible. Increasing the surfactant concentration, the positive flow is intensified in the
channel center, while the flow towards the gutters decreases. Additionally, the regions of
flow inversion with respect to the droplet velocity (shown as white flow areas) are moved
towards the channel center. This can be interpreted as a decrease of the hydrodynamic
cross-section.

Varying the viscosity ratio of the flow, a higher λ leads to a position change of the central
vortex towards the droplet front (visible for the measurements without surfactants and higher
λ). This effect seems not to be based on Re alone as the comparison with measurement V
at a lower Re shows. For lower λ and higher surfactant concentration, the vortex moves
to the droplet back. The movement of the vortex is assumed to be a consequence of the
varied viscous coupling between both phases. If the disperse phase viscosity is low (λ ă 1),
the continuous phase dominates the flow and the droplet simply follows. Therefore the
main velocity gradients are situated in the droplets (V). If the disperse phase is more viscous
(λ ą 1), the disperse phase momentum dominates the gutter flow. Thus, the main velocity
gradients are positioned closer to the gutters (I). The disperse phase forms viscous finger-like
structures since the continuous phase is not able to transfer the momentum from the wall
into the droplet through the gutter.

The comparison of depicted volume flows only allows a qualitative evaluation of the ef-
fects. Nevertheless it is evident, that the addition of surfactants does not lead to a strong
immobilization of the interfacial area. In this case, the velocity of the interface would be
almost constant at the entire droplet interface (like solid body translation). Alternative
visualizations of the flow field with color-coding of the streamwise velocity-component
(u for x- and v for y-direction) are given in App. D.3.

The excess velocity of measurements II - V is below the excess velocity of I. Especially the
increased gutter resistance β of measurement I would let one think of a lower uex. However,
the lg effect seems to exceed the influence of an increased gutter resistance β, since lg is
notably smaller.

In the case of the presented measurements, an addition of surfactants shows no surfactant
specific influence on the local hydrodynamic behavior of Taylor droplets in rectangular
microchannels. The changes in excess velocity could be sufficiently explained with the
increase of the viscosity ratio λ due to the significant formation of micelles. Specific effects
like an immobilization of the interfacial area or moved stagnation points could not be
shown.
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7.4 Conclusion

Utilizing the novel double-binary mixture approach developed in this work (Sec. 6), 3D2C
µPIV measurements at 14 different channel heights in the rectangular microchannels at
a narrow depth of correlation of 7 µm have been carried out. The hydrodynamic height
of the channel was experimentally validated and the PIV-approach itself referenced with
analytical solutions for laminar flows in rectangular microchannels. Commercially available
PS-particles could be dispersed in various mass-fraction of the polar binary mixture system,
while for the nonpolar phase only in a single measurement a stable tracer suspension could
be reached. This is probably related to the red fluorescence dye, since particle with blue dye
form a stable suspension, but could not be used with the available PIV-laser combination.
The omitted measurements were replaced by measurements utilizing a classical one degree
of freedom RIM-approach with surfactant addition.

An ensemble-image-averaging approach in combination with an improved droplet sorting
routine was used to carefully retrieve velocity information in xy-measurement planes at
different z-height positions. Based on these measurements, the flow in the droplet gutters
and the droplet center was examined in dependency of Ca, Re, λ and the surfactant
concentration. The phenomenological aspects of the proposed model have been successfully
validated: A longer gutter length lg and a higher λ lead to a decrease of the excess velocity.
Additionally, the flow fields at the microchannel center plane are examined and a change
in the position of the central vortex is identified in dependency of λ only. Neither an
immobilization of the interface due to the surfactants could be observed, nor a position
change of the stagnation points.

Nevertheless, the interrelation between Re and λ for the excess velocity could not be
conclusively clarified, since the double-binary mixture system could not be used for all
measurements due to a lack of available suspensible tracer particles.
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8Conclusion and outlook

„One, remember to look up at the stars and not down
at your feet. Two, never give up work. Work gives you
meaning and purpose and life is empty without it.
Three, if you are lucky enough to find love, remember
it is there and don’t throw it away.

— Stephen Hawking
(English theoretical physicist and cosmologist)

In this thesis for the first time the influential parameters on the excess velocity have been
identified and a phenomenological model was derived. To fulfill this task, four research
aims were defined, successfully accomplished and different valuable benefits arose on this
journey. A novel non-invasive and cost-efficient measurement device based on near-infrared
(NIR) photometry was developed and successfully tested, the flow-induced Taylor droplet
cap deformation was successfully correlated to the Ca-number and Genetic Algorithms
were successfully adapted for model adjustment. Model validation drove the development
of a novel refractive index matching (RIM) approach, providing two degrees of freedom.
Including the determination of all necessary material parameters, a proof of principle
is given. The phenomenology of the model was subsequently validated using carefully
performed 3D2C µPIV measurements. For this purpose, ensemble-image-averaging and
ensemble-correlation methods were used.

With respect to the four research aims, the challenging modeling approach was processed in
five chapters, each representing a small step towards the ambitious over-all aim:

Utilizing NIR-emission, a photometric approach, consisting of a diode emitter and detector,
was used to non-invasively resolve spatial and temporal information from Taylor flows
with only a single detector/emitter unit. The droplet cap geometry was identified as a
geometric parameter to translate the temporal signal to spatial droplet information, and the
cap curvature was identified to be related to the droplet velocity. A raytracing simulation
was carried out, to gain an understanding of the measurement system and the underlying
correlations. The cap curvature was identified in a sensitivity analysis as the best factor for a
geometrical conversion from temporal to spatial signal via the instantaneous droplet velocity.
A prototype was manufactured and the applicability, as well as the measurement principle,
successfully validated against highspeed camera measurements.

Based on the gained knowledge of the velocity sensitivity of the droplet cap, optical high-
speed camera measurements of the droplet front and rear cap at different Re and Ca were
performed to precisely define the influential parameters on the droplet cap. A geometric
curvature ratio was introduced to describe the flow induced Taylor-droplet cap deformation.
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Based on the performed measurements, the Ca was identified as the influential parameter
for moderate Ca and Re, while no statistically significant influence of Re could be deter-
mined. Based on the measurement results, a correlation for the cap deformation ratio was
retrieved.

A phenomenological model was developed to estimate the excess velocity of Taylor droplets.
For this purpose, the concept of excess velocity was introduced and the relevant volume
flow was derived from the continuity equation and identified as the relative gutter flow. The
droplet cap deformation correlation was used to derive the Laplace pressure at the gutter
entrances of the droplet based on Ca. Utilizing an approach to estimate the flow resistance
of the gutter and combining it with determined pressure difference as the driving force, the
influential parameters for the excess velocity were identified. These are the gutter length
lg, the gutter radius kg,i calculated via a Taylor droplet shape approximation from the cap
deformation kc,i and a dimensionless resistance factor β, which implements effects of the
viscous coupling.

For phenomenological model validation, a two degree of freedom RIM-approach was intro-
duced, that allows adjusting Re and Ca independently to examine the local flow at these
parameters. The latter is done by changing the mass-fraction of both flow phases (while
being RI-matched) and varying the superficial velocity to obtain the desired inertia of the
system. Four different double-binary mixtures (for each phase one with high and one with
low viscosity) were presented, to achieve the possibility to establish Taylor-flows at different
λ by altering the materials of the flow system or invert the flow phases. The material
parameters for the binary mixture were measured and successfully correlated to enable a
software-based determination of the desired mass-fractions and superficial velocity, which
combines to the distinct dimensionless numbers. A proof of principle is given presenting raw
images of a µPIV study.

The phenomenology of the model was validated using carefully performed spatially resolved
3D2C µPIV measurements at 14 z-height-position in two rectangular microchannels. Flow
images were acquired using a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser for excitation and a high quantum
efficiency double-CCD camera. Spatially resolved velocity information was gathered at 14
planes by using a droplet-sorting and shifting approach, to measure the flow of at least 30
independent droplets. The vector quality is improved by utilizing a correlation-averaging
approach. As a result, streamlines of the flow, as well as the yz-plane (gutter cross-section) at
the droplet center, are retrieved. The influence of Re on the local flow field was identified to
be low, while the viscous coupling λ showed an influence on the local flow field in the droplet
and on the excess velocity. In addition it was shown, that the gutter length lg influences the
excess velocity as predicted by the model. The phenomenology of the model was successfully
validated.

Looking into the future, the results from this work may pave the way for an improved
process modeling. Linked strictly to the excess velocity, the residence time of Taylor-droplets
in microreactors directly influence the chemical selectivity of reaction and the process
performance. If the residence time can be determined more precisely while designing a
reactor, improvements of the processes efficiency without additional efforts or costs could
be achieved. This work may help to attenuate the future shortage of resources, as well as
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to increase the process yield and profit. Also analytical or general microfluidic approaches
that utilize droplet chains, where droplet pressure drop feedbacks on the disperse phase
formation, can be improved by a better process knowledge.

The author would be proud if the arisen benefits besides the model can be utilized by other
researchers for their work, as the author profited from the enormous knowledge gathered
from the numerous contributions of previous studies. The author is aware of possible
research topics and applications especially for the NIR-sensor and the RIM-approach, as
the topic of Taylor-flow provides sufficient open research questions for upcoming young
scientists.
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AAppendix for Chapter A

The correlation coefficients of Tab. 4.2 from Sec. 4.3.2 are carefully retrieved from measure-
ments and literature data. The good agreement of measurement data and the correlations
are shown in Fig. A.1.
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Fig. A.1.: a) Density of the water/glycerol mixture for different mass-fraction ξc (own measurements)
b) Interfacial tension of water/glycerol mixtures against n-dodecane from Takamura et al.
(2012) for 20 °C. for different mass-fraction ξc c) Viscosity data from Takamura et al. (2012).
Line styles represent the validity range of the different approximations as shown in Tab. 4.2

When the difference in refractive index between continuous and disperse phase decreases
(Fig. A.2 a) ), the discrimination of the flow phases becomes difficult. To nevertheless
determine the droplet cap curvature, it is necessary to use the ensemble averaging approach
we showed in Sec. 4.3.3. This results in an ensemble averaged image with a higher contrast
of the interfacial area (Fig. A.2 b) ).
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Fig. A.2.: Comparison of raw image and result of ensemble averaging. a) highspeed image of a
droplet with small refractive index deviation between continuous and disperse phase b)
result of ensemble image averaging approach with applied background filter
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BAppendix for Chapter 5

Considerations for uex: Rearranging Eq. 5.13 leads to the equation

uex ́ uex
Af

Ach
“
Qrel

g

Q0
̀
Af

Ach
(B.1)

Our measurements show in agreement with Jose and Cubaud (2014) excess velocities with
values uex ă 0.4 for Ca ă 0.2. Additionally we can assume Af

Ach
ă 0.005 as shown in Fig. B.1.

Thus one can say uex
Af

Ach
ă 0.002 and therefore it can be considered small of higher order

and be neglected.

0

Fig. B.1.: Dimensionless film-area and excess velocity for ld
W

“ 3 and β “ 3.892 for the proposed
model
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CAppendix for Chapter 6

C.1 Dynamic interfacial tension measurements

The measurement principle for the dynamic interfacial tension measurements using the
Lauda TVT is described in the following:

The interfacial tension of the double-binary mixtures is measured using a Lauda TVT drop
tensiometer with a syringe of 2.5 ml and a stainless steel capillary at a temperature of 20°C.
The interfacial tensions are acquired using the volume drop method: A droplet is formed
at the capillary tip and based on the balance of buoyancy and surface tension the droplet
pinches off within the continuous phase. The pinched-off droplet is detected by a light
barrier.

The balance at the tip of the capillary follows:

γ “
Vdrop∆ρ g
πdcap

(C.1)

herein Vdrop is the volume of the detached droplet, that can be retrieved from the way
the syringe plunger was moved since the last detached droplet. ∆ρ describes the density
difference between the continuous and the droplet phase, g the gravitational acceleration
and dcap the diameter of the capillary. Depending on the wetting behavior, the outer or inner
diameter, as well as a correction factor, must be used (Wilkinson, 1972).

As Eq. C.1 shows, the wetting behavior (dcap) of the capillary has a large influence on
the calculated interfacial tension. The used capillary shows a good wetting behavior for
nonpolar media. Thus we choose the nonpolar fluids as the disperse and the polar fluids as
the continuous phase to ensure a stable wetting of the capillary.

C.2 Experimental setup for proof of principle

The experimental design follows Fig. C.1: A Si-microchannel (manufactured by IMSAS
Bremen) with channel height H=198 µm and nearly rectangular cross-sectional area is
located on a Zeiss LSM-210 inverted microscope with a motorized nosepiece and two-axis
stage for precision movement. The microscope is controlled via a self-written LabView
program using serial port communication.
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Fig. C.1.: Proof of principle of the double-binary mixture approach. Scheme of the experimental
design for µPIV experiments

The microscope is equipped with a Zeiss LD LCI Plan Apochromat 25x/0.8 objective to
provide a high spatial resolution at a small depth of field (DOF “ 1.034µm) to receive
a high resolution in the z-direction. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser (New Wave Research Solo-PIV
III) with a 15 Hz repetition rate, 50 mJ pulse intensity and a pulse length of 3 ns - 5 ns
with frequency doubling (wavelength: λex = 532 nm) serves as a light source for the
measurement. Images of the flow are acquired using an active-cooled high quantum-efficient
PCO.sensicam qe 670 LD 3078 double CCD-camera with an acquisition rate of 4 Hz at a
resolution of 1376 px x 1040 px. The continuous phase is seeded with 1.61 µm particles. The
particles are coated with FluoRed as fluorescence dye (excitation peak 530 µm, emission
peak 607 µm) and are dispersed in the water/glycerol phase using an ultrasonic bath for
15 min at20°C.

Two syringe pumps (Dolomite Mitos Duo XS) supply a steady flow such, that the volume flow
of both phases can be individually controlled. The excitation light from the pulsed Nd:YAG
laser is guided into the Zeiss LSM210 microscope and the laser is widened with a convex lens
of short focal length. The illumination is additionally averaged with a holographic diffuser.

A dichroic mirror separates the green excitation light from the red fluorescence light and
directs it to the camera. To further improve the cutoff, an additional long-pass filter is
mounted in the light-path to shield the camera from laser light (Fig. C.1). A timing unit
synchronizes the laser and the camera.

An overview of the experimental and optical parameters is given in Tab. C.1.
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Tab. C.1.: Experimental and optical parameters of the experimental design

property value unit

channel width W 198 µm
channel height H 192 µm
excitation wavelength λex 532 nm
tracer particle diameter dtr 1.6 µm
tracer particle CV 2.3 %
objective magnification 25 -
objective NA 0.8 -
objective DOF 0.859 µm
particle excitation wavelength peak 530 nm
particle emission wavelength peak 607 nm
dichroitic mirror cutoff 552 nm
longpass filter cutoff 550 nm
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DAppendix for Chapter 7

D.1 Influence of surfactants on the flow

The addition of SDS to the mixture of water/glycerol leads to an increase in the dynamic
viscosity of the mixture caused by the surfactants. Below the CMC the viscosity increase
is moderate, while for concentration over the CMC the viscosity is increased by up to 30%
(Fig. D.1).

Fig. D.1.: Viscosity measurements for water/DMSO ξ “ 0.58 with addition of SDS

After solving high concentration of SDS in water/glycerol on a stirring plate, after several
minutes the formation of a lyotropic phase can be observed. The formed complexes change
the optical and viscous properties of the mixture (Fig. D.2).

D.2 Validation of µPIV approach

Using the Navier-Stokes-equation for incompressible fluids, the velocity profile for one-
phase flows within rectangular microchannels can be determined. The solution of the
inhomogeneous differential equation is complex, but a simplified solution is given by Bruus
(2008). The restrictions of this solution, as well as the estimated error are given in the
mentioned publication.

A comparison of the retrieved µPIV measurement data and the model shows a good agree-
ment (Fig. D.3).
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Fig. D.2.: Deposition of a lyotropic phase formed from micelles in a solution of 7CMC SDS in wa-
ter/glycerol (ξ “ 0.58)

Fig. D.3.: Comparison of µPIV-measurement data and the proposed model from Bruus (2008)

D.3 Supplementary µPIV measurements

The following measurements were acquired with seeding only in the continuous phase and
are shown for completeness. Since there were no tracer particles in the droplets, only flow
information in the gutters could be obtained. Caused by the bad particle behavior, the
measured droplet lengths for the average-shifting algorithm (Mießner et al., 2019) have
a deviation of up to 10%. This complicates the identification of the droplet’s stagnation
points (they appear blurry due to the fluctuating droplet length) and lead to an error in the
following results. However, the flow gradients can be considered correct, since the measured
ud applies an equal shift to all measured volume flows Fig. D.4.
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Tab. D.1.: Additional measurements with seeding only in the continuous phase. All for Ca “ 0.005

No. Re Oh λ
lg

w flow system

VI 2.14 0.0483 0.098 0.62 water/glycerol - hex/sunfl.
VII 0.93 0.0733 0.101 0.92 water/glycerol - hex/sunfl.
VIII 2.00 0.0500 0.303 0.88 water/DMSO - hex/sunfl.
IX 0.93 0.0733 1.032 0.39 water/DMSO - hex/sunfl.
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Fig. D.4.: Local excess volume flows Qex,loc within the gutters at the droplet center. Red volume flows
point in positive x-direction (towards droplet front and the observer), blue into opposite
direction

Furthermore in addition to the shown measurements in Fig. 7.12, measurements I-V are
given in the following with a different color-coding, that represents the u and v component
of the flow in the channel center plane.
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Fig. D.5.: Streamlines of the flow in channel center plane retrieved from ensemble averaged µPIV
measurements. The velocity components in x-direction are color-coded
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In the dissertation the results from the supervision of the following students’ works are
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List of Symbols

The following symbols have been used in this thesis. Usually states or origins of the
corresponding data is visualized via superscript. Subscript, however, give further information
or details on the specified quantity. Symbol above the quantity show mathematical operations
like averaging or filtered values.

Acronyms

µPIV particle image velocimetry

µPTV particle tracking velocimetry

AOT dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium

CCD charge-coupled device sensor

CFD computational fluid dynamics

CMC critical micelle concentration

COTS commercial off-the-shelf

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide

DOC depth of correlation

DOF depth of field

GA Genetic Algorithm

HLB hydrophilic-lipophilic balance

IWS interrogation windows size

NA numerical aperture

NIR near infrared radiation

PDMS polydimethylsiloxane

PSA pattern search algorithm
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RI refractive index

RIM refractive index matching

RMSE root mean square error

SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate

TOST two one-sided tests procedure

Dimensionless Quantities

λ Viscosity ratio [́]

Bo Bond number [́]

Ca Capillary number [́]

Mo Morton number [́]

Oh Ohnesorge number [́]

Re Reynolds number [́]

Greek Symbols

α opening angle [0]

β geometric coefficient of resistance [́]

∆ interval Border [́]

δ wall film thickness [µm]

ϵ numerical error

ϵ spatial calibration factor rµm ̈ px́1s

ϵ spectral absorption coefficient [m2 ̈moĺ1]

η dynamic viscosity [Pa ̈ s]

Γ control surface [-]

Λ linearized function

λ Lagrange multiplicator for linearization [́]

λ light wavelength [nm]

Ω flow resistance [Pa ̈ s ̈ḿ3]

ω weight factor [́]

ψ dimensionless validation function ŕs
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ρ density [kg ̈ḿ3]

σ interfacial tension [N ̈ḿ1]

θ lightray angle from vertical [0]

ε significance level for TOST-Test [́]

ε void fraction of disperse phase [́]

ξ mass-fraction [́]

k pure substance absorption coefficient [ḿ1]

Roman Symbols

O Order [́]

A correlation factor [́]

A cross sectional area [mm2]

a Rear cap geometry factor [́]

a semi-major axis of ellipse [µm]

ar aspect ratio ŕs

b axial cap length [µm]

b semi-minor axis of ellipse [µm]

c fitting coefficient [́]

c radial cap length [µm]

d characteristic length [m]

d diameter [mm]

DF degree of freedom [́]

dI infinitesimal intensity change [mV ]

dt infinitesimal time change [s]

dx infinitesimal spatial change [µm]

g gravitational acceleration [mmś1]

H channel height [µm]

h droplet height [µm]

h test hypothesis [́]
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I image intensity [́]

I photometric intensity [mV ]

i index [́]

k curvature ratio [́]

k dimensionless ratio [́]

l length [µm]

m fitting coefficient [́]

N total number of images [́]

n fitting coefficient [́]

n refractive index

Q volume flow rate [µl ̈miń1]

q fit factor for material properties [́]

R Pearson correlation coefficient [́]

R general reflection coefficient

R radius [µm]

RI Refractive index [-]

t image acquistion time rmss

u velocity [mm ̈ ś1]

W channel width [µm]

x cap length till gutter entrance [µm]

x x coordinate rpxs

y y coordinate rpxs

Z Z value [́]

Superscripts

̊ sum value

̀ dimensionless

M model calibration data

CAM highspeed camera recorded
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corr corrected value

init initial value

meas measurement data

mod model results

NIR acquired by NIR-sensor

rel relative

stat stationary

Subscripts

0 superficial

1 inciding lightray or medium 1

1, 2, 3 order of correlation factor

2 refracted lightray or medium 2

β concerning resistance factor

η concerning viscosity

λ at a specific wavelength λ

ρ concerning density

σ concerning interfacial tension

a alternative [́]

ap aperture

b droplet rear

c continuous phase

c critical

c, b back droplet cap

c, f front droplet cap

c, i front or back droplet cap

cap capillary

cap concerning droplet cap curvature

ch channel
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crit critical value

d disperse/droplet phase

drop droplet

ell,M center point of fitted ellipse

ex excess scale concept

ex excitation [́]

f droplet front

f wall film

g gutter

g, b gutter at back of droplet

g, f gutter at front of droplet

g, i i-th droplet gutter

imag, 1 in first image

imag, 2 in second image

LED concerning the LED

lower lower

n nonpolar phase

p point at measured ellipse

p polar phase

photo photodiode

px pixel value

rel relative value

s slug

shift value for image shifting

slip slipping scale concept

t temporal

tot total

tr tracer particle
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upper upper

x spatial

Other Symbols

̂ filtered value

... area averaged value

̃ stdev. of value
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